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History of the University of Montevallo
Due to the efforts of Julia Tutwiler who advocated for the technical training of girls, the
University of Montevallo opened in October 1896 as the Alabama Girls’ Industrial
School (AGIS), a women-only technical school that also offered high school-level
courses. AGIS became the Alabama Girls’ Technical Institute in 1911, further adding
"and College for Women" in 1919. The school gradually phased into being a traditional
degree-granting institution, becoming Alabama College, State College for Women in
1923.
The school's supporters lobbied the Alabama Legislature which passed a bill on January
15, 1956 that dropped the designation "State College for Women", effectively making the
school coeducational. The first men entered the school that same month. In 1965, the
board of trustees authorized President D. P. Culp to sign the Certificates of Assurance of
Compliance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964. In the fall of 1968, three African
American women, Carolyn Buprop, Ruby Kennbrew, and Dorothy (Lilly) Turner,
enrolled in the university. On September 1, 1969, Alabama College was renamed the
University of Montevallo. Today, the University of Montevallo is the only public liberal
arts college in Alabama and is a member of the prestigious Council of Public Liberal Arts
Colleges (COPLAC).
Montevallo is located in the geographic center of the state of Alabama in an area rich
with Civil War history. With slightly over 3,000 students, the university generates a
significant economic impact on the surrounding communities in Shelby County.
Many of the buildings on campus predate the founding of the college, including King
House and Reynolds Hall. The King House is reserved for special guests of the campus,
and Reynolds Hall is still used by the Theater Department and alumni relations. King
House was reportedly the first home in Alabama to receive pane glass windows.
Montevallo's campus is considered an architectural jewel. Its appearance is more in line
with private, elite institutions. The central part of campus is a National Historic District,
listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The Olmsted Brothers’ firm, who also
designed the grounds for the Biltmore House in North Carolina, designed the main
portion of the campus. Frederick Law Olmsted designed Central Park in New York.
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The Rhetoric of Ekphrasis and Performed Orality in Vergil’s Aeneid
Brittany Headley
Stephanie L. Batkie, Ph.D.
Abstract
The complex relationship between written and oral texts has been simplified and broken into two
distinct stages in the evolution of language. While there are considerable differences in the
construction and narrative technique of oral and written texts, it must be understood that they also
have significant impact on each other. Written texts are a logical evolution following and flowing
from oral tradition; the impact orality has on the construction and understanding of written work
cannot be overstated. Considering oral texts that were created or transcribed after the advent of
literacy also presents a different understanding of how orality works and is used. Despite being
constructed as a written text, Vergil’s Aeneid is built around oral tradition, evidenced by the
rhetorical techniques used within the text. In particular, ekphrasis—visual representation within a
literary work as a method of storytelling—is a strategy that he uses in contrast to several oral
narratives within the epic. Throughout the piece, Vergil parallels his role as an author within the
text; the characters interact through oral performance, ekphrasis and emotional responses to
petition. By re-creating the orator to audience relationship within the text, he deconstructs and
employs concepts of both orality and textuality as complementary methods instead of
irreconcilable processes.

These words will help you cross the unknown seas
In safety, clear to an Italian haven. (3.377-378)
The Aeneid challenges notions of text and authority. The rhetorical techniques
used throughout its pages have astounding affects on reader interaction with the text,
creating an unusual concept of authorship. These effects are achieved by Vergil’s
methods of complicating the idea of a written text, one of the most significant of which is
how he takes advantage of the historical make-up of the epic itself. Although constructed
as a written text, the piece raises important questions about what constitutes oral poetry
and takes advantage of the oral history of the epic form. In addition to complicating our
understanding of the distinction between oral and written literature, the Aeneid is a
complex rhetorical device that simultaneously creates an authoritative yet classical
history for the Roman people and supports the politics of Augustus and the expansion of
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the empire. Vergil’s use of rhetoric to guide readerly emotions plays a major role in the
mechanics of the text, allowing him to control not only the history he relates but also to
very strictly constrain reader interpretation of events and symbols within the work.
Tracing his use of orality and ekphrasis throughout the piece reveals how he maintains
his control as an author by creating relationships between the text, narrators, and reader
along political lines cleverly disguised by emotional ties.
Despite the fact that the Aeneid is a written text, the elements of oral poetry are
essential to the piece, both stylistically and rhetorically. It is a complex piece of literature
that cannot be placed into only one category or the other; rather it must be evaluated with
both orality and textuality in mind because both mediums influence the creation and
structure. The epic form, as Vergil knew it, was introduced to the Romans by translations
of Homer’s Odyssey and Iliad, both oral poems recreated on paper. The form itself,
having been created as a means of translation from orality to textuality, allows for a
certain fluidity of text; a change in medium undoubtedly creates a change in message. In
The Idea of Epic, J. B. Hainsworth gives a brief history of the form. Tracing the roots of
the oral epics back to orally composed “heroic poetry” provides contextual information
on Greek understandings of literature and history. In particular, this addresses and
explains the umbrella term “song” as a grouping of several types of verse built around
Greek ideas of what constituted poetry in matters of subject, structure, and pleasure for
the audience (11). Continuing this evolution, he presents a theory outlining the initial
drafting of the Iliad and the Odyssey:
Singers, who composed (or at least re-created) their songs as they
proceeded, were supplanted by rhapsodes, reciters who neither sang nor
composed. Like actors in the theater, they memorized their text. Perhaps
since an epic poem like the Iliad was a valuable property, they formed
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themselves into societies to protect it from vulgarization or even wrote it
down. […] This sort of preservation means a stable text, the importance of
which is beyond calculation; the fleeting spoken word was transformed
into something permanent. The themes and formulas of the old art of song
made it easy to re-create a story but almost impossible to perpetuate an
individualized conception. (Hainsworth 42-43)
The oral and textual heritage of the piece is what allows Vergil to work in the space
between orality and textuality and to question the role of oral tradition in scribal literature.
Because Vergil is basing his work in a form with such a complex history, the role of
orality within the piece cannot be overstated. Oral performance is a large influence on his
work, in part because he would be expected to recite it himself (Hainsworth 110), but
also because performance was a significant aspect of constructing an oral poem.
Vergil changes the way we think about texts—both oral and written—by
changing the way we consider the type of text we are examining. In “Making Space for
Orality on its Own Terms,” Philip Nanton gives insight into the different manipulations
of language across the two mediums. He states, “Different types of word power divide
orality and text. It is useful here to illustrate the difference by drawing a distinction
between power ‘of’ the word (the oral context) and power ‘over’ the word (the scribal
context)” (89). Rather than consider orality and textuality as two irreconcilable forms,
Vergil uses them in the Aeneid as complementary aspects in the storytelling process. The
poet is very deliberate in his use of orality within the text and is careful to make his
power both of and over the word evident. The central role of orality illustrates key
differences in rhetorical method and the rhetorical effectiveness of utilizing both orality
and text. Vergil deconstructs ideas about both kinds of texts in terms of delivery. Oral
texts are fluid. The essence of a tale may stay more or less the same over time but the tale
will change, performer to performer and from one performance to the next. Hainsworth
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and Nanton agree: each performance was crafted for the circumstances of that specific
moment.
No one could say at the beginning where the end would be. The singer
proceeded step by step, his attention based on each episode in turn,
lingering or hastening as he observed signs of interest or boredom. He
might digress or change course. Obviously, this could not be conducive to
any refined concepts of literary form beyond the structure provided by the
story itself. […] He was well rehearsed, since his material was all
traditional and had been sung by him many times before, but what he
really did was re-create the song in the act of performance. (Hainsworth
17-18)
For these reasons, Nanton calls oral tradition a “malleable art form” (87). Each performer,
not necessarily the original “author,” had control of the story he told—what events to
move through slowly or leave out completely, where to insert dramatic pauses and
gestures, how to pace the tempo and move the body, when to encourage audience
interaction or suspense. This amount of control over the “text” being delivered allows for
significant control over audience response because each performance was so tailored to
the specific audience.
Vergil, however, is not writing the Aeneid solely for entertainment. As many
scholars have discussed, he is striving to create something that will be for Rome what the
Iliad and the Odyssey are for Greece; Vergil seeks to surpass the literary skill of Homer
and to create a classical history for his people (see Foley, Hainsworth). Yet, Hainsworth
is careful to differentiate the cultural history commonly understood through heroic and
epic poetry from “genuine history,” which is an important point that must be taken into
account when examining Vergil’s role as political historian as well as author (12-13).
Because Rome is a literate empire, and because he is modeling his work after Greek epic
poetry created through oral tradition, Vergil is able to create a text that carries the cultural
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richness and weight of oral tradition while claiming a more concrete authority as the
author of a text. Throughout the work, Vergil clarifies his role as author (and therefore
establishes his authority) through the account of Aeneas and, consequently, the account
of Rome. Further exploration into his authorship is found throughout, in both his metainterjections and in his use of ekphrasis.
In both the performances and the instances of ekphrasis, Vergil relies a great deal
on visual language to create enthralling performances in the text and to detail the images
the characters are interacting with. This creates tension, running parallel to the tension
between written and oral narrative, in the way Vergil uses similar language differently in
ekphrasis and oral performance. In three instances of ekphrasis—Aeneas weeping over
the scene of Troy on Juno’s doors in Carthage, Daedalus’ rendition of the story of the
Minotaur, and the scenes on Vulcan’s shield—Vergil uses visual language to relate the
images, but he deliberately distances the reader from what Aeneas is seeing and how he is
responding. The reader is separated from what Aeneas is experiencing and therefore is
unable to emotionally connect with Rome. This changes when Aeneas and Vergil begin
to perform; the reader is pulled in by the same kind of visual language but the distance
between narrative experience and reader lessens, creating a more interactive space for the
reader to experience the tale. Vergil’s Aeneid creates this tension for the reader—a
written text that works like an oral performance—while also being a commentary on the
dynamics of rhetoric. This seems unproductive, yet while Vergil uses these ekphrastic
instances to make commentary on the way rhetoric manipulates emotion; he uses the
entire epic to actually carry the techniques out himself. The images do more work for
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Vergil than they seem to; they provide the history and propaganda that Vergil is
attempting to convince his reader into emotionally supporting.
With steady sobbing and a tear-soaked face,
[Aeneas] fed his heart on shallow images.
He saw men fight around the citadel—
Trojan troops routing Greeks, crested Achilles
Driving his chariot at the Trojans’ backs.
He wept to recognize, close by, the white tents
Of Rhesus… (1.464-470)
Several things are happening in the passage above. Vergil, although the narrator
throughout, tends to maintain a distinct distance from the story, interjecting only so often
to invoke the gods or present rhetorically devised questions to his characters to garner the
attention of the reader. Apart from these asides, Vergil’s style places the reader among
Aeneas and his crew, a complex fusion of first and third person perspective. In this
passage, however, Vergil makes himself evident in a more subtle way. The reader can see
two things: the engravings on the door and how Aeneas is reacting to them. Vergil is at
once giving a short account of the fall of Troy as well as demonstrating an appropriate
emotional reaction, yet he is clearly placing the reader at a distance from both. Despite
Aeneas’ “steady sobbing,” the reader is inactive and unaffected. Vergil places himself
between Aeneas’ emotional turmoil and the reader’s empathy in much the same way the
fate of Rome stands between Aeneas and Dido’s plea in book four:
Her grieving sister
Delivered it repeatedly. No tears
Could move him; no words found his sympathy.
His fate and Jove were barriers to his ears. (4.437-440)
Vergil’s role as author is easily comparable to Jove’s authority. While Jove is able to
manipulate what Aeneas hears and is able to respond to, Vergil, although he is
purportedly recording history, is very careful to blend heritage with rhetoric within his
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narrative. This fusion within the Aeneid is what Hainsworth is referring to when he
distinguishes between valid history and the history created by the “oral techniques of
heroic poetry which select what is appropriate to famous deeds and forget the rest; they
confuse times and places; they impose the heroic ethos on shabby deeds of treachery and
vengeance” (12-13). Vergil replicates this technique both with Vulcan’s shield and
Daedalus’ engravings. While each of these instances seem to be futile attempts to connect
the reader to Rome’s history, they do more work under the surface than one might realize
at first, and each works a bit differently. We will return to these in a moment.
Despite Aeneas’ reaction to Juno’s doors, Vergil refers to them as “shallow
images” (1.465). Performances, however, make up for what the images lack in emotional
depth. When Vergil chooses to work with performance, the visual language allows the
reader to be closer to the experience, eliciting a more intimate response. Oral
performance is not only stylistically present in Vergil’s epic—he engages his characters
in the experience as well, demonstrating to the reader how orality works and what effects
it has on an audience while simultaneously directing readerly experience and
interpretation with the very technique he is illustrating. In book three, when describing to
Dido his attempts to make an altar for the gods, Aeneas uses descriptive language that
gives a clear picture of what he saw, did and felt while re-creating the event and emotions
for Dido and the reader to experience as he speaks:
I tried to wrench that greenwood from the ground,
To roof the altar with the leaves and branches.
Then—hideous sight, almost unspeakable—
The first plant pulled away oozed drops of blood
From its torn roots, a filthy gore that tainted
The ground. A freezing tremor shot through me;
My blood ceased flowing, icy with my fear.
I didn’t stop but pulled a second stem,
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To find whatever cause lay deep inside.
Again black blood came dripping from the bark.
… Do I dare say this? From the barrow’s depths
I heard somebody sob and call to me:
‘Aeneas, no—don’t maul a buried corpse…’ (3.24-33, 39-41)
As Vergil illustrated with Juno’s doors, the reader can see how Aeneas is responding and
what he is responding to, but this time the reader is more involved. The reader can
connect with Aeneas here in a way that Vergil prevented them from doing before. The
surprise, the suspense, and the terror do not stop at Aeneas; the reader gets a taste of these
emotions as they read, as they “hear” Aeneas present the story. Aeneas’s language, even
in written form, can easily be “heard.” His performance can be pictured in the mind—an
expression of disgust and fear as he reveals his gruesome discovery, a suspenseful pause
before and after “Do I dare say this?,” a slowing of the pace for “From the barrow’s
depths,/ I heard…” and a sudden change in the pitch of his voice as he imitates the
ghastly call of the dead. The distance between the reader and the story is no longer
present, in part due to Vergil’s “silence.” The reason Aeneas’s story is so enthralling is
because Vergil is allowing Aeneas to tell it. He does not interrupt to tell the reader when
Aeneas pauses or gestures or what facial expressions he is making. He leaves that to his
language—Aeneas’s language—and the reader. Aeneas’s mastery of oral performance
implies that Vergil takes great care with and pride in imitating the fluctuating tempos and
gestures of an oral poet in written verse.
Aeneas, playing an important role as a second narrator, also relies a great deal on
visual language. This creates a sense of place for the reader and for Aeneas’s audience.
The senses are stimulated—the feeling of rough roots against palms, the feel and smell of
buried gore, the acute fear that even a war hero admits renders him “confused and
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terrified, I stood unmoving,/ my hair on end, words clotted in my throat” (3.47-48).
Identifying his own emotions and communicating them to the reader in this manner—as a
fluid aspect of the story—clarifies Vergil’s intentions as far as emotional response. He
allows Aeneas to lead his audience, both Dido and the reader, through a wide range of
reactions, thereby guiding the reader to respond in a manner similar to Aeneas’s own
reactions. When relating the death of Laocoön, for example, he again relies heavily on
visual language and creates an equivalent emotional reaction in the reader but goes a step
farther: the emotion does not merely stem from what Aeneas feels; the reader has a
separate, individual response to this scene, apart from Aeneas’ fear, which is the only
emotion he clearly identifies.
…Over the calm sea from Tenedos,
Came two huge, coiled snakes—even now I shake.
…Each clasped one of his tiny sons, entangling
The body, feeding on its pitiful limbs.
Their father snatched a spear and ran to help.
[…Laocoön] fought to rip apart the knotted forms.
Their slime and poison-black drool soaked his fillets.
His shrieks of agony rose to the sky,
As when a bull escapes the alter, shedding
The ax that was half-buried in his neck. (2.203-204, 214-216, 220-224)
Aeneas takes his audience, and the reader, through the entire scene with astounding detail,
describing sounds, smells and textures, as well as sights. Detailed visual imagery is in
every line. When Vergil allowed the reader a glimpse of the engraving on Juno’s temple
doors, he described them, obviously, in visual terms; his descriptions, along with his
technique of distancing the reader from the experience, prevented the reader from fully
engaging. Here, however, Aeneas is also relying on visual terms but his performance
includes other elements that draw the reader in as well, most notably an emotional link
for the reader. Several moments in just these few short lines provide moments of
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emotional turmoil and connection—a sudden disturbance in the calm water creates dread
that even Aeneas admits makes him tremble years after the event has taken place. The
reader is able to—forced to—visualize the gruesome death of two children while their
father fights in vain to free them and to “hear” his “shrieks of agony,” which Aeneas
likens to the sound of a sacrificial bull fleeing with “the ax that was half-buried in his
neck.” Aeneas creates a performance so captivating that Vergil is completely out of mind
not only by the use of visual imagery but by the emotional connection of the reader to the
event. Vergil uses this to his advantage. He—through Aeneas—engages the reader in
rhetoric.
Oddly enough, Vergil does not always distance the reader from the experience
this way, even when deliberately reminding the reader that he is the narrator. For example,
when Dido discovers that Aeneas is leaving to sail to Italy, Vergil interjects:
What did you feel then, Dido, when you saw?
How did you sob when all that shoreline seethed?
You looked out from your tower, and the sea
Was an industrious uproar and commotion. (4.408-411)
After “reminding” the reader that he is present, he seamlessly continues the narration,
drawing the reader’s attention away from him and back into the story just as quickly as he
had commandeered it:
He drives her now to tears, and now to beg
And cravenly submit her pride to love—
Whatever leaves her with a hope of life.
‘Anna, you see the whole shore…’ (4.413-416)
He makes his role as intermediary between the story and the reader obvious, yet he uses
this technique to pull the reader in, to encourage emotion. This is a very emotional
moment in the Aeneid—Dido has been abandoned by her lover, left with a ruined
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reputation and a lovesick heart. Vergil is inviting—or rather, compelling—the reader to
take notice of Dido’s emotions and, as with Aeneas’s performances, to empathize with
her. When Vergil asks “What did you feel then, Dido, when you saw?” Dido is obviously
not going to answer. Vergil does not interject to get Dido’s response; he poses this
question to encourage the reader to consider how Dido is feeling. The reader connects
with Dido by considering what emotions seem appropriate to their understanding of the
situation and assigning them to her. Vergil moves quickly past this to generate a hurried
response, focused on the feelings of his reader, and limiting their notice and
understanding of how he is using rhetoric here.
While Aeneas is looking at Juno’s doors, however, Vergil does not attempt to
draw an emotional response from the reader; he only illustrates one through Aeneas. It
would have been simple for Vergil to expand on the engravings, even put the reader in
Aeneas’s head to fully experience the host of memories and emotions that the images
invoke, but he choses instead to have Aeneas give an oral account of Troy’s fall. Vergil
will not directly influence the reader’s emotions yet—Aeneas will. In this way, Vergil
separates “observing” from “experiencing,” his commentary on the dynamics of rhetoric
from his own use of it, and himself as narrator from Aeneas as narrator. This is important
because through Aeneas, Vergil makes several important points about the role emotion
plays in response to rhetoric before revealing himself to be the master rhetorician by
bringing everything—use of imagery, emotion, and rhetoric—together to accomplish his
political ends.
To fully understand how Vergil uses ekphrasis alongside orality, we must return
to the other two instances of ekphrasis within the text, as they play distinct and important
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roles in his rhetorical method. Although both Aeneas’s shield and Daedalus’s carvings,
like Juno’s doors, confine the reader to the role of a bystander observing character
reactions to the rhetorical devices of the images, Vergil uses them in complicated ways.
Almost one hundred lines are devoted to describing Vulcan’s shield, the “work beyond
telling of,” (8.625) and despite the amount of history Vergil inserts into this section—the
brutal wars and deaths, even the glorious victories—there is nothing in his depiction of
this shield which emotionally connects the reader to Rome. Instead, Vergil allows
Vulcan’s gift to work rhetorically on Aeneas, to be a symbol of hope for the future of his
people, and Aeneas is again moved by the images Vergil places in front of him: “Aeneas
loved these scenes on Vulcan’s shield, / His mother’s gift—but didn’t know the stories. /
He shouldered his descendants’ glorious fate” (8.729-731). James Heffernan, in Museum
of Words, cites G. E. Lessing’s work, “Laocoon: An Essay on the Limits of Painting and
Poetry,” and elaborates:
Lessing saw this passage as purely interruptive. Besides describing a
finished shield rather than telling the story of its making, as Homer did,
Virgil—says Lessing—brings “the action…to a standstill” with “an
insertion, intended solely to flatter the national pride of the Romans.” (9697)
It is not hard to find justification for this complaint. The scenes on the shield are said to
represent “res Italas Romanorumque triumphos” (625)—Italian history and Roman
conquests. Since more than half the ninety-eight lines of Virgil’s ekphrastic commentary
(630-728) concern the victory of Augustus in the battle of Actium and his triumphal
return to Rome, we can safely infer that Virgil fully intended to celebrate him as the
savior of Rome and its new god of peace. (Heffernan 30)
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Although not emotionally engaging, it is important that Vergil provide this history,
not only to inform the reader of the great lineage of Rome but also, as Lessing and
Heffernan agree, to idolize Augustus. Yet, emotional connection is equally important to
Vergil’s political argument. His reader cannot value his depiction of Rome or recognize
the importance of the empire if they are distanced from it.
To complicate this, Vergil forces us to reexamine the scene in which he describes
the engravings Daedalus carved into the temple door for Phoebus.
…You, Icarus,
But for your father’s grief, would play a large role
In that great artwork. Twice [Deadalus’] hands failed, trying
To show your fall in gold. Now, with Achates
Gone in, the Trojans would have scanned each image;
But he came quickly back… (6. 30-35)
Here, we see the potential for emotional engagement, both for the characters and the
reader, yet Vergil pulls back quickly in what is the most personal and touching moment
of the depiction of these doors. His presence as the narrator is made obvious throughout
his description and his meta-interjection to the tragic Icarus is reminiscent of his
interjection to Dido in book four. Yet Icarus is a representative foreshadowing of yet
another tragedy and its importance in Vergil’s poem: the deaths of Nisus and Euryalus. In
both instances a youth falls, in both instances an artisan tries to recreate the downfall, and
in both instances the artistic depiction of the death gives the tragedy a greater significance.
Before moving on to the scene of their deaths, Vergil’s build-up of Nisus and
Euryalus as characters should be noted. The building of the relationship between the
characters and the reader is an important factor in how useful they are to Vergil’s goals
for the poem. He introduces us to these devoted companions before we arrive at the
temple of Phoebus: “Euryalus was a handsome, blooming youth/ Whom Nisus loved
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devotedly” (5.295-296). We are first acquainted with their friendship in a touching but
humorous foot race in book five:
Poor Nisus skidded in some slippery blood
…Did a short dance against the fall but fell
Face-first in filthy dung and sacred blood.
But with his dear Euryalus in mind,
He staggered up, a stumbling block for Salius…
Euryalus flashed by and flew in first,
Through his friend’s help, with roaring cheers to greet him. (5.328, 332335, 337-338)
It is important that Vergil develop this friendship and present it to the reader prior to their
deaths. Nisus and Euryalus must have history to elicit the response Vergil desires from
the reader. The two young men who die in battle will not be randomly introduced
characters once Vergil brings us to Italy; they are fleshed out, familiar faces that the
reader recognizes and has already made a connection with. This scene, the deaths of
Nisus and Euryalus, is where Vergil brings together his own oral performance and
political rhetoric.
Nisus shouted, wild with terror.
He couldn’t hide in darkness any longer,
He couldn’t stand such agony. “It’s me!
I’m here! I did it. Turn your swords on me!
It’s all my fault. He didn’t dare, he couldn’t.
The sky and the all-knowing stars can witness:
He only loved his luckless friend too much.”
He spoke, but couldn’t stop a spear from ramming
Through Euryalus’ ribs and splitting his white chest. (9.424-432)
Nisus’ desperate speech to save Euryalus is what actually demonstrates his terror and
agony, not simply Vergil telling us that he feels that way. This is how performance
orality works differently than text. Instead of only reading that “Nisus shouted, wild with
terror,” the reader can “hear” Nisus shout “It’s me!/ I’m here! I did it. Turn your swords
on me!” Vergil’s mastery of translating orality into written text creates the illusion that he
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is interacting with the reader by manipulating and engaging their emotions. The reader
experiences this event in the present, following along the emotions Vergil presents
(suspense, sadness, helplessness), feeding on the expression of Nisus’ emotions, and
adding his/her own emotional responses.
Vergil interjects after their deaths: “If my song has any power,/ you’ll never be
forgotten, while the children/ of Aeneas live below the steadfast rock/ of the capitol, and
a Roman father reigns” (9.446-449). He is making himself very present, not only with a
third person view of the entire scene (while Aeneas is absent), but also with this metainterjection. It is important that while the reader fully engages in the text, Vergil is the
one in control of the interaction between the reader and the text. His role as authority is
equally important to his ties to Rome. He is reminding his reader that he is the narrator—
Aeneas speaks only as an intermediary between Vergil and the reader; he is only another
layer of Vergil’s authorship. Vergil is the one drawing us in and emotionally engaging us
through orality and drawing attention to himself as the author, as the one in charge of the
text and the interpretation of it, ensures his importance to Rome.
Furthermore, Vergil does here for Rome what he did not do with his extensive
description of Vulcan’s shield. He takes this history and gives it an icon: Nisus and
Euryalus become the faces of the conquest of Rome. Returning to how Vergil
deconstructs the mechanics of oral and written texts, here he illustrates the importance of
interpretation. Orality, while more fluid in terms of delivery, places very distinct
restraints on audience interpretation. The influence of the presenter—the performer or the
author of a text—is crucial. Obviously, all presenters have influence on the text they are
creating or performing, but when comparing orality and textuality on the grounds of
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audience interpretation, oral texts force upon the audience more of the presenter’s
influence. When performing an oral tale, performers are in control of what stories, words,
and gestures are presented. An author has this authority as well, although not to the same
extent; a performer can tell a tale and move his body for emphasis at the same time, but
an author has to condense the text to a readable length, compromising some aspects of the
narration or the action (or both). A performer can choose which story to relate and how to
shape it to a specific audience; an author writes a single form of a story that is presented
to every reader. While oral texts are not physical objects like written texts, the
performances are. Physical details that might have been otherwise left to the reader must
be accounted for in performance—certain physical attributes of a character, for example.
Those decisions are made by the performer, closing off certain areas of imaginative
thought for the audience and limiting their interpretative choices. Vergil is taking
complete control of the interpretation of this event. Without his interjection, without
clearly stating his intent and the “meaning” of the deaths of Nisus and Euryalus, it is
conceivable that another interpretation could be assigned to their fall. Vergil is quick to
explain himself to the reader: their deaths vindicate Rome’s war, rather than condemn it.
Rome is fighting for the memory of its heroes, not least among them Nisus and Euryalus.
This is how Vergil connects his reader to Rome, not through history but emotion.
While Vergil makes excellent commentary on the dynamics of rhetoric and the
role of emotional empathy throughout the text, he does something more with the piece
that makes his work more important to his culture than simply holding a place as a
revered piece of literature—Vergil moves his rhetoric through and out of the Aeneid,
illustrating the importance of emotion and rhetoric in the world of politics. Here, Vergil
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has not only used rhetoric to illustrate an idea, nor has he simply used rhetorical
techniques to convince his reader of Rome’s greatness. Although that was a goal (one
Vergil succeeds in accomplishing), his real accomplishment lies in the fact that he has
utilized this rhetoric and guided reader emotions to the point that he has actually created a
history. The fact that the Aeneid is fictitious is irrelevant because Vergil has created an
emotional response in his reader—his audience experiences his tale, they do not merely
observe it the way Aeneas and the other characters observed their history on engravings.
Vergil’s reader experiences it as they read and the emotional connections they form with
the text are the reason his technique is so successful. Despite the fact that his “history” is
false, falling more in line with Hainsworth’s heroic poetry than with “genuine history,”
Vergil creates a text that gives him authority over what he presents and, because he is
able to successfully pull his reader in, he also has authority over how they respond to his
created history.
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“Unconventional Wisdom”: Julia Tutwiler’s Writings on Women’s Education
Christopher Hightower
Ruth Truss, Ph.D.
Julia Tutwiler (1841-1916), an influential educator, prison reformer, and writer, played
an instrumental role in advancing women’s education in the state of Alabama. The daughter of
Henry Tutwiler, a noted educator in his own right, Tutwiler grew up in an intellectually nurturing
environment, something that would come to shape her worldview and educational attitudes. Her
upbringing inspired her to pursue an extensive education, a privilege rarely afforded to a woman
during Tutwiler’s lifetime. Having received instruction at several institutions in the United States,
as well as in Europe, Tutwiler returned to Alabama, where she spent the next several decades
serving as an educator and administrator, among other roles. Her educational contributions in the
late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries were many and varied, but some of the most
substantial include her long tenure as an educator and administrator at Livingston Female
Academy (Livingston Normal College); her role in establishing the Alabama Girls’ Industrial
School; her support for the creation of state-funded prison schools; and her successful effort to
make the University of Alabama a coeducational institution.
Also important are her many writings and speeches, which deal extensively with her
educational attitudes and experiences. These writings provide valuable insight into understanding
Tutwiler as a woman, an educator, and a reformer, yet little has been done to analyze these
writings or place them within a historical context. A selection of these writings deals specifically
with issues related to women’s education, namely coeducation and the technical education of
women. An examination of Julia Tutwiler’s writings on these women’s education issues, placed
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within a historical framework, provides a platform to understand and appreciate more fully
Tutwiler’s contributions to the state of Alabama.
In Alabama, as well as elsewhere in the United States, the issues of women’s education
and coeducation received significant attention in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. However,
arguments over women’s education, coeducation, and the place of women in American society
can be traced back centuries prior to Julia Tutwiler’s birth. In colonial America, attitudes
concerning women’s education were much different from those encountered by Tutwiler in the
late-nineteenth century. Though Tutwiler encountered opposition to, and even rejection of, her
efforts for coeducation in the South, “colonial Americans in the 1600s would have dismissed
summarily the notion of women attaining, or even wanting, a college education.” In seventeenthcentury America, higher education fell squarely within the masculine sphere, and the concept of
educational equity between the sexes would have seemed a challenge to traditional values and
societal structure.1
However, in the years following the Revolutionary War, educational attitudes began to
change rapidly within the newly formed United States of America. The education of “women
was one of many propositions receiving attention in the new nation, and despite resistant publics
the idea took hold with surprising rapidity.” In fact, “the years between 1790 and 1850 witnessed
a remarkable growth in female schooling, and as a result the notion of collegiate study moved
from the realm of fantasy to that of real experimentation.” This extraordinary change within the
infant republic occurred for a number of reasons. Foremost among these was the fact that “public
opinion on female education grew increasingly favorable within the limits of utility to American
society. The ideal of republican motherhood had provided the first rationale appropriate to the
perceived need of raising virtuous citizens in the new nation.” In addition to changes in public
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opinion, a “second impetus arose with the renewed religious fervor of the Second Great
Awakening that gripped much of the country from the late 1790s to the 1850s. The ideal of the
Christian wife, mother, and teacher gave repeated urgency to women’s education.”2
While educational advancement occurred rapidly in some areas of the United States, in
the South, “formal education…advanced more slowly, in part because of the greater devastation
the region experienced during the revolutionary war.”3 In Tutwiler’s home state of Alabama,
“reasons other than monetary ones held back education.” One major factor impeding the growth
of public education in the state of Alabama was that the majority of “Alabamians had little
appreciation of the need for public education.” During this time, “people were generally more
concerned with material progress” than with educational matters. In addition, “many argued that
education was a private matter and not the obligation of the state. Money was scarce in the
antebellum period, and people were reluctant to pay taxes for education.”4
However, “from the onset of the Civil War to World War I, three critical forces
contributed to women’s advance into higher education.” The first of these three major forces was
“the popularizing trend in public education, evident in the growth of common schools, high
schools, and finally, colleges.” A second important factor was “the more immediate impact of
the Civil War and its aftermath, Reconstruction.”5 While education in the South was certainly
impacted by the Civil War, “higher education for women in Alabama probably suffered least
during the war. The many female colleges and collegiate institutions, most of which granted no
degrees, continued to thrive in the uninvaded parts of Alabama and continued to advertise for
students.”6 However, the political and economic aftermath of the Civil War proved to be an
obstacle for both male and female education. In 1874, the “Bourbons…regained political control
of the state from the Republicans,” a change that would have important implications for
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education in the state. Once in power, the Bourbons “were generally more concerned with the
economy in the state than with education. Reacting to the corruption of the Reconstruction
period, their conservative economic policies made education a luxury rather than a necessity.”7
Yet, despite these setbacks, a third important force allowed for increasing access to
higher education for women: “ the ferment and expansion in university education generally
throughout the period” between the Civil War and World War I. While “opponents still saw in
female education a direct challenge to the traditional place of women in American society,”
women gained increasingly greater access to higher education in the later decades of the
nineteenth century. From roughly 1870 to 1900, “the number of females enrolled in institutions
of higher learning multiplied almost eightfold, from eleven to eighty-five thousand.”8 This period
witnessed extraordinary developments not only in women’s education but also in coeducation.
These developments will be discussed as they relate to Tutwiler’s own effort to bring about
coeducational change at the University of Alabama.
It was during this period of remarkable change, roughly from the 1870s to the early
twentieth century, that Julia Tutwiler carried out the bulk of her women’s education and
coeducation efforts. However, while Tutwiler’s greatest contributions to coeducation occurred in
the last years of the nineteenth century, her support for coeducation can be traced back several
decades prior. Tutwiler’s youth, and ultimately her career as an educator, was heavily influenced
by the liberal educational attitudes of her father, Dr. Henry Tutwiler. Tutwiler’s father, a
visionary educator in his own right, “did not share the common belief in those days that girls
should not aspire to higher education which at that time was only given to boys.”9 Henry
Tutwiler’s willingness to allow Julia to be educated in his Greene Springs School, even in the
presence of male students, must have convinced Tutwiler early on of the practicality and
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plausibility of coeducational training. Because of the intellectual encouragement given to
Tutwiler by her father, she “learned to act as an intellectual equal with males” in her early
youth.10
This early foundation in coeducation must have profoundly impacted the development of
the educational attitudes Tutwiler would later come to espouse. Tutwiler addresses these
attitudes on coeducation, and the contributions that stemmed from the application of these
attitudes, primarily in two writings. In the first, entitled “Co-education and Character,” Tutwiler
details various arguments in support of coeducation, using family life, history, and religion as
evidence of coeducation’s necessity. In the second, entitled “How the Girls of Alabama Pushed
Open the Doors of the State University,” Tutwiler describes the lack of coeducation in most of
Alabama’s higher education system and the steps that she took to ameliorate this issue by
advocating for the opening of the University of Alabama to women. It will be useful to address
“Co-education and Character” first, as it is necessary to understand the reasoning that drove
Tutwiler’s efforts to bring about coeducation at the University of Alabama.
Tutwiler’s paper “Co-education and Character” gives insight into her reasons for
supporting coeducation. Developing an understanding of Tutwiler’s attitudes on coeducation is
necessary to appreciate fully the effort she led to make Alabama’s flagship university
coeducational. In this paper, Tutwiler bases her arguments on coeducation’s many benefits to the
individual, to the family, and to the nation. Tutwiler begins by providing illustrations of how coeducation, or a lack thereof, can impact the behaviors of the individual and the family. According
to Tutwiler, girls who are raised without the companionship of brothers “grow up gentle,
accomplished, and refined women. But something is wanting. Their characters lack muscle and
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bone; their lives seem to be set in a minor key; they do not have that vigorous energy that can
fearlessly do and endure.”11
Likewise, when boys grow up without the companionship of sisters they become “fine,
manly fellows…true as steel to their friends, and firm as adamant against their foes.” However,
“they [lack] that gentleness—the velvet glove under the steel gauntlet—which is cultivated by
the constant habit of protection and consideration for the weaker.” Tutwiler states that the
“loveliest women and the noblest men that [she has] known have been trained in families where
brother and sisters have grown up together, in genial companionship, sweetening and
strengthening each other’s lives and characters.” For Tutwiler, it is obvious that the term
coeducation extends far beyond the classroom. Rather, coeducation refers to the necessary
interaction between boys and girls that shapes personal character and provides opportunity for
growth and companionship. This interaction is vital to the learning environment of the classroom,
but as Tutwiler states, it is also important to the development of men and women of the highest
moral and personal character.12
Tutwiler also illustrates the importance of coeducation to nations and national character.
Tutwiler argues that in the “prehistoric, Homeric age, and in Bible times” are found “scarcely
any trace of that careful separation of the sexes which afterward became the rule in Asia, and
thence invaded southern Europe.” Moreover, “in later times we find that women had lost much
of the freedom of the earlier day; and it is a positive fact that with the change came a great
declension in morals and manners.” According to Tutwiler, women’s loss of freedom ultimately
contributed to a “corruption so complete that ancient civilization had to be swept away as with a
flood by the great Teutonic migration, in order to prepare a fit soil for the implanting of the
germs of the higher life which Christianity was to evolve.” Tutwiler cites more modern
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examples, including “those eastern lands where, as in the Mohammetan countries, women are
shut out from all share in social life.” In using this example, she asserts that even “the most
ignorant school-boy knows that in those lands both sexes have degenerated from a noble, manly,
ancestral type to a deteriorated and debased state of humanity.” Although a rather severe
example, it serves to illustrate Tutwiler’s emphasis on the importance of co-education.13
Tutwiler mentions the United States and American national character as providing
examples of coeducation’s necessity. In the U.S., she states, “most boys and girls associate freely
with each other in the earlier years of their school life.” In situations where this was not the case,
there still existed for American boys and girls “that most important educational period” in the
“first few years after the close of their school days” during which “the American girl and boy
receive a post-graduate course of training by constant and friendly intercourse with each other,
walking, riding, driving, chatting in unrestrained freedom, and thus learning during this time
many of the most valuable lessons of life.” According to Tutwiler, this interaction between
American boys and girls in youth creates the ideal individual and national character. She states
that the “universal admiration excited in every country by the bright, frank, candid American girl
is due in great part to the fact that in her own land she has enjoyed the advantages of coeducation, if not in name yet in fact.” She even goes as far as to say that “in the United States,
where school and social life have approached nearer to that of the family, as ordained by God,
there has been developed the highest type of manhood and womanhood now known to the world.”
Such a statement conveys Tutwiler’s certainty that the form of social coeducation existing
between American girls and boys is the most ideal form of interaction found in the world, and
that it is of the utmost importance that this dynamic be allowed to exist within the classroom.14
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Prior to Tutwiler’s efforts to bring about coeducation in the University of Alabama’s
classrooms, many universities elsewhere in the United States had discovered the benefits of
coeducation. As has been the case with many other social issues in American history, historian
Barbara Solomon notes that differing “coeducational and single-sex patterns [in education]
developed in different parts of the country following settlement.” Coeducation in higher
education was virtually non-existent in the United States until the nineteenth century. Then,
“unexpectedly, a new model, for the joint education of the sexes, appeared in 1833 in a
midwestern evangelical community.” This model, known as Oberlin College, was a place where
“men and women, white and black, were to be educated together to carry out God’s cause on
earth.” Later, “small religious colleges on the Oberlin model continued to take root, especially in
the Midwest in the 1840s and 1850s and in the black South in the late 1860s.”15
There was also some progress in larger, state institutions. In the United States, “[t]he first
eight state universities to accept women were Iowa (1855), Wisconsin (1867), Kansas, Indiana,
Minnesota (1869), Missouri, Michigan, and California (1870).” However, “of these, California,
Iowa, Kansas, and Minnesota admitted women only from the home state.” In addition to these
institutions, “several other universities acknowledged the growing public demands for admission
of women but did not act.” As attitudes towards coeducation grew increasingly more favorable,
“coeducation became dominant in public and private universities in the 1870s, and new
universities thereafter took coeducation for granted. Only in the South was single-sex education
the norm in public institutions for white women.” When the 1870s ended, “the majority of
women [were] enrolled in coeducational institutions, and by 1900 there were more than twice as
many women in these than in the separate women’s colleges.”16
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However, “Southern universities had a different history, with only seven admitting
females by 1912.” However, the lack of coeducational universities in the South does not imply a
lack of advocacy for such change. In Alabama, Tutwiler’s advocacy for coeducation was quite
revolutionary, and elsewhere in the South, others had already begun the call for educational
inclusion. In the state of Mississippi, “Annie C. Peyton’s agitation…in 1879-80 resulted in the
opening in 1885 of the first state-supported separate institution for women—Mississippi State
College for Women (originally called the Collegiate Institute). This school became a model for
other states in the region.”17 Less than a decade later, in 1892, the Agricultural and Mechanical
College in Auburn would become Alabama’s first coeducational college.18
While the aforementioned institutions provided Southern women with opportunities to
pursue educational advancement at the university level, much of the South’s higher education
system, including the University of Alabama, was off-limits to women. Conservative social
attitudes encumbered progress towards coeducation, and Tutwiler had to fight long-held
traditions and prejudices to bring coeducation to the University of Alabama. Tutwiler details the
process she undertook to make possible this change in a paper entitled “How the Girls of
Alabama Pushed Open the Doors of the State University.” In this piece, Tutwiler recalls with
chagrin a time when much of Alabama’s educational system was inaccessible to women. Prior to
the inception of coeducation at Auburn’s Agricultural and Mechanical College, the exclusion of
women in higher education was so extensive in Alabama that the state lacked even “a single coeducational college.” Finding herself “faced [with] the fact that [her] dear girls who had
completed the work of [their] Senior Class” were left “hungry for ‘more’” and yet were unable to
find it, Tutwiler became determined to broaden the path for them to seek further education in the
state of Alabama. In doing so, Tutwiler eyed the University of Alabama, the state’s flagship
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university, as the target of her efforts to bring about increased coeducation in the state. However,
for Tutwiler, the question remained of how exactly this change would be made possible.19
With a stroke of genius, Tutwiler fashioned the argument that would ultimately “open the
doors” of the University of Alabama to women. With the aid of a lawyer friend, Tutwiler sought
and found the wording of the federal grant, which allowed for the creation of the University of
Alabama. As Tutwiler states in “How the Girls of Alabama Pushed Open the Doors of the State
University,” the “Federal Government gave to the State of Alabama a generous gift for the
purpose of establishing an institution for ‘The Education of the Youth of the State.’” However,
according to Tutwiler’s argument, by denying female students equal access to the University of
Alabama, the state was, in fact, failing to educate half of its youth. Such a failure was
impermissible, since it meant the girls of Alabama were being “deprived of their share.”20
In seeking to rectify the situation, Tutwiler brought her argument in support of coeducation before the University’s Board of Trustees who, according to Tutwiler, found her
“appearance before them…quite an amusing incident.” However, this did not deter Tutwiler, as
she “was determined to show them that it was no joke to be robbing earnest and ambitious young
women of opportunities to which they were justly entitled, and which they so much desired.”
After listening to Tutwiler’s appeal, the board members referred her request to a committee,
which “unanimously advised that the University admit all the young women of the State to all of
its advantages.”21
However, at least initially, very little changed. As Tutwiler laments in her paper, “no
building was given for residence, so only a few day pupils from [Tuscaloosa] entered.” Without
this investment from the University, Tutwiler’s “apparent victory seemed only a defeat.”
However, Tutwiler refused to see this effort stall, and she sought out the help of the University of
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Alabama’s president to obtain housing. Although initially skeptical, President Powers agreed that
if Tutwiler could guarantee she would bring a small party of girls to the university, he would
provide rent-free “a cottage near enough to the University for a party of girls students who
wished to live inexpensively and do co-operative housekeeping.” In addition, Tutwiler succeeded
in having “four bed-rooms and a dining room and kitchen…plainly and very sparsely furnished
by the trustees.”22
With the specifics of the girls’ living situation settled, Tutwiler began the process of
securing the female students she had promised. In speaking of her effort to find girls to bring to
the University of Alabama, Tutwiler recalls that the “parents were shocked, the general public
was even more shocked. You would have thought, from all of the objections that were made, that
the students of the University instead of being well bred young gentlemen from the best Southern
families were Mexican Brigands or Malay Head-hunters.” Even worse, Tutwiler was “told that
[she] was trying to uproot the most cherished tradition of the Southern people….” However,
despite the reluctance or criticism that she encountered, Tutwiler succeeded in finding a group of
ten girls who would enroll at the university. As it turns out, Tutwiler’s experiment in coeducation proved to be a successful one. Although there were initial concerns about its success,
Tutwiler was pleased to find that “never were girls treated with greater courtesy and kindness.
Professors, fellow students and citizens of Tuscaloosa admired the young women, not less for
their courage and industry than for their intelligence and refinement.” In fact, “when the close of
the session came there were only six honors given by the University. Then two hundred young
men received two of these, and [Tutwiler’s] dear band of ten had the other four.”23
In addition to coeducation, Tutwiler ardently supported the technical education of women,
which had only been explored very recently in the South. In Alabama, “permanent steps toward
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providing industrial education for whites began in 1872 when the State Agricultural and
Mechanical College (the first land-grant college set up in the South separate from a state
university) was established at Auburn.”24 Other efforts were started in Alabama in subsequent
years. In the 1880s, schools in “Marion, Huntsville, and Tuskegee” began to offer “to negro boys
and girls such industrial training as they were prepared to follow to advantage.” In addition to
these schools, “the organization of agricultural schools was intended to carry this training further
down the line and give it to those white boys who were not able or not prepared to profit by
college courses.” The result of these efforts was “that before 1890 every class of youth in
Alabama, including the defectives, had some line of industrial training open to them except the
white girls of the State. For them nothing was available except the teachers’ courses in the
normal schools.”25 In the years “[b]etween 1889 and 1895 nine other district agricultural schools
were established for whites, and a branch agricultural station was established for blacks attending
Tuskegee Institute and Montgomery Normal School.” However, no provision had been made for
the technical education of women in the state of Alabama. Seeking to remedy this situation,
“Julia S. Tutwiler, while president of Livingston Normal School, led a movement to provide
technical training for girls. As a result of her efforts the Alabama Girls’ Industrial School, now
the University of Montevallo opened in 1895.”26
However, in order to understand and appreciate Tutwiler’s contributions to technical
education in the state of Alabama, it is necessary to understand why Tutwiler supported this form
of training. Tutwiler addresses her reasoning for supporting technical training in a paper entitled
“The Technical Education of Women.” Tutwiler begins this paper by stating that the “true
profession of every woman is that of Queen. For this she was created, to rule wisely and well
over ‘A Woman’s Kingdom,’ a well-ordered home.”27 Tutwiler, whose attitudes were consistent
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with those held by the majority of southerners during this period, believed that the woman’s
realm was the private, domestic sphere. Within this realm, each woman was responsible for
maintaining her home, raising her children, and living a life of subservience to her husband.
Conversely, the public sphere, including politics and most professions, were considered to be
within the jurisdiction of men. The male and female spheres were clearly defined, and this same
social mentality impeded many coeducation efforts in the South.
In “The Technical Education of Women,” Tutwiler details why the technical education in
some form is necessary to effectively employ the underutilized female population in the South.
She begins by establishing the history and migratory trends, which have led to the surplus of
women in the South. As Tutwiler states, “there is a tendency in men of all civilized countries to
seek newer lands, less thickly populated than their own.” Having received an extensive education
in her earlier years, Tutwiler was almost certainly exposed to America’s colonial history and the
patterns of westward expansion in the United States. These ideas, as well as an understanding of
world history, must have influenced Tutwiler in reaching this conclusion. She explains further
that men’s “migratory instinct plays a valuable part in filling with inhabitants the desolate
regions of the earth,” which ultimately allows for the human population to grow and thrive.
However, she qualifies her previous statements by saying that while men are suited to migrate
and explore uninhabited territories, “women, not having the same liberty of action nor the same
capacity for bearing hardships, leave the older lands in smaller numbers.” Given that much of the
migration in the United States and elsewhere was carried out initially by men, it makes sense that
the majority of those left in the older lands would be women. The migration was apparently to
such an extent that Tutwiler notes, “in all the States except those in the extreme West, the
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women outnumber the men.” Even in Tutwiler’s home state of Alabama, there were “said to be
ten thousand more women than men.”28
As Tutwiler explains, “these women must [be either] consumers or producers, for every
inch of shelter we use, every grain of food eaten, every thread of clothing worn represent labor
expended somewhere and somehow, either our own or that of another.” The majority of these
women would “desire to be producers; they would prefer to feel that they are not mere drones in
the social hive, living upon the honey gathered by their more fortunate comrades, but useful and
necessary members of the community, adding to its material and immaterial wealth.” Yet, while
many women might have had the desire to contribute more fully to their families and societies,
there were a number of economic and social factors that often prevented women from
contributing. Within the fragile economic climate of the post-bellum South being “selfsupporting [was] not merely the preference of many women, but a stern necessity laid upon
them.”29
There were few options available to southern women seeking to become self-sufficient.
There were “practically but two vocations really open to women in the South, teaching and
sewing.” Unfortunately, both of these fields were “miserably overcrowded and wretchedly paid.”
Although women were able to find employment as teachers or seamstresses, “there [were] no full
opportunities for proper preparation” in these areas. In the normal schools, the work was “often
that of a mere high school or college, instead of being strictly technical.” In obtaining
“preparation for all other occupations,” including sewing, individuals had to “use their own
private efforts.” For women of limited means, securing technical education through private effort
was difficult, if not entirely impossible, in the post-bellum South. Given these grim job prospects,
the “want of other avenues of occupation for…women [was] an urgent one.”30
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For Tutwiler, the question remained of exactly how this situation would be remedied.
Tutwiler asked the question: “In what way shall we make available the vast unused capital of
womanly intellect and energy that now, in defiance of all the precepts of political economy, is
going to waste among us?” In addressing her question, Tutwiler offered up the solution: “the
technical education of our surplus women.” By instructing these women “thoroughly and well”
in various “arts and handicrafts,” it would be possible to “make them not only self-supporting,
but contributors to the general wealth of the community.” By allowing girls to feel “that avenues
of honorable labor [were] open to them in many directions,” it would be possible for them “to
begin life as cheerfully and hopefully as their brothers.”31
Tutwiler mentions three possible methods for providing technical education in “The
Technical Education of Women.” Of these methods, “the first and oldest is that of
apprenticeship.” In this apprenticeship, a “young girl” would be “placed for a certain term of
years in an establishment where the handicraft which she wishes to learn is pursued.” However,
Tutwiler notes that many have found that this form of technical education “produces a very onesided development, preventing, almost necessarily, the acquirement of that general knowledge
and culture which is necessary to the ideal citizen.” A second method of technical education “is
to establish institutions where adult women, who have already received their school education,
can, by the study and practice of a few months, acquire certain handicrafts.” Tutwiler cites the
example of one such institution, the “Victoria Stift of Berlin,” which was “established under the
patronage of the crown princess of Prussia.” However, this form of technical education also had
its critics. One of the main objections “to this worthy mode of assisting women to be selfsupporting is, that what is rapidly learned never penetrates, and becomes a completely a part of
one’s self as that which is more slowly and gradually acquired.”32
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The third method of technical education mentioned by Tutwiler, the one that seemed to
her “the best of all,” was “that adopted in the Ecoles Professionelles of Paris.” In writing of these
Parisian schools, Tutwiler argues that the “fundamental idea underlying” the schools is “that it is
possible to teach a handicraft while giving the pupil a good general education, and that this wider
and more varied culture, far from interfering with the mechanical skillfulness of the pupil, will
make her a better workwoman.” In the Ecoles Professionelles, the “course of study embrace[d]
three years; the literary course is that laid down by the French government for schools of the
second grade, corresponding somewhat to our grammar schools.” As Tutwiler states, “there are
about ten different professions, --trades or handicrafts…taught in these schools,” including
“book-keeping, including everything else necessary to a commercial education; painting on
porcelains; wood-engraving; artificial flower-making; designing patterns; painting windowshades; and other industrial and decorative arts.” In addition to these professions, millinery and
dress-making were also taught, “and in such a way as to make of them fine arts.”33
Perhaps to quiet critics of this method of technical education, Tutwiler states that she has
“not asserted that schools just such as these are what our country needs.” Rather, she provided
the example of the Ecoles Professionelles “to show how one country has dealt with this difficulty,
in hopes that it may contain some suggestions worthy of attention.” Tutwiler acknowledges “it
would be hardly feasible to establish schools wholly of this character outside of a great city.”
However, she raises the question: “might not technical departments be added with good results to
many of our existing high schools and colleges for girls?” According to Tutwiler, “the expense
of such an experiment would be the sole obstacle; no private institution would be able to
undertake it.” To combat this obstacle, Tutwiler proposes seeking assistance from the state or
federal government. Tutwiler argues “in every State of the Union the State makes large provision
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for the literary education of its young men by means of State universities.” However, “in not one
does it make any such special provision for its young women; at most they are permitted, and
this only in some States, to share in the advantages prepared for the young men.” Furthermore,
“technical education for young men, in at least two pursuits, is provided by the Nation at
immense cost in its naval and military academies. The State also provides for several kinds of
technical education for young men by means of agricultural and mechanical colleges and normal
schools.” Yet, despite all of the provisions given in support of men’s education, “neither the
Nation nor the State has ever made…special provision for either the literary or technical
education of its women.” As Tutwiler puts it, “there is manifest injustice” in failing to provide
equally for the technical education of women, “who are, like men, expected to be selfsupporting.”34
Tutwiler’s advocacy for and writings on coeducation and the technical education of
women were quite revolutionary, particularly in the South. At a time when few in the South were
arguing for either of these educational changes, Tutwiler pioneered educational advances that
would have profound implications for Alabama’s women. Tutwiler’s understanding of the
significance of coeducation to individuals, families, and the nation, as expressed in “Coeducation and Character,” would drive her effort to open the University of Alabama to women, a
process detailed in “How the Girls of Alabama Pushed Open the Doors of the State University.”
A similar understanding of the necessity for technical education, found in Tutwiler’s paper “The
Technical Education of Women,” would influence Tutwiler’s advocacy for the opening of the
Alabama Girls’ Industrial School, which reflected the combination of technical and literary
training modeled after the Ecoles Professionelles in France.35 Ultimately, Tutwiler’s writings are
a reflection of the ideology that drove her efforts for educational advancement and reform. The
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theoretical aspects of her papers provide an intellectual roadmap for understanding the practical
changes she later pursued. These profound changes would ultimately impact generations of
women in Alabama, who can now take for granted the educational opportunities that resulted
from Tutwiler’s unconventional wisdom.
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Wait, I’m Blonde so I Have to Bottom?—Physical Representations of
the Gender Binary in Yaoi Manga
Lindsay Hodgens
Paul Mahaffey, Ph.D.
Abstract
Many people are surprised to find that yaoi manga—a genre of Japanese comics about male-male
romantic relationships—is overwhelmingly produced and consumed by women. But according to
scholars such as Marni Stanley and Mark McHarry, you shouldn’t be. These scholars argue that
the genre gives its audience the ability to escape heteronormative female sexuality, and thereby
“[dispensing] with gender difference,” by featuring characters whose bodies “move fluidly past
constructions of identity, gender, and sex” (Stanley 104; McHarry 184). I argue, however, that the
presence of physical cues both on cover art and in-text prevents a departure from
heteronormativity. By examining Shungiku Nakamura’s massively popular series Junjo
Romantica on the physical information presented on its volumes’ cover art and analyzing
instances of static and agentic gender identification throughout its volumes, I have found that
there are ample visual cues that tether both of the series’ main characters to either a masculine or
a feminine gender role. Examples of these visual clues include blushing, trembling, and other
signs of vulnerability. Furthermore, the assignment of gender roles is typically connected to
characters’ desired sexual roles, which is problematic, as it links gendered personality traits to a
gender-dictated sexual experience. When considered alongside several other popular manga
series and acknowledgement of this trend in scholarship, yaoi manga begins to look less
satisfying as a liberatory text.

For consumers of American comics, it may be difficult to imagine how a medium
that has been deemed “cheaply produced, poorly drawn slice[s] of entertainment for
children” could inspire discourse on enduring issues such as sexuality and gender roles,
but one genre of Japanese comics—also known as manga—is doing just that (Sabin 7).
Yaoi manga departs from ‘normal manga,’ which frequently include heterosexual
romance subplots, by focusing narrowly on male-male homoerotic relationships. The idea
makes sense enough; if heterosexual artists create work that features heterosexual
relationships, why should homosexual artists not do the same with their series? The same
way a heterosexual man or woman can tap into his or her experience to create
heterosexual narratives, homosexual male authors have just as much of a right to create
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homosexual ones. One factor that has drawn a great deal of attention to the genre,
however, is the fact that its series are rarely written by homosexual men. Instead, the
genre is predominantly produced and consumed by women.
The majority of yaoi scholarship—although relatively limited—views yaoi’s
female demographic as a positive, and even laudable, aspect of the genre. In the words of
Marni Stanley, the genre presents the opportunity for women to find “more playful, more
transgressive, more satisfying ways of joining a cultural conversation” that typically
presents a narrow view of femininity (99). Tan Bee Kee adds to this theory, asserting that
unlike series that showcase traditional, heteronormative values, the male-male couples in
yaoi manga ensure that “there are no predefined roles to play in romance” (128).
Although none seem to state it as explicitly as Kee, this idea is echoed by the scholarship
of Akiko Mizoguchi, Mark McHarry, Dru Pagliassotti, Akiko Hori, and Wim Lunsing,
who rally around the idea of yaoi manga as a liberatory text.
Acknowledging claims that the genre does not present an accurate portrayal of
homosexual relationships, many of these scholars—such as Mizoguchi, Lunsing, and
Stanley—argue that the aim is not to realistically portray male-male relationships, but to
give women the chance to explore their own sexual identities in a way that is not offered
by traditional manga series. By focusing on male-male couples instead of male-female
couples, yaoi authors do away with the power struggle that is common in heterosexual
relationships and create an environment in which the characters’ bodies can, as McHarry
puts it, “move fluidly past constructions of identity, gender, and sex, seemingly ignorant
of cultural boundaries set around them” (184). Mizoguchi and Stanley add to this,
arguing that the genre acts as “a terrain where straight, lesbian, and other women’s
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desires and political stakes mingle and clash” and that the male bodies invite discourse on
“the erotic potential generated by differences in status or power” (Mizoguchi 147;
Stanley 104). Indeed, much of the scholarship on this genre echoes Kee’s assertion that
“dominance is predicated on character and not assigned by sex” (133). On the surface,
this theory works. The physically male characters typical of the genre are by definition
not female, which means neither partner is going to be a female in a biological sense;
however, I would like to suggest that although dominance is not assigned by sex, it is
frequently assigned by gender, which complicates the liberatory potential of the text by
using the same narrow feminine characterizations found in heteronormative manga to
define one of the male partners.
The assertion that dominance is negotiated on a character-by-character basis is
complicated by the gendered aesthetic of the yaoi genre. The typical yaoi character is
described as beautiful and androgynous, forming a character aesthetic unique enough to
be given its own name—bishounen (Levi 2). These characters are endowed with physical
features usually reserved for women, such as “expressive eyes, harmonious features,
[and] hairless skin,” which marks them as feminine in relation to the average male
character, which is characterized by “large, well-built bodies, and muscles” (Meyer 236;
Ito 84). However, as Mizoguchi points out, that does not necessarily mean that gender
differentiation does not occur between the two partners.
Usually established on the title page of a series—and reiterated on the covers of
subsequent volumes—gender roles are frequently assigned so the “masculine/active
[partner] who is portrayed as handsome, tall, muscular, and often dark” with the
“feminine/passive [partner] as beautiful, slim, soft, and often fair” (Mizoguchi 144). This
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makes the genre problematic in a couple of ways. 1 The frequency with which
masculinized/feminized couples appear in the genre gives the impression that a couple
must be comprised of a masculine type and a feminine type. 2 When these masculine and
feminine gender roles are respectively linked to a penetrative and penetrated role in
intercourse, it further implies that characters want a certain type of sexual experience
based on their gender, which in turn is indicated by physical characteristics. Looking at
the main couple in Shungiku Nakamura’s popular series Junjo Romantica, an analysis of
the images on the volume covers as well as static and agentic cues in-text indicates that
normative yaoi texts reinforce the gender binary instead of subverting it.
Because yaoi manga is a large genre, cover art is important to the book-buying
process. When Dru Pagliassotti conducted a survey of Western readers of the genre, 56%
of the respondents cited the cover art as one of the reasons they purchase a particular
issue of yaoi manga1. When Mizoguchi remarks that cover art usually establishes the
protagonists’ gender roles, she is establishing an insight that ties into her explanation of
the genre’s use. To escape heteronormativity, satisfy sexual desires, and carve out sexual
identities, Mizoguchi argues that yaoi readers use the characters as a space to project their
“heterosexual fantasies”2. For this to be possible, protagonists need to be “clearly coded
either masculine or feminine” in order to facilitate this projection (Mizoguchi 144).
Assuming that this evaluation is correct, the information presented on a volume’s cover
art is of critical importance. Therefore, to understand the importance of gender typing in
and on yaoi manga, physical characteristics of heteronormative manga series must be
examined.
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When Kinko Ito examined weekly manga publications that are aimed at a male
demographic, she noticed an interesting trend in the visual composition of male and
female characters. Drawing upon the premium placed on Caucasian features, these
female characters are usually given Caucasian facial and body features such as “large,
round, and shining eyes with long eye lashes, long nose, cute thin lips, large breasts,
small waist, and extremely long thin legs,” which differs greatly from the average
Japanese woman, whom Ito characterizes as having “small slanted eyes with short eye
lashes, short nose, protruding cheek bones, rather flat breasts, longer trunk, and short fat
legs” (Ito 84). She additionally found that characters’ physical gender cues correlate to
their roles in their respective series. In this male-oriented type of manga, male characters
are usually the main characters, relegating female characters to background roles.
Furthermore, male characters are characterized by their “dogged persistence after success”
and are often “rather rough with women verbally” (Ito 85, 87). Female characters, on the
other hand, typically occupy what Ito calls “accessory roles” (85). The same way a male
football player has a female cheerleader to cheer him on from the sideline, female
characters have a “generic existence” usually associated with “pink collar jobs” that
involve being “supportive of, obedient, and subordinate to the men in their lives” (Ito 86).
Some female characteristics do not translate to male characters, such as large breasts,
although this seems to be the only one of Ito’s characteristics that could not apply to male
and female characters alike.
These characteristics, along with the one established by Mizoguchi, are easy to
spot in yaoi cover art. Looking at the covers of Junjo Romantica, it is easy to see which
character is coded masculine and which is coded feminine. Two characters are depicted
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on each of the covers, and the visual difference between them is great. For example,
Misaki, a “beautiful [and] slim” character, satisfies Mizoguchi’s characteristics while
filling many of Ito’s as well. Much like the female characters Ito examined, Misaki has
exceedingly large eyes and a slender waist. I leave out some of Ito’s other feminine
characteristics because it is normal for both characters in a yaoi manga series to have thin
lips, long eyelashes, and long legs. On the masculine end of the spectrum is Usami, who
towers over Misaki in-text and on several volume covers. His masculinity is established
by his “large, well-built [body]” and narrow eyes, which contrast with Misaki’s large
eyes (Ito 84). In his study of early yaoi comics, James Welker notes that series typically
feature a “more masculine black-haired boy who is grounded in reality” and a “more
visibly feminine boy…whose almost invariably blonde hair appears literally white on the
page” (852). Although hair color is one way artists express gender in both old and new
series, it is not a hard and fast indicator of gender. Additionally, Junjo Romantica’s cover
art depicts both characters as brunettes but keeps other visual cues, such as facial features
and body type. This trend can be found in several other series as well.3 Therefore, I have
chosen to narrow the focus to features that operate as more definite gender indicators,
such as facial features and body type.
The covers of Junjo Romantica are similar in the way they portray the main
characters. Every cover image depicts the feminine character, Misaki, being forcibly held
by the masculine character, Usami. This places Misaki in the “accessory role” usually
reserved for female characters, as he is consistently seen as an object that is being held, or
possessed, by his companion (Ito 85). The gender cues previously mentioned—Misaki’s
slender waist and large eyes, to be specific—are here combined with levels of nakedness,
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as multiple cover images show Usami undressing Misaki.4 The differences between the
fully-dressed Usami and the partially undressed Misaki allude to the idea of women being
subordinate to their male partners. On the cover art for the second volume, for instance,
Usami is pulling off Misaki’s shirt while Misaki, blushing and sweating, tries to pull
away from him (Figure 1). This glimpse into the couple’s power dynamics sets the stage
for the negotiation of power in-text.
If a series’ cover art establishes the gendered bodies of its characters, in-text cues
further point out the difference between the masculine/penetrative character and the
feminine/penetrated character. For clarity, I have separated these cues into characteristics
of the symbolic body—which include parts of a character’s appearance that relay
information about his personality—and characteristics of the agentic body—which
focuses mainly on body movement.5 Drawing upon the gender framework set up by the
series’ cover art, an examination of these two types of gender cues suggests that the
images established on the series’ cover art is expanded within the text of Junjo
Romantica.
Although drawing styles and characterization vary from artist to artist, similar
visual trends contribute to a perception of gender in which “certain bodies, behaviors,
personality traits, and desires” are associated with either masculinity or femininity
(Schippers 89-90). As Mimi
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(Figure 1. Shungiku Nakamura. Junjo Romantica, Vol. 2, USA: Blu Manga,
2007. Print.)

Schippers puts it, these visual symbols accumulate and form a “repository of symbolic
meanings” that denote gender difference (90). This is what Reischer and Koo term “the
‘symbolic body’,” as these aspects of characters’ bodies act as a “conduit of social
meaning” (298). Unlike the agentic body, which represents the character’s interactions
with the world, the symbolic body makes it possible to isolate a single panel from a
manga and, by reading the character’s masculine or feminine appearance, infer the
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intended gender of the character. This is important in Junjo Romantica, as both characters
are endowed with gendered physical characteristics.
In addition to Misaki’s generally feminine appearance, which is apparent on cover
art as well as in-text, there are also feminine attributes attached to this character in certain
situations, namely blushing and sweating. In this case, the issue is not the blush or the
bead of sweat, but rather the situations that cause the character to have either of these.
That is, Misaki blushes more frequently and for different reasons than Usami, and this
difference falls along the line of traditional gender roles. Various situations, both sexual
and non-sexual, highlight facets of Misaki’s characterization that further establish him as
a feminine character—relative incompetence, dependence, and submissiveness.
In scenes throughout the series, Misaki’s external signs of discomfort or
embarrassment are tied to his inability to comprehend something about the situation at
hand. In volume two, this occurs when Misaki is on his way to university. Thinking back
to the previous night’s sexual encounter with Usami, he wonders, “How can a simple
touch from a guy do this?” (Nakamura 2:11). This is followed by the realization that he
and Usami had “ended up having sex” the night before (Nakamura 2:12). As he thinks
about the previous evening, Misaki’s face turns red, and he stops in the middle of his
walk, pulling at his hair as he frets over his situation. This situation repeats itself
throughout the course of the series, as a mention of Usami is all it takes to make Misaki
turn deep red, which in turn causes Misaki to wonder why his body is reacting that way.6
His inability to consider the fact that he is attracted to his sexual partner correlates with
the notion that women are “less competent [than men] in general,” which is supported by
the events that brought Misaki and Usami together in the first place (Ridgeway and
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Correll 513). In the first volume, Misaki is sent by his older brother to have tutoring
sessions with Usami. Misaki begins the series as a hopeless student who has no chance of
getting into his dream university before he is brought under the tutelage of the
intellectually superior Usami. It is worth noting that although Misaki was able to enter
university with Usami’s help, he still only makes it in via the school’s wait list, which
indicates that Misaki’s incompetence is a universal part of his characterization.
Misaki also frequently misinterprets his surroundings, which results in outward
shows of his embarrassment. In one scene, Misaki invites Usami to play a game of
Othello, confident that he will be able to defeat him. When he predictably begins losing
to Usami, Usami asks Misaki why he had felt so confident that he would win. Misaki
recounts an instance in high school when he was playing strip Othello against one of the
most popular boys in school. Usami then points out that Misaki’s victory was surely
caused by the spectators’ desire to see their school idol naked rather than by any actual
talent on Misaki’s part. Realizing that he had understood everything incorrectly, Misaki
blushes deeply and tears well up in his eyes. To add insult to injury, Misaki also does not
realize that Usami has begun to intentionally lose the game, pacing himself so they would
both be almost naked by the time the game ends. The scene ends with Usami pushing
Misaki down, asserting that Misaki had lost the game before it had even begun. Returning
to Ridgeway and Correll, this situation also functions as a way to reaffirm Misaki’s
incompetence relative to the masculine character.
In addition to Misaki’s incompetence, his dependence on Usami also
contributes to his feminine characterization. First of all, the general plot of the novel
involves Misaki living with Usami, where he takes care of cooking and cleaning in
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exchange for a place to live. This arrangement is in itself an indicator of the gender
binary, as it preserves the notion of the domestic woman and the career-oriented man as
an “artifact of domestic life” (West and Zimmerman 144). However, I am more
concerned with Misaki’s dependence on Usami for his sense of self-worth, which is
marked by physical signs of discomfort. One such situation occurs in the third volume, in
which Misaki’s elder brother arranges for Misaki to live with him. When Usami delivers
this message, Misaki has an immediate emotional response. Dashing from the room as his
face turns red and beads of sweat form on his cheeks, Misaki wonders if he has “been
nothing but a thorn in [Usami’s] side” (Nakamura 3:71). Nevertheless, he goes to his
brother’s home and lives there for a short time before he gets fed up and flees to the train
station, where he phones Usami and, blushing, asks him if “he can keep it together if
[he’s] not around” (Nakamura 3:89). Usami rushes to meet Misaki and reassures him that
he will never let him go.
This issue comes up again in the sixth volume of the series, when Misaki
accompanies Usami to a ceremony celebrating his recent book award. As they are
walking to the venue, Usami’s editor pulls Misaki aside and tells him to stay away from
Usami during the ceremony, explaining that he “[doesn’t] want [Usami] getting caught
up in anything…scandalous” (Nakamura 6:16). Throughout the party, Misaki attempts to
congratulate Usami, only to have his attempts blocked by Usami’s admirers and
colleagues. A panel shows Misaki standing alone in the midst of the festivities, stunned
and motionless, wondering if he has become a burden to Usami. Of course, this is also
accompanied by blushing and beads of sweat forming on his cheeks. Misaki leaves the
party and runs into Usami’s elder brother, who declares that he will take Misaki away
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from Usami. Upon hearing about this later on, Usami becomes furious and begins to
storm off to look for his brother until Misaki stops him. After calming down, Usami
grabs Misaki’s tie, pulls him close, and tells Misaki that he belongs to him. Thus,
Misaki’s weak self-esteem is subsumed by his role as Usami’s possession.
These situations relate back to womanhood and L. Susan Williams argues that the
process of “trying on gender” includes “defining the value of attachment to a boy”
(Williams 37). In her study of 13-year-old girls, Williams found that, even at a young age,
they recognize the societal advantage of being attached to a boy. These ties are the “key
to success,” so to speak, as some of the girls deem interaction with boys as being
beneficial to their “overall popularity,” “access to resources and power,” and “sense of
belonging” (37). When Misaki feels better about himself because his masculine partner
reassures him that he is worthy, he is modeling the “gender trap” that identifies men as a
source of worthiness for women (Williams 38). The emotional dependency associated
with this gender “norm” is apparent in other situations that highlight Misaki’s weakness.
Another trend that crops up throughout the series is Misaki’s submission to Usami.
Of course, this manifests itself in both a non-sexual and sexual sense. Non-sexual
situations frequently involve scenarios in which Usami acts like a spoiled child,
demanding that Misaki do something for him. In this situation, the show of weakness is
the fact that although Misaki is frustrated by Usami’s demands—which causes him to
blush and sweat—he gives in to them regardless. For example, one scene in volume three
shows Misaki preparing breakfast for Usami and his visiting editor. Usami asks Misaki to
make him hot dogs that are cut to look like octopi, to which Misaki says that is something
“only families with preschool” would do (Nakamura 3:5). However, he capitulates when
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Usami begins to mope, wondering aloud if he will “suffer [his] whole life having only
eaten octopus from the ocean” (Nakamura 3:6). This vacuous encounter is by no means
representative of the expectation of female submission, but it provides a glimpse into
other, more serious submissive interactions such as sexual encounters.
The fact that the majority of the couple’s sex is initiated by the masculinized
partner is telling enough, but even more disturbing is that the feminized partner is visibly
bothered by his partner’s advances. The outward signs of discomfort, and the
helplessness that comes with being a self-conscious, dependent individual, establish
Misaki’s identity as a feminine character, including the pressure to submit to his
masculine partner in sexual situations. This aspect of Misaki’s feminine experience is
perhaps more important than the previous two, as Misaki’s submission is established in
the first scene of the series. In this scene, Misaki arrives as Usami’s penthouse for his
first tutoring session. After letting himself into the penthouse, he sees a book on the table
and, opening it, realizes that it is an erotic novel featuring his elder brother and Usami as
the main characters. Enraged, he throws open the door to Usami’s room and starts yelling
at him. At this point, Usami overpowers Misaki and rapes him. Throughout the encounter,
Misaki’s face is bright red as he initially tries to fight Usami but eventually gives in to
pleasure. Despite this, the page after the end of the sex scene shows Misaki sitting on a
couch opposite Usami. Akiko Mizoguchi pays attention to this trend in her dissertation,
which she terms the “‘rape of love’” (153). Mizoguchi argues that rape is supposed to be
“an expression of an excessive love” in the genre, in which the dominant, masculine
character communicates his desire for his partner (153). Therefore, she says it becomes
more of a rhetorical device than an endorsement of rape. However relevant this may be to
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the artists’ intentions, the trend still sends the message that it is acceptable for a dominant,
masculine character to forcibly ‘communicate’ his feelings to his partner.
Usami’s characterization, as you may have guessed, differs greatly from Misaki’s.
Whereas Misaki’s physical cues, such as his blushing and sweating, highlight his constant
weakness, Usami rarely displays similar signs of weakness. In fact, I have found only two
situations in which Usami shows any physical signs of weakness. The first situation
involves early morning scenes, during which he is shown having heavy bags under his
eyes. 7 This depiction simply marks him as someone who does not easily wake up in the
mornings, which is a negligible weakness compared to Misaki’s helplessness, but it is
more of an admission of physical weakness than is shown in the majority of the text. The
second situation involves scenes that refer to Usami’s one-sided love for Misaki’s elder
brother, Takahiro, in which Usami blushes heavily his sexual encounter with a childhood
friend. Admittedly, such scenes are only brought to the forefront of the narrative in early
volumes. Because these scenes show Usami’s emotional weakness more than the early
morning scenes show his physical weakness, the second type of scene yields a more
fruitful analysis.
Both scenes appear in the first volume of the series. The first occurs when Misaki
and Usami visit Takahiro to celebrate his birthday. Keep in mind that this scene occurs
before Misaki and Usami become a couple. During the celebration, Takahiro introduces a
woman to Misaki and Usami, explaining that they have recently become engaged. Misaki,
enraged at this unintended slight toward Usami—which, it is worth noting, shows that
Misaki has become dependent on Usami despite having been raped by him earlier in the
same chapter—barges out of the house, taking Usami with him. The next panel shows
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Misaki sobbing in an alleyway, to the amazement of Usami. He pulls Misaki in for a kiss
and, noting that Misaki is the first person to ever see him cry, starts to cry as well.
Interestingly enough, Usami’s face is not shown for this part of the scene, nor can the
reader see his tears. I theorize that this serves to maximize the difference between the
feminine character Misaki, who frequently shows his feelings openly, and the masculine
character Usami, who rarely does.
Sharon R. Bird argues that traditionally masculine interactions shy away from
displaying feelings. To be considered masculine, men work to “[suppress] feminine
emotions” which leads them to refrain from talking about their feelings (Bird 125). In
order to maintain the traditional gender binary, men attempt to show “emotional
detachment” in their interactions, thus making them appear less vulnerable than females.
When applied to Junjo Romantica, the significance of Usami’s infrequent shows of
emotion is apparent. Unlike Misaki, who frequently makes himself vulnerable by
outwardly showing his emotions, Usami maintains a strong front in most situations.
The other scene is one in which Usami has intercourse with a character from one
of the series’ other couples—Hiroki. Like the previous scene, this one also takes place
before Misaki and Usami’s coupling. The situation is brought about by Hiroki’s onesided love for Usami. Upon finding out that Usami is in love with Takahiro, Hiroki
proposes that the two have sex, provided that Usami imagine that he were Takahiro.
Hiroki blindfolds Usami and the two proceed. At this point, the reader is able to see
Usami’s blushing face. This is only one of two times Usami blushes in the first seven
volumes of the series. Even in this instance, only one panel shows the blush on Usami’s
face, indicating that it happened only for a fleeting moment.
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After the first volume, in which the object of Usami’s affections changes from
Takahiro to Misaki, the need to show Usami’s weakness lessens. When Misaki becomes
Usami’s partner—in practice if not by admission—there is no longer any reason to dwell
on Usami’s one-sided love. Therefore, interactions between Takahiro and Usami
primarily take place over the phone and are detached and brief. From this point on, the
physical evidence of Usami’s emotional side is not explored, which solidifies his
symbolic status as a male character.
In comparison to the symbolic body, Reischer and Koo argue that the agentic
body plays a secondary role in the negotiation of meaning of the body in society. While
the first considers the body as a “conduit of social meaning,” the second “highlights…the
body” as an “active participant or agent in the social world” (Reischer and Koo 298).
When R. W. Connell and James W. Messerschmidt talk about agency and its role in
gender hegemony, they do so with the reservation that hegemony itself is not represented
by actions that typify “masculine dominance”—which is defined as much by negative
traits such as “violence, aggression, and self-centeredness” as it is by positive traits such
as breadwinning, being in a sexual relationship, and fathering—but rather by the fact that
men can reap the benefits of this dominance without embodying a traditionally masculine
role (Connell and Messerschmidt 840-841, 822). Therefore, although traditionally
masculine actions do not constitute hegemony in themselves, the existence of these
actions forms the foundation of hegemonic masculinity. Male agency, as Connell and
Messerschmidt see it, is largely lost on Misaki’s character, as a greater part of his
narrative explicitly focuses on his relationship with Usami and is devoid of violence,
aggression, and self-centeredness. While Usami is shown at varying stages of the writing
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process, attending ceremonies, and picking up Misaki from university, Misaki’s biggest
solitary endeavor involves going to his university classes. Other than that, the majority of
Misaki’s narrative focuses on the experiences he has while attached to Usami. With that
in mind, I now want to focus primarily on the agency of Usami’s body, as he is the
partner who is primarily an “active participant or agent in the social world” (Reischer and
Koo 298). In Usami’s case, there are three main forms of masculine agency displayed in
the text—acts of aggression, protection, and sexual dominance—all of which draw upon
Usami’s masculine body to contextualize his supremacy.
Because aggression is consistently associated with hormonal differences between
men and women, it is considered to be a trait that marks a difference between the sexes.
In this case, the distinction between Misaki and Usami is solidified, as Misaki does not
exhibit this innately masculine behavior. In the handful of scenes that show Misaki
nearing a state of aggression, in which he becomes angry enough to shout at another
character, some force inevitably cuts off his rage before it can reach fruition, whether in
the form of Usami’s sexual advances or his own self-consciousness. His anger is quelled
either by the dominating force of Usami’s body or by the rush of weakness to his own.
Usami, on the other hand, is unrestrained in his aggression. His aggressive behavior
ranges from using his physical presence to threaten people who are presumably interested
in Misaki8 to shoving an influential magazine editor against a wall after the man tries to
seduce him.9 This reflects what Lipman-Blumen terms the “psychological bricks and
mortar of male gender roles,” as Usami’s acts of aggression draw attention to his
“tenacity, anger, stoicism, and triumph over defeat” (59). Not only are these aggressive
acts effective; they also strengthen Usami’s unwillingness to show his emotions freely. In
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the scenes mentioned above, Usami’s face is portrayed as being free of the flush that
adrenaline would bring to one’s face in a correlative real life situation.
To understand the significance of Usami’s aggression, it is important to also
consider the motives that lead him to behave aggressively. Given the feminine
characteristics represented by Misaki’s symbolic body, Usami’s actions are surely driven
by the masculine urge to protect Misaki. This notion contains many levels of meaning.
First of all, Usami’s propensity to protect his partner reinforces Misaki’s feminine role as
a timid character that is too afraid to “pursue his own self-interest,” depending instead
“on the mercy and reliance of others who would act for [him]” (Lipman-Blumen 63).
Because Misaki is portrayed as being relatively incompetent, it is necessary for Usami to
counteract Misaki’s helplessness by protecting his weaker partner. This involves some
form of bodily intervention, whether this means picking Misaki up when he falls from a
window while trying to escape Usami’s elder brother or rushing to the train station to
embrace Misaki after hearing him cry during a telephone call. These actions draw
attention to Usami’s “large, well-built [body],” which is consistent with male characters
in heteronormative manga (Ito 84). Like Usami’s aggression, his protectiveness links a
traditional male identity with his dominant role in the relationship.
Usami’s aggressive and protective behavior cast enough doubt on the idea that
yaoi characters have bodies that transcend traditional gendered behavior by linking
masculinity with domination, and this is only strengthened by his sexual dominance over
Misaki. The frequency with which Usami physically forces Misaki into having
intercourse with him is disturbing. Out of the seven volumes currently available in the
United States, each one includes at least one sex scene featuring Usami and Misaki. In
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the majority of these scenes, it is not clear whether both characters are mutually invested
in the sexual encounter. Dialogue such as “S-stop!” and “What are you doing?” is typical
of Misaki’s experience (Nakamura 5:47; Nakamura 1:17). This ambiguous relationship
relates back to what Mizoguchi terms the “rape of love,” which is a staple of the genre
(153). In this situation, the dominant character makes a victim out of the passive
character because he simply cannot “contain his love (hence desire) towards the passive
one” (Mizoguchi 153). This is yet another instance in which Usami is able to use his
maleness, namely his large build, to assert dominance over his feminine partner. This
type of situation has the potential to interact with Usami’s tendency to use protective
body language, as sexual situations sometimes arise from protective body language that
segues into a sexual predicament. An indicative scene occurs in volume seven, in which
Usami pins Misaki against a wall, asking whether Misaki understands that his classmate
is after him.10 This kind of shielding gesture gives the impression that Usami is standing
between Misaki and a negative force that threatens him, which is the classmate in this
situation. On the following page, Usami attempts to use his advantageous position to pull
Misaki in for a kiss, which Misaki pulls away from. This is an atypical moment in the
text, as it shows a rare instance of rebellion on Misaki’s part. Instead of capitulating to
Usami’s desires as usual, he keeps Usami from asserting his sexual dominance in this
particular scene.
Women’s desire to broaden their representation in manga is understandable.
Judging by Kinko Ito’s work, the medium as a whole perpetuates an unrealistically
narrow view of femininity that relegates female characters to the background of their
series and ensures that they enact traditional femininity. However, I would like to argue
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that clearly marking yaoi characters as either feminine or masculine is an ineffective way
to combat this norm. The problem does not lie in the attribution of masculine or feminine
characteristics to yaoi characters, but instead in the fact that the characters’ personalities
correspond to their gendered appearances. When a character such as Misaki is portrayed
as being incompetent, emotionally dependent, submissive, and a victim of sexual assault,
one cannot help but make the parallels between his characterization and stereotypic
feminine ideals. Because yaoi is problematic in more ways than the gendered
appearances of its characters, especially concerning the fact that the female demographic
that produces and consumes it is utilizing the LGBT community as a tool for its own
liberation, it is difficult for me to say that there is a simple fix that will make the genre an
effective liberatory text for women. However, I am confident that the genre cannot be
considered liberatory as long as it supports the gender binary in the appearances and
personalities of its characters.
Endnotes
1. Pagliassotti 7.
2. Despite having a sizeable lesbian readership, Mizoguchi asserts that the genre “caters to
[a] rather conservative heterosexual fantasy” (144).
3. Examples of series in which the dominant partner has light-colored hair—and vice
versa—are Ninth Life Love, Secretary’s Job, Ichigenme (which, interestingly enough,
shows both main characters as having dark hair in-text), and Gravitation, plus many more
series that have not been officially translated into English.
4. Volumes 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 show Misaki in varying levels of undress while Usami remains
fully clothed.
5. The dichotomy of static versus agentic characteristics is drawn from Reischer and Koo’s
idea of the symbolic versus the agentic body, which can be found in their article “The
Body Beautiful: Symbolism and Agency in the Social World.”
6. Nakamura 1:17-21; Nakamura 4:143-144; Nakamura 6: 56, 114.
7. Nakamura 1:13.
8. Nakamura 6:108; Nakamura 7:134-136.
9. Nakamura, 3:36.
10. Nakamura 7:40-41.
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Cash Ain’t a Problem, I Know Where It Goes: “Low” by Flo Rida and the
Economic Crisis of 2008
Kayle Hurley
Joseph Sargent, Ph.D.
Abstract
Existing research on music listening preferences suggests that when economic conditions are poor,
listeners prefer music that is slower and more serious. Terry Pettijohn has applied the Environmental
Security Hypothesis to the success of music during varying economic conditions. This hypothesis
suggests that when economic conditions are threatening, people prefer features which are comforting and
mature; when this hypothesis is applied to music, Pettijohn concludes that music which is slower and
more meaningful is preferred during times of economic uncertainty. However, in the economic crisis of
2008, the faster and more lighthearted song “Low” by Flo Rida rose to the top of the Billboard music
chart. The current research examines the success of this song in the light of existing theories on listener
preferences and investigates which type of music is generally preferred during hard economic times.
Through a survey, this research assessed whether participants believe music that distracts from hard
economic times or music that represents hard economic times is more successful. It compared the US
economy contraction cycles chart provided by the National Bureau of Economic Research to the
Billboard Book of Top 40 Hits 1955-2009 to determine which songs were number one singles in years of
economic recession. The number one singles from each recession period were analyzed to determine
approximate beats per minute and the seriousness of lyrical content. Results of these comparisons and a
survey of 95 participants show that in periods of economic recession songs which are faster and more
distracting are preferred.

Introduction
It has long been hypothesized that popular music can reveal clues about the state of a
country or society based on the appeal of its tempo and lyrical content, but can it be construed as
a definitive marker of the times? Most music can be generally characterized as either slow and
serious or upbeat and care-free, and studies have been conducted to test the correlation between
the type of song that is most successful and the economic situation in which that song thrived.
For Example, Terry F. Pettijohn applies the Environmental Security Hypothesis (EHS) to music
in his article “And the Beat Goes On: Popular Billboard Song Beats Per Minute and Key
Signatures Vary with Social and Economic Conditions”; this hypothesis suggests that the most
popular music of a time period reflects the economic state of that period.i Pettijohn’s study seeks
to uncover trends between the beats per minute and the lyrical content of Billboard number one
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single from 1955-2008.ii He concludes that music with slower beats per minute and more serious
content is more popular during poor economic times.iii
In the year 2008, however, this was not the case. In a status report in July 2008, former
federal analyst Richard Cook stated, “We are seeing the ongoing collapse of the U.S.
economy.”iv 2008 brought several crises in mortgage lending, banks, the automotive industry,
and the stock market. The National Bureau of Economic Research provides a chart which shows
contractions which started in December 2007 and ended in June 2009, leaving 2008 right in the
middle of this recession.v According to Pettijohn’s study, the number one single for this year
should have been slower and reflective; however, the number one single of 2008 was “Low” by
Flo Rida.vi This song is both upbeat and lyrically care-free, and the success of “Low” in 2008
creates doubt about the validity of applying the EHS to music.
In contrast to Pettijohn’s study, Professor of English and Theater at the City University of
New York, Morris Dickstein, suggests that music which distracts from problems tend to be more
successful during times of economic hardship.vii Dickstein uses examples from the Great
Depression to show that the entertainment being produced at that time was more care-free and
distracting. Though Dickstein supplies some limited evidence, his hypothesis seems weak
compared to the data presented in Pettijohn’s study. Dickstein uses no numbers and provides no
citations which imply he used no outside sources. He does give, though, many examples of
movies and shows which were produced during the Great Depression and notes the years they
were released. He discusses the 1934 movie Stand Up and Cheer! which presents a scenario in
which President Roosevelt appoints a Secretary of Amusement whose mission is “to distract the
public and get them to laugh, which presumably would bring the Great Depression to an end”
and he explains:
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…the bubbling wit and syncopated lilt of Broadway and Hollywood songs by the
Gershwins, Berlin, Porter, Rodgers and Hart, and Warren and Dubin, and the high-speed verbal
duels and physical pratfalls of Hollywood screwball comedy shoed how dissonance could be
resolved into harmony, how stagnation could give way to action, and how fear could be turned
into hop….”viii
Here we see him making suggestions about the nature of the works being produced during the
Depression and their possible role in ending the depression, but he has no numbers or data to
support his claims. Pettijohn, in contrast, uses a variety of methods to gather data and provides
several graphs and numbers; however, his studies fail to actually ask the question: do listeners
prefer music which distracts from the economic and social climate or music which represents it?
This research seeks to answer this question, using a survey of 95 students and faculty at a small,
liberal arts university in the south to assess what kind of music is most successful during times of
economic stress.
This relationship between socioeconomic conditions and musical preference has been
debated and studied for years. As stated earlier, Terry Pettijohn produced three separate studies
with different partners focusing on musical preferences. Two of these studies examine number
one Billboard singles and the conditions of the years in which they were successful. The first
study argues that preferences for certain songs can be understood in the context of the
Environmental Security Hypothesis (EHS).ix The article discusses this context and predicts that
“more meaningful, mature themes and items should be preferred during these difficult situations
to help mitigate the threat and uncertainty.” x This study investigated the number one singles
from each year from 1955-2003 in comparison with changes in the social and economic climate
of the United States during these same years. Pettijohn used the General Hard Times Measure
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(GHTM), a standardized, global measure consisting of the US unemployment rate, change in
disposable personal income, change in consumer price index, death rate, birth rate, marriage rate,
divorce rate, suicide rate, and homicide rate, a measure he also used in previous studies to
produce values which represent harder or better times.xi Pettijohn’s first study used a
questionnaire in which participants listened to songs and rated to what extent the songs “explored
real, meaningful issues,” and whether they believed pace of the song to be slow.xii The results of
this study show that when social and economic conditions were poor, songs that were longer,
more meaningful in content, and slower were popular.
Terry Pettijohn conducted another study in 2012 along with Jason Eastman, and Keith
Richard that investigated the beats per minute and key signatures of popular Billboard songs and
changes in social and economic conditions in accordance with the EHS. The second study used a
professional musician and a computer software package to assess the beats per minute of popular
songs. The researchers reported that occasionally the computer software measured the beats per
minute in a song as twice as fast as the actual pace and faster songs at half the actual pace. The
research also used a professional musician to transcribe the chords of every song to determine
the key signature. The results of this study show that the Billboard number one pop songs with
more beats per minute and songs in standard keys were most popular during social and economic
good times while songs with fewer beats per minute and in sharp or flat keys were most popular
in hard social and economic conditions.xiii
In his article “Facing the Music: What 1930s Pop Culture Can Teach Us About Our Own
Hard Times,” Professor Morris Dickstein discusses the different kinds of art which helped lift
American spirits during the Depression. Dickstein notes that many serious novels and murals
were produced, but he also discusses the rise of swing and choreography. Dickstein seems to
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suggest that using the arts in the same way they were used during the Depression could help
boost morale in the recession which began in 2007. He notes that people commonly expect
recessions to produce realistic, gritty art which reflects the hard times, but asserts that “hard
times demand lighter fare as people look to escape their troubles.”xiv
Pierre-Loius Vézina responds to Pettijohn’s studies, but he examines the quality of music
in relation to economic conditions. The article, “Economic Growth and the Quality of Music,”
examines the “ten best albums of all time” as determined by Acclaimed Music, a music critics’
aggregator which measures professional music critics’ album rankings to determine the best
3000 albums of all time, and the GDP growth in which those albums were produced.xv Vézina
found that the top ten albums were all produced in the United States or the United Kingdom
during years of higher GDP growth for the country of origin. Interestingly, the albums he lists
are albums which would be considered more serious and also contain a high number of slower
songs. Examples of these albums are Revolver by The Beatles (1966), Nevermind by Nirvana
(1991), and What’s Going On? by Marvin Gaye (1971).xvi
These studies all discuss successful music and the relationship between musical
characteristics and economic conditions, but what they do not consider is whether, during rough
economic conditions, music listeners truly prefer slow, serious songs that reflect the current
times or if they prefer faster, lighthearted songs that distract from these economic troubles.
Pettijohn’s studies investigate the question, but the results of his studies do not include any data
in which participants indicate which type of music is preferred during hard economic times. This
research seeks to address the question using not only Billboard single results in comparison with
economic conditions, but also a survey in which participants indicate which type of music they
believe to be most successful.
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Methodology
This research consists of two main components: a survey of listener preferences and a
musical and lyrical analysis of the 2008 number one Billboard single “Low” by Flo Rida
compared to lyrical analysis and beats per minute of other number one singles of recession years.
Participants consist of ninety-five students and faculty, the majority of whom were enrolled in or
teaching MUS 121: Invitation to Listening, at a small liberal arts university in the South. The
survey was designed by the researcher specifically for this project and it contains twelve items.
The first four questions collected demographic information concerning gender, ethnicity,
economic class, and typical musical genre preferences; economic class was measured using
Linda Levine’s division of incomes based on the distribution of household wealth. This divides
economic classes into quintiles including: Lowest ($0-$20,262), Second ($20,263-$38,520),
Third ($38,521-$62,434), Fourth ($62,435-$101,582), Highest ($101,583-$186,000), and Top
5% ($186,000 or higher).xvii
After the demographic section, the survey asked participants to identify which they
believed to be the most popular song of 2008 based on given choices which were determined,
using the Billboard Book of Top 40 Hits and a list of number one singles from Billboard’s
website, to be in the top ten number one singles of 2008. The four song choices were “Low” by
Flo Rida, “No One” by Alicia Keys, “Hot N Cold” by Katy Perry, and “Bleeding Love” by
Leona Lewis.xviii These songs were chosen because of their success on the popular music charts
and because “Low” and “Hot N Cold” are less serious and more upbeat, while “No One” and
“Bleeding Love” are more serious and slower. Participants were also given the option to select “I
am not familiar with any of these songs.” Participants were then asked why they believed the
songs they chose were most successful and whether they believed that song distracted from or
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represented the economic hardships of the time. Participants also indicated which they believed
to be most successful: songs that distract from poor economic and social conditions, or songs that
represent them. The results of the survey have been recorded, totaled, and analyzed to measure
the number of subjects who correctly identified the number one song of 2008 as the most popular
(35.29%), as well as the number of subjects who believe music that distracts is the most
successful (73.53%). These numbers have been used to test the validity of applying the EHS to
music and determine if there is a direct correlation between economic threat and the
characteristics of the most successful songs during threatening times.
The score of “Low” was analyzed to determine key signature, beats per minute and
lyrical content. These characteristics were compared to models of other number one singles in
Pettijohn’s studies. A comparison of the components of this song to other number one singles in
years of economic stress showed several differences between Pettijohn’s predictions of tempo, or
beats per minute, and the lyrical content. Data gathered from the surveys is also used to give
some explanation of why this song was so popular even though it does not conform to Pettijohn’s
presumptions based on the EHS. After the song and the survey results concerning its popularity
were analyzed, they were then examined within the context of the economic and social hardships
of 2008. The researcher also did a brief analysis of all number one singles, songs which had the
highest number of weeks on the chart and the highest sales, from each year in which there was a
recession. The analysis determined approximate beats per minute by listening to each song
several times and measuring the beats against different tempo settings on a metronome until a
consistent tempo could be identified. The key signatures were determined through listening to
the songs and researching sheet music for the songs. A wide variety in the key signatures showed
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that no correlation could be drawn which supported Pettijohn’s assertion that songs in unfamiliar,
minor, or sharp or flat keys are more successful in times of economic hardship.
The researcher then examined the lyrics of a sample of four of the seventeen singles.
Two of the sample songs were selected from songs which were considered slow and were
popular during a contraction, and two of the songs were selected from the songs which were
found to be moderate-to-fast and were popular during a contraction. The four songs whose lyrics
were analyzed are “Killing Me Softly with His Song” by Roberta Flack (1973), “Lady” by
Kenny Rodgers (1980), “I Love Rock N Roll” by Joan Jett & the Blackhearts (1981), and “I
Gotta Feeling” by The Black Eyed Peas (2009).xix The analyses of other number one singles
were used to determine how often songs which are faster and more distracting are the most
successful during a year affected by recession.
Results of Musical Analysis
The researcher analyzed the score of “Low”, which suggests an average beats per minute
(BPM) of 126 which is considered moderately fast, and comparison of the recording of the song
to a metronome set at BPM=126 confirmed the suggested tempo to be accurate. The rhythm is
articulated in quick eighth and sixteenth notes, which places less emphasis on the lyrical content
and more on the beat. However, looking at the lyrics of “Low” reveals flippant subject matter
which focuses around money, dancing, and assertion of status. Several lyrics of the song
overlook the economic hardships facing the country at the time. Flo Rida begins the first verse
saying, “I ain’t never seen nothin’ that’ll make me go so crazy all night spendin’ my dough.”
This line sets up the tone for the dancing and monetary references which follow.
The lyrics contain several monetary or status-related references, and the first actual line
of the song, and the chorus, states, “Shawty had them Apple Bottom jeans, boots with the fur,”
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and later adds, “[she had] Them baggy sweatpants and the Reeboks with the straps.”xx The
brands of clothing and shoes mentioned, with the exception of the sweatpants, are products
which are priced in a range that would be considered moderate to high. In the first verse after Flo
Rida notes his crazy spending habits, he mentions “a million dollar vibe.” Flo Rida wraps up the
verse with an assertion of financial security proclaiming, “Make it rain, I’m makin’ it snow,
Work the pole, I got the bank roll.” xxi The most striking line of the song, which could easily be
missed because of its quick eighth note, triplet rhythm and because it is the last phrase before the
second chorus, is “Cash ain’t a problem I know where it goes.”xxii This line shows no reference
to the economic insecurity audiences were dealing with at the time, and it would be expected to
isolate this audience which was, for the part, very scared and unsure about what was happening
financially to the nation as a whole in addition to individual households. The second verse
continues to use the money-minded language with a combination of eight references to
expensive name brands, “Cadillacs, Maybachs for the sexy grown,” and blatant mention of large
sums of money, “One stack, Two stacks, Three stacks, now that’s three grand”.xxiii The cars
mentioned in this verse are extremely expensive, luxury cars which the majority of popular
music consumers would not be able to afford, and this combined with his continued frivolous
attitude about giving this girl large sums of money just because he likes her dancing would be
expected to isolate an audience scrounging to hold their lives and finances together. The third
verse is more conservative and contains only three monetary references, but when Flo Rida is not
rapping about money or brands, he focuses on the “shawty”’s skillful dancing, sex, and selfaggrandizement. The song in no way reflects or represents any serious issues facing the United
States during the contractions and market crashes surrounding 2008, and “Low” even depicts a
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world or lifestyle in which money is not something to be worried about, but simply something
which is used to promote status and finance a having fun.
“Low” begins with an eight-measure introduction which establishes the arpeggiated tonic
chord which serves as the harmonic and melodic material for the entire song. The form is fairly
common for popular songs, a chorus-verse form consisting of three verses and four choruses
(one before each verse and after the last verse). The form results in forty measures of original
material including the eight-measure introduction, sixteen-measure chorus, and sixteen-measure
verse. The song is strophic and the melodic and harmonic material of the first verse is also used
for the second and third verses, however; the rhythms vary slightly in each verse. For example,
the first verse ends with triplet eighth notes, the second verse ends with triplet eighth notes with a
dotted quarter note and eight note rhythm added to the ends of the last three penultimate lines,
and the third verse ends with four lines of straight eight notes with quarter notes at the end of
phrases.
The quick rhythm is syncopated, and the bass punctuates the melody with a
complementing syncopated ostinato. The two-measure bass ostinato begins with an eighth note
pick-up into the first measure of the chorus and starts on the pitch Eb which is doubled at the
octave. The first measure’s rhythm is a dotted quarter note followed by an eighth note tied to a
half note, and the second measure contains a dotted quarter note followed by two tied eighth
notes and then another dotted eighth note. Like the verse material, the bass occasionally varies
the rhythm, but the deviations in rhythm are all syncopated and still closely related to the original
ostinato material. The chorus ostinato is modified for the verses, and the rhythm from the second
measure of the chorus ostinato becomes the first measure of the verse ostinato. The second
measure is a dotted quarter note, two tied eighth notes, a quarter note, and an eight note. Again,
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there are variations on this rhythm, particularly at transitions, such as the end of verses. It is
important to remember that, though, the researcher analyzed a score for “Low,” the score is only
the best available transcription of a song which has several small nuances in rhythm and pitch
that can sometimes be difficult to record with traditional musical values used in scoring. To
account for this lack of accuracy, the researcher listened extensively to “Low” and recorded
differences in rhythm between the recording and the score to provide the most accurate analysis
possible.
Results of Survey
The survey of ninety-five participants provided results for several different aspects of the
research. The first significant result is that thirty-six of the ninety-five participants (37.89%)
indicated that “Low” was the most prominent song of 2008. Of those thirty-six participants,
twenty-seven (75%) responded that they believed music which distracts from hard economic
conditions is the most successful. The total number of participants who responded this way was
sixty-nine (72.63%), and the total number of participants who indicated they believed music
which represents hard economic times is most successful was twenty-two (23.16%). Three
participants indicated they believed both were successful and one participant did not answer.
When participants were asked if they believed the song they chose as the most significant
distracted from hard economic conditions or represented the hard economic conditions of 2008,
the majority (forty-eight participants or 50.53%) indicated they believed the song did neither.
33.68% (thirty-two participants) responded that they believed the song distracted.
These two responses were the most common across all demographics, but charts
produced using the software Statistical Packages for the Social Sciences (SSPS) showed that the
number of those who indicated the song neither distracted from nor represented the economic
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struggles of 2008 may have been higher because those who answered question 5 (Which popular
song from 2008 would you consider the most prominent (or popular)?) with “I am not familiar
with any of these songs” also answered question 9 (Do you feel this song represented or
distracted from the economic state of 2008?), and these participants responded “neither” because
they did not actually indicate a song. However, those who responded that the song they chose
was distracting (thirty-two participants) still outnumbered those who responded that it was
representative (fourteen participants); in fact, the number of those who responded “distracted” to
question 9 was more than twice the number of those who responded “represented”.
Of the thirty-six participants who indicated “Low” as the most prominent song, fifteen
(41.67%) responded they felt the song distracted, four (11.11%) responded that the song
represented the times, four (11.11%) indicated that the song accomplished both, and thirteen
(36.11%) responded that the song accomplished neither. Though the total (fifteen participants) of
those who indicated the song distracted is fewer than half of the participants, it is the largest
portion of this section of participants. The results indicate that participants who claimed they
believed the song they chose distracted were more likely to respond that music which distracts
from harsh economic times is most successful when answering question 10 ( Which type of
music do you think is most successful?). Surprisingly, even those who indicated more serious
songs on, such as “Bleeding Love,” to be the most prominent on question 5 and responded
“represented” on question 9 sometimes indicated that music which distracts from harsh
economic times is most successful. When asked why they believed the song they chose was
successful (question 7), most participants stated, in one way or another, that the song was
“catchy.” One participant suggested that “Low” was the most successful because it was,
“lighthearted; not focused on problems.”
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The researcher anticipated that the demographic information would significantly affect
how participants responded to the survey, especially demographics such as ethnicity and
economic class, however; this was not typically the case. The results show no direct correlation
between the demographics of ethnicity, gender, and economic class and the way members of
each demographic answered questions 5, 9, and 10. Though participants in the third and highest
economic classes chose Katy Perry’s “Hot N Cold” over “Low.” These results may be attributed
to a small sample size, and it is important to note that the current data shows a difference of two
participants in each of the classes, for example, ten of the twenty-three participants in the third
economic class selected “Hot N Cold” and eight of the twenty-three participants selected “Low.”
There was a correlation between question 4 (Typically, what genre(s) of music do you listen to?)
and questions 5, 9, and 10. This correlation shows that participants who listen to music in genres
which are further removed from popular music, genres such as Classical, Folk/Indie (or
Independent Rock), and Electronica, were more likely to answer, “ I am not familiar with any of
these songs” on question 5, “neither” on question 9, and “represents” on question 10. Though on
question 10, many of these participants remarked that popular music is typically distracting and
genres such as rock, blues, and country are more representative. Participants who responded this
way often listed a genre of music which they indicated on question 4 they typically listen to as an
example of music which represents harsh economic times. This suggests that different genres,
other than standard pop music, may yield different types of successful songs within the fan base
of that genre, i.e. country music is perceived as being a more serious genre, therefore; country
songs which are more serious tend to be the most successful.
The survey also asked participants questions assessing ways in which they access music.
Question 11 asks, “How many times have you requested a song [on the radio, at a club, ect.]?”
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and question 12 asks “How do you access music? (i.e. downloads, youtube, radio, etc.).” The
researcher included these questions to assess any possible relationship between how participants
access music and how they responded to questions 5, 9, and 10, but just as with most of the
demographic categories, there was no connection between how these questions were answered.
The researcher did learn, though, that many participants now use music streaming services, for
example Spotify and Pandora, which provide free music through funding from limited ads or
commercials. Many participants said they listened to the radio, but the number of participants
who answered that they used a free music streaming service or Youtube was higher
(approximately 30% more) than those who listened to the radio. This finding suggests that
magazines, websites, etc. which chronicle the top songs in the country may need to adapt how
they assess the success of songs.
Discussion
“Low” is upbeat and the lyrics focus on frivolously spending money and dancing, but one
element of the song does fit Terry Pettijohn’s findings of songs during economic hardship.
“Low” is in Eb minor, and Pettijohn found that songs during economic hardships are typically in
minor or uncommon keys. This finding cannot be disputed by the current research as there is a
large variety in the key signatures of songs during recessions. There is also variety in the tempos,
however; eleven of the seventeen number one singles (64.7%) from recession periods had beats
per minute ranging between 82 and 140 which would be considered moderate to fast tempos. Six
of the songs (35.29%) had beats per minute between 62 and 72, and these tempos would be
considered slow. An example from the slower songs is “Killing Me Softly with His Song” by
Roberta Flack (1974)xxiv which has a BPM of 62 and is the slowest of all the number one singles
during contraction cycles. Another slow song is “The Theme from ‘A Summer Place’” by Percy
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Faith (1960)xxv which has a BPM of 72 and is the fastest of the slower songs. “Bridge Over
Troubled Water” (1970)xxvi has a BPM of 82 and is the slowest of the moderate songs, and “All
Shook Up” by Elvis Presley (1957)xxvii is one of the fastest songs with a BPM of 140. Even
songs with tempos which would be considered slow are near the top of the slow BPM range. As
noted earlier, the slowest of all the number one singles during recession years, “Killing Me
Softly with His Song,” has a BPM of 62, and the approximate range for a “slow” piece is
considered 40-76 beats per minute. The beats per minute of the popular slow songs tend to be
closer to a moderate tempo.
Five of the six slower songs have lyrics which are romantic and serious in nature, and
two of the songs, “The Way We Were” by Barbra Streisand (1974) and “Because I Love You:
The Postman Song” by Stevie B. (1990) are “break-up” songs which reminisce about better
times when the singer had a love in his or her life.xxviii “ Theme from ‘A Summer Place’” by
Percy Faith (1960) is an instrumental piece and has no lyrics which could be analyzed, but the
title implies the music will either elicit a romantic, and possibly even nostalgic and reflective
response from listeners or the music will help listeners “escape” to a place which is more
peaceful, like a summer retreat. The sweeping violins conjure a romantic and peaceful
atmosphere around which delicate accents and interjections are provided by other sections of the
orchestra. Though this song seems romantic and it has fewer beats per minute, “A Summer
Place” is in Bb Major which is perhaps the most common key. With the possible exception of “A
Summer Place,” all of the slow songs deal with extremely similar subject matter in the lyrics.
The faster songs provide more variety in lyrical content than slower songs, and the lyrics
are mostly not as serious as those of the slower songs. “At the Hop” by Danny and the Juniors
(1958) and “I Gotta Feeling” by the Black Eyed Peas (2009) emphasize going out and having
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fun, while other songs such as “Umbrella” by Rihanna (2007) and “Bridge Over Trouble Water”
by Simon and Garfunkel (1970) affirm the comfort of friendship in hard times. xxix In “I Gotta
Feeling,” not only does the group introduce the song with the repetition of the phrase, “ I gotta
feeling that tonight’s gonna be a good night, that tonight’s gonna be a good, good night, the
Black Eyed Peas also sing, “I got my money, let’s spend it up,” and imply that they “party every
day.” These lyrics are an example of the subject matter of the faster songs which typically focus
on enjoyment or pleasure. Nine of the seventeen songs (52.9%) contain lyrics which are mostly
lighthearted, and these nine songs are all classified as moderate or fast songs. These songs focus
on activities such as going out to a bar, having a party, dancing, sex, new experiences, and states
of being, for example the innocence of falling in love for the first time and resulting jitters as in
“All Shook Up” or the conscious awakening of a new “age” dawning and the peace and harmony
of this new age of understanding as demonstrated in “Aquarius/ Let the Sunshine In” by The
Fifth Dimension (1969).xxx
When the lyrics of the other sixteen songs studied are compared to the lyrics of “Low,”
several similarities are found, especially between “Low” and the songs with faster BPM. What
sets “Low” apart from the rest of these songs is that it was the number one song in the middle of
a recession which, according to a Congressional Research Service article written by Marc
Labonte, featured “the largest decline in output, consumption, and investment, and the largest
increase in unemployment, of any post-war recession” and it contains more monetary references
than any other song in any other recession.xxxi The monetary language and perspective toward
money also does not match the economic trends; as Lebonte mentioned, and Richard Cook
asserted, consumption decreased as financial markets failed and unemployment rose. “Low” and
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Flo Rida seem completely unconcerned with, and possibly unaware of, the economy which was
crashing down around them.
Researching some of the brands mentioned in “Low” helped the researcher gain an
understanding of the severity of the gap between the amounts of money Flo Rida alludes to in the
song through his mention of specific brands of products and the financial insecurity of his
audience. Apple Bottom jeans, the brand Flo Rida mentions the “shawty” wearing, are made by
Dr. Jay, a clothing company, and prices for these jeans with prices ranging from $18 to $318.xxxii
Depending on the type of jeans the woman was wearing, these jeans could be affordable for
someone in a lower economic class, however; the jeans at the top of the price range would not
have been affordable for someone in a lower economic class, especially during the time frame in
which the song was popular. In the second verse, Flo Rida mentions two types of cars: Cadillac
and Maybach. According to Cadillac’s website, 2013 prices range from approximately $33,000
to $63,000.xxxiii Maybach, a brand of luxury sedans, has prices ranging from approximately
$300,000 to more than $1,000,000.xxxiv Though I could not find price information on Maybach’s
official website, I located a Maybach dealer in the Birmingham, AL area that provided a list of
models and prices for 2013. Because of factors relating to inflation and deflation, these prices
may not represent the exact costs of these items in 2008, but they provide an estimate which
reveals that the products being mentioned by Flo Rida (specifically the cars) distance him and his
song from the financial status of a large portion of potential consumers of “Low.”
Conclusions
According to the EHS, “Low” and songs like it should not have been successful during
recessions, and the discrepancies between Terry Pettijohn’s predictions and findings and the data
and findings of this research show that the EHS is not a valid measure for predicting lyrical
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content, beats per minute, or key signatures. Furthermore, through the study done by PierreLouis Vézina, the researcher found that in years which have higher economic growth music
which would be considered more meaningful is the most successful, which leads to the
prediction that financial security positively affects the artists’ and the audiences’ willingness for
experimentation with unfamiliar keys and more serious subject matter. Morris Dickstein’s article
along with the survey results, show that music which more distracting is the most popular during
times of economic hardship, however; Dickstein clearly asserts that he considers the arts and
entertainment produced during the Depression which were more serious and portrayed or evoked
the broken spirit of the Depression to be of a greater artistic quality.
Dickstein associates the desire to escape through our entertainment with a hunger for
change in financial and social status. He implies that this hunger is what leads to the production
of more pleasant, distracting, cheap, and low-quality entertainment:
For tomorrow’s television viewers we can safely predict a glut of upholstered period and
costume dramas, such as this year’s [2009] Jane Austen and Agatha Christie adaptation on
Masterpiece Theatre, as well as game shows, talent competitions, and reality shows, which are
cheap to produce and which satisfy the audience’s hunger for sudden changes in fame and
fortune.xxxv
Dickstein’s final point urges writers, artists and entertainers to use their skills to capture an
image and show the struggle of the crisis from 2007-2009, an action which could possibly
counteract Richard Cook’s observation that before and during the economic collapse, Americans
had been “lulled to sleep.” xxxvi If Americans are not listening to the music which reflects their
lives and strives to wake them up, they must be listening to the music which is giving them a
false sense of security and a desire for fame and fortune. The false sense of security created by
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songs like “Low” and “I Gotta Feeling” combined with a desire for sudden changes in financial
status suggests that those who listen to popular music which is distracting may spend more, and
this could lead to an increase in personal debt and/or an increase in consumption which could
both positively and negatively influence the economy.
As mentioned in the survey results, the majority of participants stated they accessed
music through free music streaming services which brings into question the validity of radio
airplay as an indicator of the most successful music. Billboard, the standard authority in popular
music charts, determines its number one singles using charts from six different categories: Best
Sellers in Stores, Most Played By Jockeys, Most Played In Juke Boxes, Top 100, Hot 100, and
Hot 100 Airplay.xxxvii These charts track the success of singles across a variety of factors
including sales, number of weeks at number one, and most-played songs on the radio. The
growing popularity of streaming music stations as an alternative to radio should lead publications
like Billboard to consider developing a method for gathering data about which artists and songs
are listened to most on stations like Spotify and Pandora in order to gain more a comprehensive
representation of the most popular music.
Suggestions for Further Research
This	
  research	
  and	
  the	
  survey	
  designed	
  for	
  it	
  are	
  relatively	
  original	
  and	
  provide	
  information	
  which	
  
mostly	
  has	
  not	
  been	
  gathered	
  and	
  analyzed	
  before,	
  therefore;	
  the	
  structure	
  and	
  administration	
  of	
  the	
  
survey	
  could	
  be	
  improved.	
  Ways	
  to	
  improve	
  the	
  current	
  research	
  are	
  to	
  gather	
  demographic	
  
information	
  concerning	
  the	
  age	
  of	
  participants,	
  playing	
  portions	
  of	
  the	
  songs	
  mentioned	
  in	
  the	
  survey	
  
during	
  administration,	
  and	
  expanding	
  survey	
  questions	
  to	
  include	
  information	
  about	
  participants’	
  
spending	
  habits.	
  For	
  example,	
  an	
  additional	
  questions	
  could	
  ask,	
  “When	
  you	
  listen	
  to	
  music	
  which	
  
promotes	
  spending	
  more	
  money	
  or	
  buying	
  expensive	
  items,	
  are	
  you	
  more	
  likely	
  to	
  spend	
  money	
  or	
  have	
  
the	
  desire	
  to	
  spend	
  money?”	
  This	
  research	
  lays	
  fundamental	
  groundwork	
  which	
  could	
  easily	
  be	
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manipulated	
  to	
  consider	
  several	
  different	
  factors	
  and	
  comparisons	
  about	
  music	
  and	
  its	
  relationship	
  to	
  
the	
  economy.	
  This	
  research	
  could	
  be	
  used	
  to	
  examine	
  the	
  effects	
  of	
  economic	
  crisis	
  on	
  artists	
  and	
  the	
  
music	
  industry	
  and	
  how	
  it	
  shapes	
  the	
  types	
  of	
  singles	
  they	
  produce	
  and	
  play,	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  how	
  they	
  are	
  
affected	
  if	
  consumers	
  stop	
  paying	
  for	
  music	
  due	
  to	
  financial	
  stress.	
  	
  Future	
  research	
  could	
  also	
  examine	
  
reasons	
  behind	
  music	
  listening	
  preferences,	
  for	
  example	
  differences	
  in	
  coping	
  mechanisms	
  to	
  enhance	
  
understanding	
  of	
  why	
  listeners	
  choose	
  certain	
  types	
  of	
  music.	
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The Revolution Televised: An Exploration of Stereotypes on Reality
Television 	
  
Breona Jackson	
  
Anthony Kelley, M.A.	
  
Abstract	
  
This study explores stereotypes and stereotype threats presented in the reality show: The Real
Housewives of Atlanta. The analysis focuses on analyzing three modes of black womanhood as
articulated in literary and historical texts, namely those of the Jezebel, Mammy, and Sapphire.
The researcher identifies how modern modes of black womanhood are an amalgamation of the
three historical stereotypes of black womanhood just mentioned. These modern black female
stereotypes, stereotypes – “The Bad Bitch,” “Bitch,” and “The Mammy” – are historically marked
by their historical antecedents: the Jezebel, the Mammy, and the Sapphire, respectively. These
modifications are prominent in the reality show mentioned above. Characterization and actual
aired television time are essential to understanding how perpetuations of the modes are successful
in ratings with young black females. In order to analyze both historical and modern connotations
of black female stereotypes, the researcher records and documents specific scenarios that
emphasize those stereotypes particularly in The Real Housewives of Atlanta. Well-documented
examples of black female stereotypes are provided and are effectively defined by other scholarly
research. 	
  

Introduction	
  
Reality Television	
  
In recent years, reality television has dominated the interest of audiences, particularly
American viewers. Reality television has categorized itself as ‘real and true’ television
programming. Specifically, it relates to the ordinary person (not the Beyonce or Halle
Berry celebrities) as real characters. Murray and Ouellete (2004) contend that “reality
television is a cheap, common, and entertaining form of programming that evolved
because of changing the television industry’s environment, including the increasing
number of cable networks (Murray & Ouellete, 2004, p89). As a subset of those
American viewers, African American focused reality shows are consistent in stereotyping
and stereotype threat, which affect and increases ratings. 	
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The Real Housewives of Atlanta 	
  
The debut of The Real Housewives of Atlanta (RHOA) 2008, illustrates the
meaning of reality. Multiple episodes were played over and over to emphasize what
characterized the title housewife. Most importantly the program distinguishes the modes
of black womanhood. Representation has a multilayer-ed dynamic in which one
illustration can be definitive and supportive of multiple meaning. In other words, what
you see is not always what you get. Black womanhood, seen as a distinction of
womanhood, specifically focuses on characteristics of what black women experience,
represent, and interpret. Although there are many supportive roles multiple meanings can
be drawn from one role. The problem with representation of black womanhood is the
consistent reinforcement of negative stereotypes. Wilson and Gutierrez (1995) suggest
that stereotyping is a shortcut to character development and forms the basis for mass
media entertainment. This shortcut sends an underlying message to other ethnicity, which
can lead to misconceptions of one race. RHOA featuring a cast of predominately black
women has, according to Bravo network (2010), has brought in more than 3.8 million
viewers. Although this reality show is represented by three other geographic areas—
Orange County, New Jersey, and Beverly Hills—Atlanta has triple the ratings. This is the
main reason why the focus of this research examines the women depicted in this reality
show.	
  
The modes of black womanhood have been perpetuated throughout literature,
history, and performance. The problem with social constructions is the affect they have
on grouped individuals, whether by gender, sexuality, race, or religion. For a fundamental
framework, which will define and specify the issue of these social constructions, the
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following research will add, shape, and development a clear understanding of what these
social constructions mean. 	
  
Introducing the cast. Linnethia "NeNe" Leakes became pregnant at age 21 and
had to support herself and her son so she became a stripper named “Silk”. Her son
Bryson was born in December 1989. NeNe says she was a young single mom, fresh out
of an abusive relationship when she decided to search for a job in the sex industry.
Leakes perused the classifieds, scanning ads seeking dancers and models; while she
admits her days as a stripper were fun, she's never taken cash for illegal activity. In 1996,
she met Gregg Leakes while stripping. They married in 1997 and their son Brentt was
born in February 1999.	
  
Leakes founded the Twisted Hearts Foundation in 2008, an LLC that deals with
domestic violence against women. However, according to state documents, the charity
was dissolved in September 2010. In 2009 she co-wrote with Denene Milner the
autobiographical novel, Never Make the Same Mistake Twice. Ryan Murphy cast NeNe
on his series Glee in the third season with a recurring role as synchronized swim coach
and Olympic bronze-medalist Coach Roz Washington. He later cast her as Rocky
Rhoades in the NBC comedy The New Normal. Leakes separated from Gregg on April 29,
2010 and the divorced was finalized September 29, 2011, after season four had finished
production. In January 2013, NeNe and Gregg announced their engagement. It was
announced in April 2013 that NeNe and Gregg had received their own spin-off with the
working title, I Dream of Nene: The Wedding, which will chronicle the couple’s lives as
they prepare for their remarriage and feature the wedding itself. The series is scheduled
for a fall premiere. With co-star Kim Zolciak's departure during season five, NeNe is
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currently the only original Atlanta housewife. On June 22, 2013, Leakes remarried her
former husband, Gregg Leakes, in a private ceremony among family and friends at the
InterContinental Buckhead Hotel in Atlanta. Her current marital status is married.	
  
DeShawn Snow, originally from Detroit, is a resident of the Atlanta suburb of
Milton in the Manor Golf and Country Club, north of downtown Atlanta. She graduated
from Michigan State University. In 1998 she married her college sweetheart former NBA
player Eric Snow and they have three sons: Eric Javon, Darius Michael, and Jarren
Christopher. In May 2010 Eric filed for divorce from DeShawn after had an affair and a
daughter Ava with his mistress. DeShawn runs various charities. Jarren's Island is to help
ADHD\autism kids after her son was diagnosed at age seven. DeShawn was not invited
back for the second season of RHOA. She alleges that producers said it was because she
was "too human for a circus show" and did not create enough drama. DeShawn’s current
marital status is divorced.	
  
Lisa Wu-Hartwell a biracial housewife, whose mother is of Trinidadian descent
and her father is Chinese American. Hartwell was married to R&B singer Keith Sweat
from 1992 to 2002. Together they have sons Jordan (1995) and Justin (1998). Their
divorce was bitter. Wu accused Sweat of abuse; Sweat accused Wu of financial theft. The
judge presiding over the case found that "there is evidence that father has been violent
towards mother" and the relationship was an "extremely tumultuous" (p. 291). Wu was
found irresponsible and Sweat was awarded custody of the children. On December 31,
2005 Wu eloped with NFL player Edgerton Hartwell. They had a formal ceremony on
May 20, 2006 at The Verandas in Santa Monica, California. Their son Ed Jr. was born
May 9, 2007. Hartwell announced their separation in August 2011 via his Facebook page.
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On October 7, 2011, their divorce was final. During her time on Real Housewives of
Atlanta, Lisa claimed to have several businesses such as a real estate firm called Hartwell
and Associates, a jewelry line called Wu Girls, a T-shirt line called Hart 2 Hart Clothing,
a women clothing line called Closet Freaks, and a baby clothing line called Hart 2 Hart
Baby. However the websites for all the businesses never functioned and there was no
listing for the businesses in Atlanta. Hartwell left the show after 2 seasons, due to her not
wanting to deal with drama. She claimed Bravo producers wanted her to fake strife in her
marriage. Hartwell did not participate as a cast member in season three, but made several
cameo appearances. Lisa Wu current marital status is divorced.	
  
Kim Zolciak, the only white housewife is a Connecticut native and Johns Creek,
Georgia resident. Kim Zolciak is a mother of currently four children, Brielle, Ariana, KJ,
and Kash. During season one, Kim was not married and was a mistress to an anonymous
‘rich white man’. She was a licensed practical nurse in Connecticut and Georgia from
1999 to 2003, according to public records. During the 2008 season, Zolciak was working
on her debut single, "Tardy for the Party", which she released in 2009. She put out a new
single, "Google Me", in season three. She married Atlanta Falcons defensive end Kroy
Biermann on November 11, 2011. 	
  
Kim announced in a November 2012 interview, with In Touch magazine, that she
would be leaving the series during its fifth season; the sixth episode of season 5, which
aired December 9, 2012, was her last. Zolciak also stated that Season five would be her
last. However, in April 2013, Zolciak stated in an interview with Us Weekly that she
might return to the series for the sixth season. According to the interview, Zolciak
notified the cast of the dates she would be available to attend the trip but eventually
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alerted them that she was unable to fly because she was eight months pregnant at the time,
which was the root cause of the drama that led to her departure from the series. Zolciak
also tweeted the news officially on November 21, 2012. After her departure from the
series, Bravo announced the second season of Don't Be Tardy for the Wedding, with a
title change to Don't Be Tardy..., which premiered April 16, 2013. Kim’s current marital
status is married.	
  
Shereé Whitfield is the ex-wife of former Atlanta Falcons player Bob Whitfield.
At 15—then known by her maiden name Shereé Fuller—she had daughter Tierra Fuller
in 1985. In 1989, she was arrested twice for stealing jeans from Saks Fifth Avenue and
was banned from all Saks Fifth Avenue stores in Ohio. Shereé met Bob in 1993. Their
son Kairo was born in 1996, and their daughter Kaliegh in 1999. The couple married in
2000; however, they separated in 2003. In 2007, the couple divorced. Settlement
agreements were pending when RHOA began filming in spring 2008.	
  
The first and second seasons of the show chronicled Whitfield's attempts to
launch a fashion line called “She” by Shereé. After issues with the quality of her clothing
samples caused her to change a planned fashion show at the end of season one into a
fashion "viewing", where she displayed sketches, Whitfield rallied in season two and
staged a show, depicted in the season finale. Despite eventually debuting She by Shereé
at New York Fashion Week she cited the hardship of "trying to find the right group of
people to come together and help out" as the reason for putting the line on hold (p. 845).
The Atlanta-Journal Constitution reports that Shereé was awarded a $775,000 lump cash
settlement; an annual $113,422 from her husband's retirement funds and $2,142.87 in
monthly child support. No spousal support was awarded. Whitfield made an appearance
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in Scary Movie 5. Her current marital status is divorced. 	
  
Women in Media and Social Constructions	
  
Roy, Weibust, and Miller (2007a) concentrate on women in media, primarily
reality television, and question the assessed generic representation of how social
constructions have limited or expanded the role of black women. Socially defined roles
that depict women, as presented in reality shows, are extensions of stereotypes and not
her primary identity. Studies in varies fields have suggested alternative approaches that
guide women in identifying themselves positively, however the reoccurring images
presented on reality TV have been negative and are becoming more relevant in the social
construction of women. When referring to social construction, the intention is to require
the audience targeted in these reality shows to recognize the problem within and
surrounding the image that is portrayed by women of their own race. Primarily the focus
is on African American women. 	
  
Literature Review	
  
Communication studies and research by Robin Boylorn (2008) have examined
whether an auto-ethnographic reflection on race and reality has distinctively connected or
disconnected the personal to cultural awareness of self-consciousness in reality television.
Boylorn focuses on separating the perception of the social construction, which in this
study is the audience, from the auto-ethnographer, the reality depicted. Boylorn (2008)
suggests that researcher Mark Neumann (1996) frames the research of auto-ethnographic
essay and discusses the multiple consciousness of a black female scholar. Layering
storied excerpts and theoretical framing, Neuman proposes the use of an “oppositional
gaze” and “oppositional reading” to interrogate and engage images and representations of
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black women on reality television shows. Given the historical legacy of black female
representation and the destructive images that result, a critical awareness could ultimately
alter or inform the images of black women we see on reality television. The author urges
black women to become critical consumers of how their experiences are depicted on
reality television. Boylorn’s research illuminates the assumption and perpetuation
surrounding modes of black womanhood and the first-hand account of which
representation of black womanhood is positive or negative. Applying this method to how
black womanhood is viewed cultural by audiences pinpoints the negative and positive
affects stereotypes have on black female representation. 	
  
Another research study conducted by Erica Childs (1995) examines academic
research on interracial relationships, as well as popular discourses such as film and
television. Childs (2005) suggest that black women are often characterized as “angry and
opposed to interracial relationships” which leads to misconception about how black
women perceive others (p. 209). This effectively shows and helps others socially perceive
incorrect information based on false assumptions. Childs offers a detailed discussion on
the voices of black women and how they have been largely neglected. Drawing from
focus group interviews with black college women and in-depth interviews with black
women who have married inter-racially, the author explores black women views on
black-white heterosexual relationships. Black women opposition to interracial dating is
not simply rooted in jealousy and anger toward white women but is based on white
racism, black internalization of racism, and what interracial relationships represent to
black women and signify about their worth. The impact of racism and sexism is clear,
with black women devalued by white standards of beauty, faced with a shortage of
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available black men, and a lack of “substantive opportunities” to date inter-racially. This
study has demonstrated that, in many respects, reality television reproduces cultural
stereotypes and societal expectations and assumptions. Beginning with the race
demographic, African Americans appeared the most frequently—and enjoyed the most
success—on American Idol, an entertainment talent contest. African Americans enjoyed
little success on The Apprentice, and they scarcely appeared on the Survivor programs.
An implication of such patterns is the perpetuation of stereotypes about African
Americans and their capacity to entertain people of all races. Applying this study to
investigate what stereotypes are mainly performed by black women aids in specifying
what stereotypes are prominently seen in media.	
  
Researchers Rachel Dubrofsky and Antoine Hardy (2008) using the reality TV
shows Flavor of Love and The Bachelor, ask how the space of reality television (RTV) is
raced. Might the use of surveillance footage and reliance on notions of authenticity create
a space where people constructed as a certain race are privileged? The qualities of an allwhite cast show conflict with the qualities of all black cast show? According to
Dubrosfsky and Hardy, to understand the construction on Flavor of Love of participants
self-consciously claiming and performing an identity, they assessed what qualities are
similar and differ. They argue that while it is true Flavor of Love animates racial
stereotypes, it also allows for fluid and complex understandings of black identity through
active claiming of identities in contrast to the restrictive naturalized white identities
presented on The Bachelor. As shows emerge featuring people of color, it will be the
critics’ responsibility to identify if RTV becomes “a Tel-Visual ghetto where only
certain performances of race are allowed or if RTV can be a space where diverse
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conceptions of race are animated” (Dubrofsky & Hardy, 2008, p. 109). Scholarship on
RTV needs to find new ways to express the complexity of surveillance and notions of
authenticity as they intersect in the display of raced identities. This research examines the
elements of racial and cultural difference in reality shows. Effectively the study points
out the stereotypes and assumptions made consciously and subconsciously. 	
  
Researcher Mark Orbe in, “Representations of Race in Reality TV: Watch and
Discuss" examines viewers who are attracted to reality-based programming because it
represents real-life drama reflecting the complexities of the human condition packaged in
a way that allows them to scrutinize others’ behaviors (Schroeder, 2003). Significant
pleasure in viewing reality TV is generated through group viewing and/or post viewing
discussion. Talking about reality TV with others occurs within the confines of personal
viewing environments, but for a significant number it also includes substantial group
interaction on-line (Andrejevic, 2003). According to Hill (2005), there are literally
hundreds of websites dedicated to reality TV generally or particular shows more
specifically. These official and unofficial sources provide a variety of resources for
viewers including, background information, episode summaries, cast blogs, news, neverseen-before footage, games, activities, and opportunities to interact with others about the
shows. As such, the reality TV experience has become one that invites its audience
members to engage with the individuals appearing on the show. This research study
compares and contrasts the variations of color as well as physically and culturally implied
group indicators. Although, Flavor of Love differs in its viewers’ motivation, it reflects
the negative stereotypes that are implied about and among black women. This aids in
showing how race and negative stereotypes are the ultimate correlation with black
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womanhood and media.	
  
In psychological research, specifically observing the black woman’s functioning
in correlation with sexual arousal, disordered eating, and expressions of anger, West
(1995) associated the impact of three historical images: Mammy, Jezebel, and Sapphire.
“Mammy, Sapphire, and Jezebel: Historical Images of Black Women and their
Implication for Psychotherapy” focused on identifying the historic origins of each impact
and their aspects of connection with black women. Describing the primarily role of each,
West determined the effects of images and assigned roles based on the implications
historical representation made. Equating each figure or womanhood to physical and
emotional characteristics, the determination of the effects were easily identified and
assessed among the women. Using the primary definitions and characteristics of each
historical image aids in the implications that are made on RHOA. This will effectively
show how historical images are perpetuated and influential in the impact of black
womanhood. 	
  
In 2012 Claudine Tomlinson-Burney article, “African American Women in the
Media” looked at the notion of negative stereotypes of black women in prime-time
television. Focusing on stereotypical images and audience perception Tomlinson-Burney
used George Gerber’s cultivation theory to assess the meaning and occurrences of
negative stereotypes with a diverse audience. Using Gerber’s theory the generalized
census was recorded by Tomlinson-Burney (2012) as:	
  
when heavy television viewers tend to see the same media content and themes
repeatedly, including violence and stereotypes of African American women,
lacking any experience or evidence to the contrary, those viewers are more likely
to believe that repeated stereotypes are, in fact, true. (p. 789)
	
  
Generalizing the assumption of many is respectively only generated through the
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consistency of repetition. In this particular study the audience perception is not
specifically accounting their first-hand interpretations, whereas this current study focuses
on one particular black female scholar. However, Tomlinson-Burney (2012) reinforces
the implications that are made by mass media and audiences.	
  
Roy, Weibust, and Miller (2007b) examined whether negative stereotypes about
feminist serve as a barrier to self-identifying as a feminist. “Effects of Stereotypes about
Feminist on Feminist Self-Identification” looked at exposed college women who were
given positive and negative stereotypes about feminist and a control group that was not
exposed. In a between-participant design women who read a paragraph containing
positive stereotypes about feminist were twice as likely to self-identify as feminist as
women in the control group. However, women who read a paragraph containing negative
stereotypes about feminist were on the same side as the feminist suprisingly. Ultimately,
women who were exposed to positive feminist stereotypes had greater nontraditional
gender-role attitudes and performance self-esteem compared to the no-stereotype-control
condition. Effects of stereotypes related to other scholarly research conducted by Tajfel
and Turner (1986) concerned the separation of group indications. Group identification
refers to the extent to which people perceive themselves as being similar to their group
members (Guin, Miler, & Gurin 1980; Gurin & Townsend 1986). Similarity, social
identity theory (Tajfel & Turner 1986) states that people’s self-concepts include both a
personal identity and social identity. Social identity refers to the knowledge that
individuals have of their membership in a particular social group and the emotional
significance they attach to that group. Social identity theory predicts that increased group
identification changes the interpretations of events from the individual to the group level.
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Group consciousness includes elements of group identifications, but it also involves
perceptions of injustice against the group and the belief that collective action can
positively change the group’s status (Gurin et al., 1980; Gurin & Townsend 1986). This
study aids in the separation of group indication in the viewing of RHOA and the study’s
implication as a group representation of black womanhood.	
  
Researcher Tia Tyree (2011) in “African American Stereotypes in Reality
Television” analyzed ten reality television shows airing from 2005 to 2008 to investigate
whether producers cast participants who fit into traditional and new African American
stereotypes. Tyree’s analysis determined all ten had at least one participant who fit into
stereotypical characters, including the angry black woman, hoochie, hood rat, homo thug,
sambo, and coon. Considering the impact of stereotypes in the US and the power of
television to reproduce them, it is important to realize how reality television has and
continuously mold the social constructions of cultural and gender identity. Tyree includes
the works of Devine and Elliot (1995) on racial stereotyping and ideology, which they
defined as “entrenched within the cultural fabric of the United States of America” (p.
233). Many scholars note that stereotyping and racial ideology is reproduced in our
society with the help of mass media. This research emphasizes the importance and reoccurrence of stereotypes in media. 	
  
Within her analysis, Catherine Squires (2008) in “Race and Reality TV: Tryin’ to
Make It Real-but Real Compared to What?” highlights how racially depicted reality
shows are scripted specifically to cater to the lack of defined cultural terms for blacks and
whites. Squires uses, out of several, the reality show The Real World to mark emphasis
on characters who are scripted and defined as a combination of terms such as: one white
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Southerner/rural/dweller/exurbanite and a black/urban cast member. These indicators
serve as a reminder that socially these people are representatives of cultural definers. For
example, the black/natural/independent/liberal/woman is an indicator of a stereotypical
mode of black womanhood, which will be examined later in the research. RHOA
housewives are examined with the same shorthand indicators in order to analyze
characteristics of “mammy, jezebel, and sapphire.”	
  
Stereotyping serves its place, whether on screen or off. William Henry suggest in
“Hip-Hop Feminism: A Standpoint to Enhance the Positive Self-Identity of Black
College Women “the popularity of hip-hop among young black college women, coupled
with the deluge of negative and positive messages in this culture regarding these women
identity, signals an opportunity for the arrival of a contemporary, culturally relevant
epistemology—hip-hop feminism” (Henry 2010, p141). Many contemporary hip-hop
performers entice fans to embrace their lyrical messages by producing videos that portray
sexually charged women of color, usually pining for the affection of a man singing
misogynistic lyrics. Hip-hop artist like Queen Latifah, Salt ‘n’ Pepa, Missy Elliot and MC
Lyte challenged the predominant sexist message of their male counterpart in the industry
with empowering lyrics. Other and current female hip-hop artist have challenged the
societal stereotypes of women and push against the hetero-sexist foundation of the
entertainment industry. Using this same observation, reality television proposes these
sexist and racially fused modes of black womanhood to correlate with historical images.
The opposition of historical modes persist in creating a modern cast of how stereotypical
representation of black women are perpetuated. This article illustrates a recommendation
that correlates with the analysis of the research on the RHOA.	
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The Modes of Black Womanhood	
  
Mammy. Mammy, one of the most persuasive images of black women, originated
in the South during slavery (West, 1995). Her primary role was domestic service,
characterized by long hours of work with little or no financial compensation.
Subordination, nurturance and constant self-sacrifice were expected as she performed her
domestic duties. As articulated in literature, the Mammy is depicted through the
characterization of the obese, home-making, ugly, and physically powerful black maid. It
should be noted that all images of black women cannot always be reduced neatly into
three categories. In Uncle Tom’s Cabin, “Eliza” was characterized as having both
Mammy and Sapphire qualifications. Also “Prissy” in Gone with the Wind has been
proposed by many scholars as a Mammy and Sapphire. This definition is assessed and
recorded as primary qualifiers for the stereotype of the “mammy”. The Real Housewives
of Atlanta housewives are observed based on the representation of this stereotype. 	
  
Sapphire. The Sapphire image, which is the antithesis of the “Mammy”
representation, was hostile, nagging, and was portrayed as “…iron-willed, effectual and
treacherous toward and contemptuous of black men” (West, 1995, 453). Physically, she
was depicted as a large, but not obese, woman of dark brown complexion. Her primary
role was to emasculate black men with frequent verbal assaults, which she conducted in a
loud, animate, verbose fashion (West, 1995). Societal expectations discourage displays of
anger, and often appropriately assertive behavior, by underrepresented minorities. Black
women have many reasons to be angry. However, the Sapphire image can have additional
implications for how anger is expressed and experienced. Characteristics of this image,
such as active displays of outrage rather than passivity, are embraced as one of the few
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“positive” traits for black women. For example, as authority figures, black women are
frequently stereotyped as “pushy” and “hostile” by subordinates and efforts to be
assertive are often perceived as aggressive.	
  
Jezebel. Jezebel or “bad-black girl” originated during slavery when white slave
owners exercised almost complete control over black women sexuality and reproduction.
Value on the auction block was determined by childbearing capacity and rape,
perpetrated by both black and white men, was routinely used to augment the slave
population. Physically, Jezebel was often portrayed as a mixed-race woman more
European features, such as thin lips, straight hair, and a slender nose. Unlike the
“Mammy” image, Jezebel tended to be closer to the White standard of beauty. She
functioned primarily in the role of seductive, hyper-sexual, exploiter of men weaknesses.
Historically this image has been the most protested and challenged by black women.
Throughout history female sexuality has been dichotomized, with traditional sex role
stereotypes depicting “good” women as moral, nonsexual, passive, and more romance
oriented. In contrast sexually “loose” women were not virginal, but rather desired and
initiated sex, often outside the confines of marriage.	
  
Methodology	
  
The methodology includes, but is not limited to textual analysis of key historical
and literary texts in order to identify and evaluate the stereotypes of “Mammy”,
“Sapphire” and “Jezebel”. The research investigates and pinpoints specific screen times
and scenarios in which each character represented in the RHOA is performing already
defined historical stereotypes. Investigating how these historical representations
contribute to the revolving image of the black female in terms of blackness and
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womanhood demonstrates both negative and positive effects. Generally, the focus
primarily asks questions and looks at assumptions made within culture and gender
through the broadcasting of this reality show. This exploration of race within historical
representations addresses the modes of womanhood and how they are consistently
performed in reality television. Pop culture, which is viewed in this research study as
reality television, focuses on stereotypes as a teaching tool that evaluates status,
intelligence, and culture. Performing each stereotype within a negative image confirms
historical connotations of what black women represent. This negative image assist in the
pedagogy of how one woman represents this entire group or race. This study breaks down
each historical stereotype to demonstrate a correlation between modern representations of
black womanhood and their historical antecedents. The researcher watched the first
season of RHOA, which consists of eight episodes, to determine the negative and positive
stereotypes found therein. The episodes were then categorized by four characteristics:
screen time, “Mammy, Sapphire, and Jezebel”. These characteristics are essential to
pinpointing when and how historical modes of black womanhood are performed and
perpetuated. Screen time looks at how long each episode is played on television and the
amount of time each housewife performs the Mammy, Sapphire, or Jezebel roles. Each
stereotype has four qualifications, which the researcher evaluated and applied to the most
appropriate one. This will quantify the research by giving percentage and times providing
the suggestion of how much emphasis is placed on each stereotype. 	
  
The researcher watched the first season of the 2008 Real Housewives of Atlanta
(RHOA). This particular season consisted of eight episodes with the casting of five
primary housewives. Each episode is titled by the broadcasting network, Bravo (2008)
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and is broken down by the time (minutes) in which it aired on national television. Each
episode is then broken down by housewives and how long each were aired on the screen,
either solely or interacting with another housewife. The researcher uses the four
qualifications given by West (1995) to evaluate how much time each housewife fit into a
stereotypical mode. After watching each episode repeatedly, the researcher documents
each time a housewife played either “Mammy, Sapphire, or Jezebel.” An average time
was estimated for each historical image and given a percentage for each housewife and
overall episode. The episodes with the lowest and highest ratings are documented in the
results below.	
  
Results	
  
Table 1	
  
RHOA Aired Screen Time and Ratings	
  
Episodes 	
  

Ratings (millions)	
  

Screen Time	
  

Dominant Character 	
  

0.65	
  

44:20:00	
  

Nene 	
  

"It's My Party!"	
  

1.18	
  

44:29:00	
  

Nene 	
  

"Who's Your Poppa?"	
  

1.32	
  

44:29:00	
  

Kim	
  

"Bring on the Bling"	
  

1.22	
  

45:01:00	
  

Sherre	
  

"Out of Tune"	
  

1	
  

42:16:00	
  

Sherre	
  

1.49	
  

47:10:00	
  

Sherre	
  

"Best of Enemies"	
  

2.21	
  

46:12:00	
  

Nene 	
  

"Special Reunion"	
  

2.82	
  

46:13:00	
  

All	
  

"Welcome One,
Welcome ATL"	
  

"Dream a Little
Nightmare "	
  

The first episode results are averages of all the housewives. The screen time is divided by
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each mode. The Mammy figure is the most prominent in the first episode.	
  
Table 2	
  
Episode 8 Special Reunion	
  
Housewives 	
  

Screen Time	
  

Mammy	
  

Sapphire	
  

Jezebel	
  

Nene Leakes	
  

40:15	
  

10:12	
  

32:55	
  

6:26	
  

Lisa Wu-Hartwell	
  

39:12	
  

22:29	
  

12:08	
  

7:12	
  

Sherre Whitfield	
  

44:44	
  

2:30	
  

26:33	
  

12:18	
  

Kim Zolciak 	
  

38:38	
  

29:12	
  

16:13	
  

5:51	
  

Deshawn Snow	
  

25:40

	
   11:22	
  

3:12	
  

2:10	
  

These results are determined by the averages of each mode of lack womanhood
categorized by West (1995)	
  
Discussion	
  
These reality TV shows imply the illusion of womanhood and equate it to
stereotypical scenarios in which representation becomes a grouped indicator rather than
an individual’s perspective. For example, the program RHOA suggests indications of
separation, which are class and race. In order to group these women, stereotypical
scenarios are created to evoke common reactions among these women. Performing each
stereotype in a negative image confirms historical connotations of what black women
represent. This negative image assists in the pedagogy of how one woman represents this
entire group or race. In this study the most prominent figure among the stereotypical
black woman is the Sapphire. RHOA primarily focuses on the perpetuation of the stigma
of black women emasculating the black man through loud, aggressive, and angry
behavior. The new stereotype, which is a modification of the Sapphire is the angry black
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woman. This finding suggests that black women are primarily seen by other black women,
men, other races, and the world as angry. Constantly this image is evolving into new
stereotypes or modifications without considering or questioning the reality of how one
group of women can empower such a negative image that is offensive to their culture.
Future research can explicitly define the effects and opinions of others about this
epidemic among black womanhood and its representation. 	
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College Students’ Stories of Bullying Experiences
Megan Lejeune
Jeannie Duke, MSW
Abstract
Bullying is complex and involves many factors. There is no single reason why a bully selects one
or more victims: however individuals who are struggling to socially “fit in” and who appear
awkward in various social settings are much more vulnerable to the bully (Adams, Lawrence,
2011). Interest in the topic of bullying in American schools has increased dramatically in the past
few years, perhaps due to the converging findings of recent studies of school killings in the
United States (Chapell et al., 2004). Research suggests students bullied in high school have a
higher probability of experiencing bullying in college and in the workplace. Although K – 12
bullying has been extensively studied, research on college bullying is limited. Students are not
only being bullied by peers, but in some cases, by instructors. In the present study, five college
students, four undergraduate students and one graduate student, from a small liberal arts college
in the south participated in a qualitative, open-ended interview. Students were asked about high
school and college level bullying experiences. Results show that bullying by peers and instructors
occur in college. Implications for prevention of college bullying are also discussed in further
detail.

Introduction
Bullying occurs far too often in students’ educational experience. Bullying is an
issue that many face daily (Lawrence & Adams, 2006) with incidences of bullying
growing. According to the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), the
percentage of students aged 12-18 who reported being bullied at school has increased by
24.5% since 2003, with the latest data samples released in 2007 (Dooley et al.,2009;
Hinduja & Patchin, 2010; Lencl & Matuga, 2010; Miller, 2009; Nansel et al., 2001;
Newman & Murray, 2005; Olweus, 2011; Schneider et al., 2012). The effects of bullying
can be devastating and include: withdrawal from friends and activities, depression,
anxiety, changes in sleep and eating patterns, suicidal ideation, and sometimes suicide
(Dooley et al.,2009; Hinduja & Patchin, 2010; Lencl & Matuga, 2010; Miller, 2009;
Nansel et al., 2001; Newman & Murray, 2005; Olweus, 2011; Schneider et al., 2012).
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According to Chapell et al., (2004):
As a student, you are being bullied when someone who is more powerful than you
deliberately and repeatedly tries to hurt you by: (1) attacking you verbally, using
harmful words or names; (2) attacking you physically; (3) making obscene
gestures towards you; (4) intentionally isolating or excluding you from a social
group. (p. 57)
There are two types of bullying: traditional bullying, and cyber bullying. Traditional faceto-face bullying is defined by researchers as “a specific type of aggression in which the
behavior is intended to harm or disturb, occurs repeatedly over time, and there is an
imbalance of power with a more powerful person or group attacking a less powerful one”
(Chapell et al., 2004 p. 57). Cyber bullying is defined as “willful and repeated harm
inflicted using technology such as social media sites (Facebook, MySpace), email, chat
rooms, text messaging, picture messaging, IMing (Instant Messaging), blogs (interactive
web journals), and sexting (sending sexually explicit photos)” (Hinduja & Patchin, 2010,
p. 208). Cyberbullying is becoming more and more prevalent as technology evolves.
Although there are some similarities between traditional and cyberbullying, there
are also some very important differences (Hinduja & Patchin, 2010). For example,
traditional bullies are known by others in school or the workplace, whereas in most cases;
the cyberbully can remain anonymous. This aspect makes it particularly hurtful and
intimidating (Dilmaç, 2009). In traditional bullying, children who are considered
overweight, physically weak, disabled, or unpopular are targeted, while with
cyberbullying, all students are potential targets. The cyberbully aims to inflict unwanted
hurt and embarrassment on their unsuspecting victims (Dilmaç, 2009). Traditional
bullying usually occurs during the daytime or specifically school hours, whereas
cyberbullying can occur at any time, which may heighten student perceptions of
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vulnerability. Cyberbullying messages and images can also be distributed quickly and to
a wider audience. Interactions that occur in virtual reality can affect the day-to-day reality
of student experiences elsewhere (Dilmaç, 2009).
Bullying can be indirect and/or direct. Indirect bullying is defined as “a form of
bullying in which the victim receives emotional or mental harm through name calling,
gossip, rejection, or threats and insults” (Hinduja & Patchin, 2010, p. 208). Direct
bullying is defined as “a form of bullying in which the victim receives bodily harm from
kicking, punching, pushing, or shoving” (Hinduja,& Patchin, 2010, p. 207).
Approximately 82% of bullying is direct and 18% is indirect. Bullying affects boys and
girls differently. The most common form of bullying in males is mainly physical or
direct; while with females, the most common form is emotional/mental or indirect
(Chapell et al., 2004; Nansel et al., 2001; Olweus, 2011).
According to Lawrence and Adams (2006) there are three conditions that are
conducive for the bully to develop: watching others act aggressively (including TV
violence or violence in the home), being rewarded for aggressive behavior (by the parents
or peers), and being treated aggressively (harsh and inconsistent punishment strategies).
Recent studies have found that school bullies have a criminal record by the age of 30 and
have served time in prison. In comparison less than 5% of non-bullies have a criminal
record by the same age. In addition, school bullies were likely to drop out of school, work
in low-wage jobs, and be aggressive towards their significant others (Lawrence & Adams,
2006). Typically, victims display submissive patterns and physical weakness. Two
different types of victims have been identified: the low-aggressive or passive victims are
anxious, insecure, sensitive and quiet, they do nothing to provoke the violence and
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nothing to resist the bully; while the high-aggressive or provocative victim is hottempered, restless and disruptive, and they are more likely to fight back when attacked
(Lawrence & Adams, 2006).
There are four classifications of students who are involved in the bullying
behavior: the bully, the victim, the bully-victim, and the bystander. The bully is the one
who terrorizes people who are either younger or smaller than he/she. This person is
impulsive, hot-headed, and dominant, lacks empathy, has difficulty conforming to
authority, has positive attitudes towards violence, and has a decreasing interest in school
(Coloroso, 2009; Lencl & Matuga, 2010; Olweus, 2011). The victim is the one being
bullied. The “bully-victim” is a word the media coined when talking about a person who
bullies and who has been bullied. Bully-victims are more similar to bullies than victims
and may experience depression or anxiety common in victims coupled with angryexternalizing coping common in bullies (Coloroso, 2009; Lencl & Matuga, 2010; Olweus,
2011). The bystander is the one who witnesses the bullying. Bystanders can be one of
three types: (A) passive bullies who actively and openly support the bullying through
laughter or pointing out the situation, but do not physically join in; (B) Disengaged
onlookers who do not get involved, do not take a stand, nor do they participate actively in
either direction, they may think or say “It’s none of my business” or “Let’s watch and see
what happens”; and (C) the defender who dislikes the bullying and tries to help the victim.
Bystanders make up the majority of students involved in bullying at school. They have
multiple roles in the school setting: “the assistant” or “the reinforcer” providing the bully
with overt peer approval; “the outsider” stays away and watches from a distance; and “the
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defender” who tries to intervene on behalf of the victim (Coloroso, 2009; Lencl &
Matuga, 2010; Olweus, 2011).
Males and females bully differently. The most common type of bullying by high
school males is mainly physical or direct; while with females, the most common type is
emotional/mental or indirect (Chapell et al., 2004; Nansel et al., 2001). American male
college students bullied more than female students, but were equally victimized.
Although verbal bullying was common in both American males and females, males
engage in more physical bullying than their female counterparts. Females engage in more
indirect bullying than males (Nansel et al. 2001). According to Lawrence and Adams
(2006), female victims tend to be more depressed while male victims may have trouble
dating or marrying in the future years. Some victims may commit suicide while others
may become bullies themselves.
Boulton et al., (2012) did a study with undergraduate college students with two
main aims: (1) to explore attitudes towards the two types of bullying, victims and
perpetrators, and tests of sex differences; and (2) predict traditional and cyberbullying
from attitudes and tests of sex differences. They found that generally participants
expressed negative attitudes towards the bullying behavior, slightly more accepting
attitudes towards the perpetrators, and the most accepting attitudes of the victims.
Women consistently expressed less accepting attitudes toward bullying behavior and
perpetrators and more sympathy toward victims than men (Boulton et al., 2012).
Chapell et al., (2004) explored bullying in college in a sample of 1,025
undergraduate students. This study found that bullying is common in the transition from
high school to college. Among undergraduates 18.5% reported having been bullied by a
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student once or twice, 5 % have been bullied by students occasionally, and 1.1% very
frequently. This finding is consistent with the growing empirical literature that has shown
that adults bully other adults in the workplace (Chapel et al., 2006). Dan Olweus (1996)
investigated bullying of students by teachers and found 1.7% reported having been
“teacher-bullied” during the previous five months. Chapell et al. (2004) found that a
substantial amount of bullying by both students and teachers may be occurring in college.
They also found that 19.7% of 1,025 students had been bullied by professors in college,
14.5% once or twice, 4.2% occasionally, and 1% very frequently and this includes: verbal,
physical, and social bullying by professors. Over 60% of the students reported having
observed a student being bullied by another student, and over 44% had seen a teacher
bully a student. The study found that the data does not follow the pattern of decreasing
bullying with age that has been reported in the bullying literature for primary and
secondary school students; instead it indicated that bullying graduates from high school
into college, which is consistent with the studies that have shown bullying in the
workplace (Chapell et al., 2004).
Olweus talks a great deal about prevention programs for school bullying in all of
his studies. Some of the school wide interventions against bullying that are mentioned
include: formation of a Bullying Prevention Coordinating Committee, staff training,
development of school-wide rules against bullying (zero tolerance policies put in effect),
and development of a coordinated system of supervision during break periods. Classroom
level interventions include: regular classroom meeting about bullying and peer
evaluations and class parent meetings. Individual level interventions cited include:
individual meetings with children who bully, individual meetings with children who are
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targets of bullying, and meetings with parents of children involved (Olweus, 2011).
Although no single therapeutic approach is suitable for all people considering suicide or
who have suicidal tendencies, cognitive (talk therapy) and behavioral (changing
behavior) therapies aim at relieving the despair of suicidal patients by showing them
other solutions, and anti-depressant medications are some of the approaches used (MHA,
2011; Olweus, 2011; Pearson, 2011).
Methodology
This qualitative research project interviewed college students enrolled at a small
liberal arts university in the south to identify bullying experiences they had encountered.
Participants were voluntary and all information collected was anonymous and
confidential. A convenience sample of students, ages 20 – 24, participated in a face-toface interviews using open-ended questions (n=5). Interviews were conducted using an
audio-recorder with no identifying information in the recording. An informed consent
was completed before the interview began. Once the interviews were transcribed,
recordings were destroyed.
Participants
The study consisted of a convenience sample of five university students, four
undergraduate and one graduate student ages 20 -24, from a small liberal arts college in
the south. Interested participants were recruited by university email, word of mouth, and
active recruiting in classes by the researcher. Participants were asked to answer general
demographic questions at the beginning of the interview, including questions about
gender, age, year in school, and ethnicity. Participants then were asked a series of open-
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ended questions with follow-up questions if the students reported bullying experiences.
Interviews lasted from 15-35 minutes.
Demographics
Females represented 40% (n=2) of the interviewed population, while males made
up the remaining 60% (n= 3). Participants were ages 20-24 with one participant in each
age with a mean age of 22. Twenty percent (n=1) of participants were in their junior or
third year as undergraduate, 60% (n=3) were seniors or last year as an undergraduate and
20% (n=1) were graduate students. Interview participants are divided into two ethnic
groups: 60% (n=3) identified as African-American, while the remaining 40% (n=2)
identified as white, non-Hispanic.
Procedure
Prior to data collection, university students were sent an initial email with an
introduction of the study with instructions to email the primary researcher if interested.
When receiving emails from the interested participants, the researcher explained the faceto-face interview would be audio-recorded for accuracy and was voluntary, anonymous
and participants could omit answering any question if it was too personal or made them
feel uncomfortable. The informed consent gave students the name and contact
information for the campus Counseling Center should, by participating in the interview,
they need someone to talk to about their bullying experiences. The purpose of the study
was explained to students in the informed consent, which was handed out before the
interview started. The interviews were conducted in a private meeting room. The
interviews ranged from ten minutes to thirty-five minutes depending on the length of the
participants’ stories.
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Measures
The interview consisted of an inform consent, demographic items, and the measures
of bullying in schools. This 18-item open-ended questionnaire was constructed following
the pattern established by Dan Olweus (Chapell et al., 2004 original Olweus source). First,
a definition of bullying was presented, based closely on Olweus’s definition, but adapted
to include bullying by teachers: “As a student, you are being bullied when someone who
is more powerful than you deliberately and repeatedly tries to hurt you by: (1) attacking
you verbally, using harmful words or names; (2) attacking you physically; (3) making
obscene gestures towards you; (4) intentionally isolating or excluding you from a social
group” (Chapell et al., 2004, p. 57). The purpose of this study was to explore the overall
occurrence of bullying in high school, and in college and whether students who reported
bullying in high school were more likely to report bullying in college. The definition of
bullying was followed by two sections: high school, and college. In each of the two
sections there were seven questions asking about the bullying experiences with an
additional eighth question dealing with the outcomes of the bullying.
1. Have you ever seen a student being bullied in high school by another student?
•

If yes, can you describe one of the incidences?

•

How often did you see this happening?

•

What did other students do about the bullying?

•

What did you do?

2. Have you ever been bullied in high school by another student?

	
  

•

If yes, can you describe one of the incidences?

•

If no, then skip to question 4.
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3. How did being bullied make you feel? How did you deal with that situation?
a. I am going to read a list of things, and can you tell me if you have
experienced any of these after being bullied.
i.

Withdraw from family and friends

ii.

Withdraw from activities you once enjoyed

iii.

Have changes in your sleeping (sleeping too little, or too much)

iv.

Have changes in your eating habits (eating too little, or too much)

v.

Have changes in mood/behavior

vi.

Have declining grades

vii.

Suicidal thoughts

4. Have you ever seen a student in high school being bullied by an instructor?
•

If yes, can you describe one of the incidences?

5. Have you ever been bullied in high school by an instructor?
•

If yes, can you describe one of the incidences?

6. Have you ever bullied another student in high school?
•

If yes, can you describe one of the incidences?

7. Have you seen a student bullying an instructor in high school?
•

If yes, can you describe one of the incidences?

8. Have you ever bullied an instructor in high school?
•

If yes, can you describe one of the incidences?
Results and Discussion

At the beginning of the interview, participants were asked to define bullying in
their own words. Each of the participants noted something verbal (teasing, tormenting,
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and pestering), and something physical (beating up, kicking, and pushing). After the
researcher read the definition of bullying, each participant was asked if bullying is more
common in high school or college and why? All of the participants responded that
bullying is more common in high school because college has more freedom. The
participants were asked a series of open-ended questions about their experiences with
bullying at the high school and college levels respectively. Of the participants who were
bullied (whether in high school or college), they reported changes in their mood/behavior
due to being bullied. Of the participants who were bullied in high school, half report
being bullied in college. Sixty percent of students saw another student being bullied in
high school and in college. Forty percent of students were bullied in high school and in
college by instructors. There was a 20% decrease in the number of students who saw
instructors bullying another student from high school to college. The same number of
students (40%) saw a student bully an instructor in high school and in college.
When the participants gave their definition of bullying, for example, one
participant envisioned bullying as a scene on a playground where a larger student pushes
a smaller one away to get to the smaller student’s toys. Another participant thought
bullying was name-calling and cursing students out. When the participants were asked if
bullying is more common in high school or college, one participant said:
In college you have the freedom to choose what class you want to take, when you
want to take that class, and who you want to take that class with; as well as your
living arrangements, whether you want to live on campus in a dorm room, or live
off-campus with friends or family; and you also have the choice to leave or avoid
a certain situation if you think it is harmful. In high school you are stuck with that
same group of people daily until you wither move away or graduate. (personal
communication)
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When the participants were asked about their outcomes of bullying, 100% of the students
that reported being bullied either in high school, college, or both and saw a noticeable
change in mood or behavior because of the bullying. That change was either negative or
positive. One participant described it as a positive experience; this person said that it
made him/her more determined to make good grades, graduate, and get as far from that
place as possible. Another participant had a rather negative experience; the change made
this person internalize everything, and it made this person isolate him/herself from
everything around this person. Last year I collected more quantitative results on this
particular topic. The noticeable change in mood or behavior in this study compares to the
results I received from my previous study. Being involved in some way or another in a
bullying experience has an effect on one’s mood or behavior.
Limitations
This study has limitations that must be considered. The sample used is a sample
of convenience of five students. It is possible that students who agreed to participate and
individuals who voluntarily completed the interviews may have different experiences
than those who did not respond. The interviews were reliant on a self-report of events that
happened in the past. Although interview participants were representative of the general
student body, they do not necessarily represent general college demographic statistics.
Implications
Many years of extensive research has been done on K-12 bullying. Little research
has been done on college level bullying. Further research is needed to clearly understand
the extent and type of bullying occurring at the college level. Based on the high
percentages of suicidal thoughts due to bullying, availability of resources, prevention and
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counseling programs, and identification of high-risk students are imperative to reduce the
number of suicides due to bullying.
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Assessment of Gender Differences: The Relationship between Sexual
Experiences, Sexual Functioning, and Self-Esteem
Molly R. Meadows
Stephen Parker, Ph.D.
Abstract
Social restrictions and taboo regarding female sexuality extended into the realm of academic
research and thus severely limited the total scholarship of this area. More recently, a number of
studies have been conducted to assess a variance of sexual attitudes and behaviors of not only
men and women but of varying age groups as well (Bailey, 1987; Rapport, 2009; Sanchez, 2010).
Recent research shows that women report less guilt about their sexuality than they have in the
past (Giodani & Rush, 2010). The present study utilizes a quantitative method to assess the
relationship between sexual experiences, sexual functioning, gender, and self-esteem. In addition,
the study focuses on the media message regarding gender role images and the influence of these
socially constructed roles of behavior to see if an unspoken, often overlooked gender hierarchy
still persists. The research was conducted at a small liberal arts university in the South; a
convenience sample from spring and summer 2013 classrooms was used. The packet consisted of
the following: a consent form, a demographics section, the State Self-Esteem Scale, the
Multidimensional Sexuality Questionnaire, the Semantic Differential of Sex Roles Scale, and a
Brief Index of Sexual Functioning Questionnaire. The sample consists of forty-eight individual
responses with demographics consisting of the following: Female = 37 and Male = 11; Caucasian
not Hispanic = 34, African American = 9, Other = 3, and Hispanic = 1, and No response = 1;
Single = 39, Married = 2, and Not married but cohabitating = 7.

Introduction
Society has constructed a guideline for the path women should follow.
Expectations for women are revealed in the cover of popular magazines. Cosmopolitan
features female icon, Jessica Alba, in the center of the September 2007 cover in a
sexually suggestive position with emphasis placed on her thigh and breasts. Alba casts a
sensual gaze at her viewers while twirling her hair. The following articles surround her
His Number One Sex Fantasy, Hello Gorgeous! Fall Clothes, Hair, and Makeup, Six
Instant Confidence Boosters. What message is conveyed by the titles and image on the
cover? First of all, the emphasis placed on Jessica Alba’s breast and thigh reveal female
objectification. Although Jessica Alba’s face could have been in the focus of the
magazine cover, her breasts were placed strategically at the middle of the cover allowing
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most of the visual attention to be placed on her breasts. The article, His Number One Sex
Fantasy, shows how society places importance on man’s sexual fulfillment while
overlooking female sexual fulfillment. The article focuses on catering to male sexual
desire but does not mention the fantasy of females. Furthermore, women are objectifying
themselves by becoming the fantasy object. Hello Gorgeous! focuses on the societal
expectation for women to be physically pleasing, and suggests way to improve beauty
with makeup, hair, and clothes. Six Instant Confidence Boosters implies that women are
in need of a self-esteem boost. Popular modern magazines are influential in conveying
what is important to individuals in society and how they should act. This magazine
addresses expectations for modern women in the United States emphasizing the
importance of sexuality and beauty.
Literature Review
Jean Kilbourne concludes her documentary, Killing Us Softly, with a powerful
statement about the detriment of conforming to restrictive gender roles. She states, “What
is at stake for both of us men and women is to have authentic, freely chosen lives”
(Killing Us Softly, 2002). Emphasis on the dichotomous expectations for male and female
roles underestimates the similarity between the two sexes. Limiting certain characteristics
to only masculine or feminine constructs an opposition between male and female that
allows one to overlook the fact that despite differences in biology men and women are all
indeed human beings possessing a combination of characteristics used to define both
masculinity and femininity. By complying to standards of the male and female role,
people are limiting their choice of lifestyle and becoming restricted to the confinement of
a socially constructed standard of conformity instead of embracing a lifestyle free of
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social constriction. Despite the claims of more gender equality it appears an inequality
still exists.
Susan Faludi states in her 1991 book, Backlash that the term feminism first
appeared in literature in 1895. Feminism has been part of academic terminology for over
one hundred years, and yet, there still seems to be little progression towards equality. On
the path to equality women have taken one step forward and then two steps back. For
example, women are receiving more opportunities in the work force but are demonized as
poor maternal figures for the time they spend away from their children while pursuing
their career. Women have been guided away from the work force back to submissive
roles through the angel and demon concept, which demonizes women who have a career
and praises women who choose to stay home and make motherhood their life choice.
What does it mean to be a feminist? Faludi defines feminism as simply supporting
women’s rights and choices (Faludi, 1991). A feminist supports a woman’s choice
whether that be staying at home with her children or pursuing a career. Whereas it should
be accepted that a woman make her own choices, society has built a guideline that
defines what is a satisfactory role for women. Social media largely influences an
individual’s perception of what are acceptable roles.
How do media in the United States influence the way people perceive gender?
Media’s influence on social image is a prominent topic of research in gender studies.
Kilbourne discusses the messages conveyed through media advertisements that help
define how women in the US should look and act (Kilbourne, Killing Us Softly, 2002).
American media ranging from novels to magazine advertisements to popular movies
promote an ideology of gender-oriented characteristics and actions to which people in
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society are expected to comply. The ideal woman is portrayed in media advertisements as
a passive and silent, a less than human sex object catering to the pleasures of men.
Kilbourne gives examples of how gender role is expressed in advertisement. Men in
advertisement are shown as the epitome of masculinity with an expansive posture and
clenched fists, visual expressions of dominance. However, advertisements depict the
ideal woman as dichotomous in comparison to the ideal man. Passivity is a characteristic
used to define the role of women. Often in advertisements women are shown as cowering
to the desires of men revealing inferiority to a dominant “superior” sex.
Numerous ads focus on the repression of female voice. Examples are images of
women in advertisements with their hands over their mouth; furthermore, advertisements
use examples of alternative ways to communicate without having their voice heard such
as a Cover Girl commercial advertisement for eye shadow in which women are informed
they should buy Cover Girl eye shadow so that they can communicate with their eyes and
not their mouth (Killing Us Softly, 2002). Being heard is quintessential for women’s
progression towards equality. Advertisements in which women are visually suppressing
their voice are not merely ads, but symbols of the American expectation for women to
remain quiet and passive.
In the past, research studying sexuality was considered taboo and very limited,
especially research that had women participants. However, overtime numerous studies
have been conducted to assess a variance of sexual attitudes and behaviors of not only
men and women but of different age groups. The following have been questioned in
recent research. Have women become equal to men in all aspects of life? What effects
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does sexual activity have on self-esteem, and what correlation is there between these
attitudes to societal gender role?
According to a study conducted by Bailey and Hendrick (1987) both societal
gender roles have a positive correlation to self-esteem. However, participants with
masculine personalities were strongly positive on a self-esteem scale whereas females
were only weakly correlated using a BEM scale to assess androgyny. One must consider
that masculinity and femininity is a societal role and not a biological sex, women can
have masculine personalities. Despite the societal influence according to Bailey there was
a strong correlation between biological sex and gender role. Women tend to be more
feminine and men tend to be more masculine. Bailey and Hendrick conducted their
research in 1987 but similar research linking sexuality, gender role, and self-esteem has
been conducted. In Zoe Rapoport’s (2009) dissertation on sexuality it was found that both
males and females correlated positively with self-esteem. Rapoport also found that
individuals who place importance on gender role conformity tend to correlated with low
levels of sexual satisfaction among both men and women. This is thought to be the case
because individuals lose their own autonomy during sex when they place a high
importance on the approval of others. Instead of being concerned with their own desires,
the main goal is to please a partner. Furthermore, females who tend to conform to the
feminine role tend to have restrictions due to lack of assertiveness. This may limit a
woman who conforms to the feminine role to wait for her partner to initiate sexual
activity and her desires may be overlooked out of fear of being too aggressive.
Furthermore, according to gender role standards a feminine person is labeled more
communal and relationship oriented. It is stated that women will compromise their own
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sexual desires to please their partner in an attempt to maintain a relationship. This,
according to Rapoport, was especially true in the past when women were more dependent
upon men for survival. On a reason to have sex scale it was found that women correlated
stronger with “orgasm/physical pleasure” than men (Rapoport, 2009). This may be so
because of the higher level of costs of unwanted pregnancy, sexually transmitted
infections, and negative social stigma versus rewards that women face in comparison to
men. Furthermore, having an orgasm may be more difficult for women to achieve. Age
was taken into consideration in a study with college participants and it was found that
older women have a strong correlation to both overall assertiveness and androgyny but a
low correlation to sexual assertiveness.
A relatively recent study by Giordana and Rush (2010) was also conducted to see
if there has been a change in sexual attitudes and behaviors in today’s youth. It was found
that both males and females have increased their number of sexual partners and decreased
their age of initial sexual encounters. The study compared the sexual attitudes and
behaviors in 1943 and in 1999. It was found that the female youth’s age for initial sexual
activity has decreased by four years over the decades. In 1943 girls initially had sex at the
age of 19; in 1999 the mean age was 15. There was a slight difference depending upon
ethnicity. Males also have decreased in age. In 1943 the age was 18, but in 1999 the age
had decreased to 15 as well. Furthermore, sexual activity has increased for both sexes.
Attitudes towards sexuality were assessed and it was found that a larger percentage of
both males and females were more approving of sexual activity than in the past; females
revealed a higher percentage of change concerning sexual approval than males. Levels of
guilt over sexuality have decreased. It can be implied that cultural changes have strongly
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influenced women of today, decreasing the level of taboo sexuality once had and
increasing comfort in sexuality. However, it was found that during a time when AIDs was
spreading that both males and females decreased the number of sexual partners although
still remaining sexually active. Culture does influence sexual practices.
Education is also a factor in women’s sexual behavior and attitude ( Rapoport,
2009). It was found that women with a higher level of education have more experience.
However, there was a negative correlation between sexual experience and sexual
satisfaction. One can infer that this increase in sexual experience influences sexual
satisfaction because women have higher levels of expectation.
Rapoport’s (2009) dissertation research has shown a correlation between women
and decreased guilt about sexual activity which implies that female sexuality is more
accepted in modern American society, a male and female hierarchy still seems to persist;
the male dominance and female submission still persists in the eroticism of sexual
violence through media in which men are aggressors and females are victims of
aggression.
In Killing Us Softly (2002), Kilbourne states that the leading cause for female
injury in the United States is battery; violence is certainly influenced by media
advertisement (Kilbourne, 2002). Advertisements create the illusion that male sexual
aggression towards women is pleasantly erotic and arousing. Furthermore, with the
objectification of women by focusing on body parts such as breasts, legs, and hips
women become less than human creating dehumanization from acts of violence toward
women.
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Methods
Participants
The convenience sample used in the study consisted of 48 college students
enrolled in courses during the Spring 2013 semester and May Term of 2013 at a small
liberal arts university in the southeast US. The sample consists of 37 females and 11
males. Of the participants, 34 are Caucasian not Hispanic, 9 are African American, 1 is
Hispanic, 3 specified other, and 1 chose not to respond. The mean age of the participants
was 21.56 with ages ranging from 18 to 27. The standard deviation of age was 2.221.
Participants were also asked to included their marital status: 2 were married, 39 were
single, 0 were widowed, 0 were divorced, 0 were separated, 7 were not married but
cohabitating, and 0 chose not to respond.
Procedures
Participants were given a questionnaire packet including a consent form, a
demographics survey, and four self-report measures. Students were informed to only
include their name on the consent form to ensure confidentiality in addition to assurance
that all responses would remain anonymous. Consent forms were placed in an envelope
separate from survey packets to ensure confidentiality.
Materials
In order to assess a correlation between gender, sexuality, and self-esteem, four
measures were used. Students completed the State Self-Esteem Scale (Heatherton, 1991),
a 20 point Likert scale to assess dimensions of self-esteem. The measure used a scale of
“1= not at all” to “5 = extremely” to assess the level of agreement a student had to a
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statement. The scale asked students to rate feelings such as “I feel like I am not doing
well” and “I feel unattractive” in the survey.
The Multidimensional Sexuality Questionnaire (Snell, 1997) was included in the
packet to assess an individual’s beliefs about sexuality. The survey was a 61-item
measure. Students were asked to assess how they identified with statements in the survey
using a scale of “A = not at all characteristic of me” to “E = very characteristic of me“.
Participants responded to statements such as “I think about sex all the time” and “I am a
pretty good sexual partner” in the questionnaire.
Additionally the Semantic Differential Gender Role Scale (Hafner, 1984) was
included to assess the identification one has to feminine and masculine roles. Fifteen
attributes are listed with a scale “1= never” to “7 = always” for indication of how one
identifies to listed attributes. Attributes such as “assertive”, “ self-reliant”, and “ gentle”
were included in the measure.
The Brief Index of Sexual Functioning (Rapoport, 2009) was included to
determine attitudes towards sexuality and sexual functioning. The scale is a 22-item scale.
The survey includes a list of sexual activities and participants are asked to indicate
frequency of the activity on a scale of “0 = not at all” to”6 = more than once a day.”
Questions are also included about frequency of sexual inhibition on a scale of “0 = I have
not had a partner” to “5 = always become anxious of inhibited.” The survey also includes
questions assessing level of sexual passivity and assertiveness on a scale of “0 = I have
not had a partner” to “4 = My partner usually has initiated activity.” Participants are also
asked to indicate a level of change concerning sexual activity and feelings about activity
change on a scale of “0 = not applicable” to “5 = much higher level.” Number 14 of the
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questionnaire was specifically for women, and men were asked to skip on to the next
question. Questions were included to assess level of sexual satisfaction on a scale of “1 =
not at all” to “4 = very dissatisfied.” Questions were included measuring frequency of
sexual problems. The scale was “0 = not at all” to “4 = always.” Lastly, questions were
included about sexual orientation. The scale was as follows “0 = entirely heterosexual” to
“6 = entirely homosexual.”
Results
Of the female participants, 40.5% were found to be sexually active within the last
month. Of the male participants, 63.6% reported being sexually active in the last
month. Correlational analyses were conducted on all scales and significance was found.
A significant positive correlation was found among women who identified as satisfaction
with the look of their body and feelings of responsibility for the sexual aspects of life
(r = .363, p< .035). A significant positive correlation was also found among women who
identified feelings of satisfaction with their body and feelings of control of the sexual
aspects of life (r =. 353, p< .040). A negative correlation was found between women
who identified with pleasant feelings about their appearance and worry about the sexual
aspects of life (r = -.352, p< .041). Furthermore, women who reported satisfaction with
their appearance had a significant negative correlation to anxiety about sex (r = -. 404,
p< .016). Among the sample, females who identified themselves as unattractive had a
significant negative correlation to feelings of being in charge of the sexual aspects of life
(r = -.419, p< .014); in addition to a significant negative correlation to feelings of control
in the sexual aspects of life(r = -. 410, p< .014) and a significant negative correlation to
confidence in the sexual aspects of life (r = -. 485, p< .001) as well as a significant
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positive correlation to worry about sexual aspects of life (r = .396, p< .021). A significant
positive correlation was found between satisfaction with overall appearance of body and
satisfaction with current sexual partner (r = .428, p< .023) and belief in partner’s
satisfaction (r = .564, p< .001).
A significant positive relationship was found among male participants in the
following: satisfaction with the way their body looks currently and feelings of control in
the sexual aspects of life (r = .660, p< .027) and satisfaction with the way their body
looks currently and confidence as a sexual partner ( r= .605, p< .049). A positive
significant relationship was found between satisfaction with overall appearance and
satisfaction with current sexual relationships (r = .846, p< .002). A positive significant
relationship was also found among male participants who identified with satisfaction with
their overall appearance and belief in current sexual partner’s satisfaction ( r = .635,
p> .049).
Discussion
The purpose of the study was to assess differences in sexual activity between men
and women. Additionally, the study assessed the relationship between body image and
sexual confidence. The following was predicted: women will be found to be less sexually
active than men and a significant positive correlation will be found between satisfaction
with one’s appearance and sexual confidence. The results of the study found that a lower
percentage of female respondents were sexually active than male respondents.
Furthermore, results indicated a significant relationship between body image and sexual
activity.
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It was found that 40.5% of female respondents reported being sexually active
within the last month and 63.6% of male respondents reported being sexually active
within the last month. There is a 23.1% difference in sexual activity between male and
female participants. This suggests that an inequality between men and women may still
exists. Despite, the emphasis media places on women to be sexually objectified the
negative social stigmas about female sexuality may still persist. Also, the negative
outcomes of being sexually active may still outweigh the rewards.
With the emphasis on body image and beauty in the media it is not confounding
to see a significant correlation between positive body image and sexuality. Beauty
appears to be the most important attribute a woman can bring to the bedroom; media
portray woman not as a living, breathing person but a visually aesthetic object utilized for
the pleasure of man. In the study, a significant negative correlation was found between
satisfaction with appearance and worry and anxiety about sexual aspects of life for
female participants. When one considers the message media sources convey that inform
society, one where female desirability is largely contingent upon having an attractive
appearance, it becomes easier to see how satisfaction with appearance could be related to
lack of worry or anxiety about sex for women. If a woman has a physically attractive
body she possesses the most coveted quality linked to sexuality, according to the media.
What need does she have to be worried or anxious? A positive significant correlation was
found between satisfaction with current sexual life and belief in partner’s satisfaction
with sexual life to satisfaction with appearance. It would make sense that a woman would
report she believes her partner is satisfied if she possess qualities society constructs as
most desirable. Furthermore, a positive correlation was found between satisfaction with
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one’s appearance and control and responsibility over sexual aspects of life. Women who
have more desired qualities can be more selective in partnering because they have more
mate options.
Significant results were also found for women who identified as unattractive.
There was a significant positive correlation between feelings of unattractiveness and
worry over sexual aspects of life. When the link between beauty and desirability is
incessantly emphasized, especially sexual desirability, it makes sense that a women who
does not possess beauty equivalent to the standards of modern US expectation would
worry about sexual experiences because she lacks the quality the makes her most
sexually desirable. There was a negative significant correlation between identification as
unattractive and confidence in sexual aspects of life. The same reason a woman might be
worried if she viewed herself as unattractive could explain a lack of confidence about
sexual experiences. Furthermore, there was a negative correlation between feelings of
being in charge of sexual aspects of life and control of sexual aspects of life to
identification as unattractive. With attractiveness viewed as one of the most socially
desirable qualities a woman can have, women who lack these qualities may feel a limit of
control and lack of being in control of their sexual life due to limited partnering
selections.
Males who reporting feelings of satisfaction about their appearance were found to
have a positive correlation to the following: feelings of control over sexual aspects of life,
confidence as a sexual partner, satisfaction with current sexual relationship, and belief
that a partner is sexual satisfied. It appears that body image influences men as well.
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Limitations
It was difficult to accumulate a large enough sample size to find statistical
significance. There were a limited number of students attending classes during the
summer and because the classes were intensive it was not easy to find instructors willing
to give up class time for a lengthy survey. Although, quantitative research has its benefits
in academia, there were concerns such as the relativity of respondents’ definitions of
terminology. What one individual defines as “often” may differ from someone else’s
definition. A qualitative approach to the research topic may prove to be promising.
Global assertiveness, sexual assertiveness, and sexual passivity were found in the study to
have a significant correlation with numerous variables; further study analyzing the
relationship between the above variables and sexual attitudes may be beneficial.
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Divorced Parents’ and the Affect Divorce has on College Students’
Intimate Relationships
Britney Miller
Donald Ratchford, Ph.D.
Abstract
The percentage of parental divorce has increased significantly in today’s society. This has spurred
researchers to explore why this has become so common (Ottaway, 2010). When parents
contemplate divorce, sometimes they do not think about how it may impact their children longterm or what bearing it may have on their children’s intimate relationships. It is proposed by
Bowles (2005) that in future generations, the intimate relationships of children of divorce will be
impacted. A convenience sample of students from a small liberal arts university in the south
participated in this study. The participants completed a questionnaire, which included the Miller
Social Intimacy Scale (MSIS) and demographic information. Participants provided their age at
time of their parents’ divorce, gender, with whom they resided after divorce, relationship status,
etc., as specified on the questionnaire. The researcher hypothesized that there was a significant
difference in the affect that parental divorce has on college students’ intimate relationships
depending on the participant’s age at time of divorce; gender; whether the person resided with
mother or father; and whether the participant was dating or was marriage. The researcher
measured the relationship between those four hypotheses by using four different two-tailed t-test.
The sample size was small but results suggest that there is a significant difference in the intimacy
levels of students from divorce as it relates to gender and residence.

Introduction
The percentage of parental divorce has increased significantly within today’s
society and has spurred researchers to explore why divorce has become so common
(Ottaway, 2010). Parents make the decision to divorce due to a variety of reasons:
financial issues, adultery, or just simply love lost. When parents contemplate divorcing,
sometimes they do not think about how it may impact their children long-term and their
children’s intimate relationships with others. It is not a subject that parents focus on when
making that life changing decision.	
  It is something that does not really matter at the
moment. However, as children from divorced families reach college age, they begin to
develop those intimate relationships that they were once exposed to when their parents
were married. Looking back at their parents’ relationships, it is expected that children
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from divorced families may be affected somehow by their parents’ divorce. It is proposed
by Bowles (2005) that within future generations, many consequences will arise
concerning the intimate relationships of children from divorce. More importantly, how do
children from divorce respond to their parents’ divorce and how do those actions help or
hurt their relationships with others?
The purpose of this study was to measure the affect that divorce had on future
relationships of children from divorced families. College students were the targets
because they are more likely to be in a serious relationship or have previously had a
serious relationship(s). Specifically, the study was designed to answer the following
questions: Do divorced parents affect their children’s future relationships? Are the
intimacy levels of children affected depending on the child’s age when the divorce
occurred? Was there a significant difference between the intimacy levels of males and
females? Was there a significant difference in intimacy levels depending on who the
child resided with after the divorce? Was there a difference between the intimacy levels
of those participants who are dating and those who are married? All in all, this study
tried to bring a perspective on the affect of divorce and the intimacy issues that children
of divorce might experience in the future.
Literature Review
The increase of divorce rates has become a major issue in today’s society (Bowles,
2005). This significant increase questions if parental divorce will affect their children
long term. More importantly, will it impact their children’s romantic relationships? The
issue at hand is that divorce rates in the United States have reached nearly fifty percent.
Since half of the marriages in the United States are more than likely to end in divorce,
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there is a possibility that children who come from divorced parents will continue this
legacy (Bowles, 2005). It is apparent that those individuals who see that their parents
have happy and life-long marriages will value having that same happiness in their
relationships. While those individuals who experienced parental divorce might fear that
because their parents’ marriages were unhappy and eventually failed, that they too will
have unhappy marriages (Knox, Zusman, & DeCuzzi, 2005). Parental modeling suggests
that children often follow the lead of their parents. Essentially meaning that whatever
children see their parents do they will do or eventually do (Cui, Finchman, & Durtschi,
2010). Parental divorce often shapes the adults attitude and interest in romantic
relationships.
Brooks (2008) found that the age of the child in which the divorce occurred plays
an important role in the impact on their intimate relationships. Her results were that the
younger the child was at the time of the divorce, the more severely impacted their
intimacy skills will be in their adult relationships (Brooks, 2008). Divorced parents can
have a long-term impact on children from divorced families (Bowles, 2005). Bowles
concluded that divorce can be detrimental to one’s life. Children often develop trust
issues and behavioral problems after their parents’ divorce. Bowles (2005) draws
attention to the effect that divorce has on children at an early age. The earlier those
children encounter divorce, the more that these children will miss out on important
development models. Ottaway (2010) also found that younger children have difficulty
with divorce because of their failure to understand or deal with divorce at a young age.
Younger children have not developed a sense of understanding a difficult change in their
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lives; therefore it was harder for them to determine the outcome of their parent’s divorce
(Ottaway, 2010).
Wallerstein and Lewis (2004) concluded in their study that males are expected to
have lower intimacy skills and fear of commitment than females. Their research stated
that a male participant confessed that whenever his significant other brought up marriage,
he would cringe and become sad, the same way he felt when his parents separated
(Wallerstein & Lewis, 2004). Brooks (2008) proposed that women are more comfortable
and confident when expressing their feelings towards their partners; therefore, solidifying
their intimate relationships. Compared to women, men are not capable of forming those
expressions, which may result in lower intimacy levels (Brooks, 2008). Ottaway (2010)
also stated in his study that women are confident with
expressing their emotions and often need their partner for security, while men avoid
intimacy altogether. Wallerstein and Lewis (2004), Brooks (2008), and Ottaway (2010)
specify in their research studies that there are significant differences between the
intimacy levels of men and women. While studies by Cournoyer, Kemeney, and Lipson
(2009) and Whitton (2008) contradict this view. Cournoyer et al. concluded from his
research that women are more likely to have intimacy and trust issues (2009). They were
able to state this by analyzing the data that they found on one of their female participants
during an interview session (Cournoyer, Kemeney, & Lipson, 2009). Similarly, Whitton
(2008) with limitations found that females were more negatively affected by their
parental divorce and often associated it with their intimate relationships. Males, however,
were not as affected.
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Research states that children of divorce are more receptive to their mothers than
their fathers. Unfortunately, information on the relationships between fathers and their
children are scarce (Bowles, 2005). It is not as common for fathers to be awarded custody
of their children since 85% of children from divorce parents often reside with their
mothers (Schwartz & Finley, 2005) while the other 15% resides with another person
(Shulman, Scharf, Lumer, & Maurer, 2001). This factor may limit the development of
relationships between children and their fathers which may affect future relationships
(Schwartz & Finley, 2005).
According to past studies, the idea that age particularly defines the outcome of
college students’ intimate relationships associated with their parents’ divorce is important.
It appears that those who experience divorce at a young age (1-12 years old) are more
likely to encounter trust issues and fear of commitment within their adult intimate
relationships. Gender factors vary greatly within these studies, too, by suspecting that
men are sometimes more affected than women and vice versa. Residence after divorce
can be important, especially since, in general, children often adapt to the ways of those
that are guiding them.
Methodology
Participants
The researcher administered questionnaires to six classrooms at a small liberal
arts university in the south. The students were selected during the May term of the
summer semester offered at the university. Eighty-eight students participated in
completing the questionnaire, but only 29 students (n = 29) were used for the purpose of
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this study. Of this total, 24 of the 29 participants (86%) were females and four of the 29
participants (14%) were males.
Materials
A consent form was administered to each person who wished to participate in the
study. The consent form included a brief description of the research topic, the
requirements for participating in the study, and contact information of the researcher.
Also, the consent form boldly stated that if a student wished to discontinue the survey, he
or she would not be penalized for that decision. Participants were asked to read, sign, and
date the consent form.
Accompanied by the consent form was the questionnaire. The questionnaire that
was used for this survey was a modified version of The Miller Social Intimacy Scale
(MSIS). It is a popular instrument to use for research on intimacy and it was rated as
being a very reliable source for studies that measure intimacy (Bruce, Flora, & Stacey,
2005). Bruce, Flora, and Stacey (2005) used the results of the MSIS and compared it to
the results of other scales, such as, the Interpersonal Relationship Scale (IRS), the UCLA
Loneliness Scale, the Fitt’s Tennessee Self-Concept Scale, the Jackson’s Personality
Research Form and the Marlowe-Crowne Need for Approval Scale measures intimacy,
self-worth, or self-esteem. The MSIS was considered to be a valid instrument to use when
measuring intimacy (Bruce et al., 2005).
The purpose for using the MSIS in this study was for the researcher to measure
the level of intimacy that participants have with their intimate partners after their
experience with divorced parents. The MSIS was scored after the participants completed
it. Each question from the MSIS was worth up to 5 points. The scores were ranged from
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17-85, 85 being the highest level of intimacy (Bruce et al., 2005). The questionnaire
consisted of a total of 28 items. Only 24 of the items from the Bruce et al.(2005) original
questionnaire were used for this study along with four additional items that were added
by the researcher making it a total of 28 items. The questionnaire included three different
parts: a rating scale, fill in the blank and open-ended response that will classify that the
data are valid and accurate.
Procedure
The researcher began the study by determining which elementary education and
psychology courses were offered during the May term and writing down the professors’
names and times that they met with their students. After obtaining this information, the
researcher contacted the professors of those courses to inform them about the research
topic and ask if they would allow their classes to participate in the study. The professors
were contacted via email, campus phone, or during their office hours. When the
researcher received permission from the professors to administer the questionnaire and
consent form to their classes, the researcher made sure that it was at a time that was
convenient for the professor and met with the class at that specified time to administer the
items. The night before the researcher came into the classroom, the researcher sent an
email to remind the professors that the researcher will still be present for that day and
time.
Before administering the questionnaire, the researcher did a brief personal
introduction and talked about the purpose for the research. The researcher asked the class
if they had any questions about the research topic, consent form, or the questionnaire.
The researcher addressed any questions that prospective participants had. Next, the
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consent form was administered to each student. The researcher reviewed any information
that students found difficult to understand. When all students finished signing their
consent forms, they were instructed to place the forms in one of the five manila envelopes
labeled, “Completed Consent Forms and Questionnaires”. After each student gave his/her
consent to participate in the study, a questionnaire was administered to each student who
wished to participate. There were parts in the questionnaire that did not apply to all
participants. If this occurred, the participant was instructed to stop and fold the
questionnaire. The questionnaires were collected at one time. The researcher informed
students that if they wished to discontinue the questionnaire, they could do so at any time
and that they would not be penalized for doing so. The questionnaire took approximately
ten to fifteen minutes to complete. When students were done with their questionnaire,
they were instructed to place the questionnaire in one of the five manila envelopes
labeled, “Completed Consent Forms and Questionnaires”. There was contact information
provided to participants for the university counseling center if a participant felt some
discomfort after completing the questionnaire. When all of the participants completed the
questionnaire, the researcher collected the manila folders and secured them in a file
cabinet located in the researcher’s faculty mentor’s office until it was time for them to be
reviewed.
Results
Questionnaires were administered to a total of six classrooms. Within those
classrooms, 88 college students participated. However, only 29 out of the 88 participants
had divorced parents and only those questionnaires were used for the purpose of this
study. Out of the 29 participants, there were 25 females and four males.
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First, the researcher hypothesized that there was a significant difference in terms
of how parental divorce affects college students’ intimate relationships according to the
students’ ages at time of divorce. In this study 83% of the participants were children,
6.9% were adolescents, and 10.1% were adults during the time of divorce. Table 1 reports
the different age groups when the divorce occurred in the participants’ lives. The majority
of the participants reported that they were between the ages of 1-12 when the divorce
occurred.
Table 1
Age at Time of Divorce

Age Group

Males
n

Females
n

Youth (1-12 years old)

3

21

Adolescents (13-17 years old)

0

2

Adults (18+ years old)

1

2

Out of the twenty-nine participants, there were 25 (86%) females and four (14%)
males. The researcher predicted that there would be a higher percentage of females
compared to males that would participate in this study because of the large female
population available at the university.
The study revealed that 75.8% of the participant resided with their mothers after
the divorce; participants who resided with their fathers after the divorce were 17.2%; and
participants who resided with another relative or lived on their own after the divorce were
7%. Table 2 shows the number of males and females participants who lived with their
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mother, father, or other relative after their parents’ divorce. Overall, a greater number of
participants lived with their mother after the divorce.
Table 2
Participants’ Residence after Parents’ Divorce

Parent/Other

Males
n

Females
n

Mother

3

19

Father

1

4

Other

0

2

The relationship status of the participants included: participants specified that they
were not in a relationship (17%); participants that are dating or in a relationship (55%);
and participants that are married (28%). Although 17% of the participants are currently
not in a relationship, 80% wish to be in a relationship and the other 20% do not want to
be in a relationship. Table 3 provides the relationship status of the male and female
college students that participated in this study.
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Table 3
Participants’ Current Relationship Status
Males

Females

Relationship Status

n

n

Not in a Relationship

1

4

In a Relationship

1

15

Married

2

6

Multiple Partners

0

0

There were three additional questions to the questionnaire that also supported the
outcome of this study. The first question asked if participants often think about their
parents’ divorce. Participants do not think about their parents’ divorce made up 28% of
the total. Another 28% of participants rarely think about their parents’ divorce.
Participants who think about it sometimes were 31% of the total. Participants who often
think about it were 10% of the total. Participants who always think about the divorce
were 3% of the total.
The next question asked participants was if they blame themselves for their
parents’ divorce. The majority of the participants (93.3%) do not blame themselves for
their parents’ divorce, while 3.3% sometimes blame themselves, and 3.3% often blame
themselves.
The third question asked participants if their parents’ divorce affected their
opinion on having an intimate relationship. Participants answered as follows: not at all
28%, rarely 7% of participants; sometimes 34%; often 28%; and always 3%. The
researcher used this question to correlate with the hypothesis that there is a significant
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difference between males and females in agreed that divorce has on their intimate
relationships. A larger percentage of males (75%) reported that often their parents’
divorce affects their opinion on having an intimate relationship compared to 20% of
females. However, 40% of female are sometimes affected.
The purpose of this study was to find if parental divorce affects the intimate
relationships of college students. A two-tailed t- test with an alpha level of .05 was run to
determine if there was a significant difference in the intimacy levels between the different
age groups in which the divorce occurred; if there was a significant difference between
the intimacy scores of females and the intimacy scores of males; if there was a significant
difference if the participants lived with their mother, father, or other person; and if there
was a significant difference in the intimacy scores if the participants were in a
relationship or married. Since the majority of the participants stated that they were
children (1-12 years old) (M= 74, SD= 9) when the divorce occurred, the researcher used
that age group as one test and combined the adolescents and adults (M=77, SD=8.34) as
another test. There was no significant difference between the age groups in which the
divorce occurred. With this study, it appears that regardless of the participants’ age at the
time of their parents’ divorce, the divorce affected them similarly. Next, the researcher
ran a two-tailed t-test to determine if it mattered if the participant was either male (M=71,
SD=12.1) or female (M=75, SD=8.5). There was a significant difference between males
and females. The male participants had a lower intimacy score than the female
participants. Next, the researcher tested to see if there was a significant difference if the
participant lived with the mother, father, or other relative, etc. The sample size of
participants who lived with their mother was larger than the sample size of participants
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who lived with their father or another person. Because of this, the participants who lived
with their mother (M=76, SD=8.14) was one test and the researcher combined the
participants who lived with their father or other person (M=66, SD=7.87) as another test.
There was a significant difference if the participant lived with the mother or other person.
The participants who lived with their mother were more comfortable with their intimacy
skills than those who lived with their father or other person. Lastly, the researcher tested
to see if there was a significant difference between those participants who were dating
(M=74, SD=7.8) and those who were married (M=76, SD= 10.9). It appears that there
was no significant difference if the participant was either dating or married. The level of
intimacy was similar between those two groups. The study showed that the intimacy
levels of the participants are affected by: gender and whether the participants lived with
their mother or father/other person. The age and dating status of the participants has little
to no affect on intimacy levels.
Discussion
The researcher’s goal for this study was to evaluate college age student
participants from a small liberal arts university and verify if parental divorce affects their
intimacy levels within their relationships. Assuming that the participants’ parental
divorce does have an impact on their intimate relationships, the researcher wanted to look
into how it further affects the participants’ according to age, gender, residence, and
whether in a relationship or married. The results from this small sample size suggested
that parental divorce does affect participants in this study according to gender and
residence; however, the age and whether the participant is dating or married may not
greatly affect their intimacy levels.
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Although it was found in this study that the age in which the divorce occurred is
not relevant to the participants’ intimate relationships, a large number of participants
from this study experienced the divorce when they were between the ages of 1-12. As
illustrated in the results section, over 50% of the participants either do not think about
their parents’ divorce or
rarely think about it. Taking this result under consideration, it would appear that
regardless of the age that their parents’ divorced, intimacy skills were not always affected.
Bruce et al. (2005) and Johnson, Thorngren, and Smith (2001) focused on friendships and
other close relationships outside of the intact family as an advantage for those going
through divorce. These relationships may perhaps provide security that sometimes
parents may not (Bruce et al., 2005). Also, with the majority of the participants’ parents
being divorced by the age of seven, it is expected that they may not remember their
parents’ marriage. Because these participants may not remember their parents’ marriage,
there can be limited influences that their parents’ divorce will have on their intimate
relationships (Ahrons, 2004). It is expected that the longer the children from divorced
families (typically ages 8+) spend with their parents during the pre-divorce stage, the
more likely it is that the divorce may affect their intimate relationships (Ahrons, 2004).
Moreover, since there were limited participants available in the adolescence and adult age
ranges, results may not be generalized.
In general, with gender being one of the primary sources for many researchers, its
applicable to say that gender may be an important factor to consider when examining the
affects that it will have on intimate relationships. The researcher’s results tend to support
the existing research that implies that it does matter whether the participant is male or
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female. Brooks’ (2008) proposal, as illustrated in the literature review, clearly identifies
with the results of this study (Brooks, 2008). This study suggested that women are more
confident in intimate relationships after their parents’ divorce (Brooks, 2008) compared
to males (Ottaway, 2010). Therefore, it appears that females are more confident and
comfortable in intimate relationships after their parents’ divorce than males.
There is limited evidence to support the hypothesis that residence plays a key
factor in the affects that parental divorce has on intimate relationships. In existing
research, custody is given to the mothers approximately 85% of the time (Schwartz &
Finley, 2005) while the remaining 15% were either awarded to fathers or joint custody
was granted (Shulman, Scharf, Lumer, & Maurer, 2001). The results of this study
indicated that the parent with whom participants resided after the divorce may affect their
intimate relationships; however, there were no particular questions on the questionnaire
that can accurately identify the ways in which the mothers may have influenced
participants. The same can be said for participants who lived with their fathers.
Another factor that may have strengthened the results of the study would be to
compare the intimacy levels of those participants who were not in a relationship to those
who were dating or married. This additional data might have caused the researcher to
reexamine hypothesis four. In addition, there was limited research to support the fourth
hypothesis.
The results from this study were based on a small sample size and may not
generalize to all college students. Therefore, it is recommended that more studies be
done to better support the hypotheses examined. The affects of divorce on university age
students are extremely complex. Therefore, further studies are needed to examine the
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impact divorce has on developing and maintaining intimate relationships for this age
group.
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Social Media’s Influence on the Motivations of College Students to
Volunteer
Mallory Mitchell
Michele D. Bunn, Ph.D.
Abstract
This research examined the volunteer behaviors of college students by determining the underlying
motivations to volunteer and the influence of social media on their desire to volunteer. Guided by
a functional approach to motivation, the Volunteer Functions Inventory was used to assess
college students’ motivations to participate in volunteer behaviors. Undergraduate students at a
small liberal arts university in the southeast United States were surveyed to determine the
influence of social media on the desire to volunteer. This research suggests social media’s
influence can be a powerful volunteer recruitment and retention tool for nonprofit organizations.

Introduction
As social media’s influence grows, nonprofit organizations must identify ways in
which it can be utilized to create volunteer opportunities. College students are a
demographic demonstrating frequent use of social media, yet few nonprofit organizations
attempt to recruit this group for volunteer activities. Two important reasons why we need
to look at the influence of social media on college student volunteer behaviors are high
volunteer turnover rates and the increased use of service learning in high schools.
Non-profit organizations often face a high volunteer turnover rate, creating a
financial burden in terms of staff and time needed to train new volunteers (Marta,
Guglielmetti, & Pozzi, 2006). This trend can be attributed to a lack of volunteer
engagement. Recruitment efforts which fail to account for the motives of the individual
volunteer are a major factor in low volunteer engagement and retention (Omoto &
Snyder, 1993). Knowledge of these individual motives would make training new
volunteers less of a financial burden and more of an investment.
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As the trend of service learning in high schools has increased, so has the
likelihood of those students to continue their volunteer activities throughout their
collegiate experience. Early involvement with organizations such as the Boys and Girls
Club and high school volunteer experiences aligned with personal values are two factors
increasing the likelihood of continued volunteering in college (Marks & Jones, 2004).
Service learning creates a large population of potential volunteers likely to sustain their
commitment to an organization.
A considerable amount of research exists on the motives of the general population
to volunteer; however, more focus on the motives of individual demographics would aid
organizations in recruiting and retaining volunteers. For example, studies concerning
college students and the effects of volunteering behaviors remain scarce in volunteer
literature. Increased knowledge of college students’ volunteer motivations would
encourage more environments supportive of their volunteer behaviors (Griffith, 2012).
With this knowledge, engagement and retention efforts such as highlighting the
importance of volunteering, providing public recognition of efforts and making volunteer
activities a worthy investment of time (Gage & Thapa, 2011) can be tailored to college
student volunteers.
This investigation uncovers the motivations of college students to volunteer, and
the influence of social media on their desire to volunteer. In the background section, we
explore the motivations behind volunteering using the Volunteer Functions Inventory
(VFI) (Clary et al., 1998) as well as social media’s influence on college students. In the
next section, we study literature relating to young adult volunteers and explain the current
study’s interest in college students. The paper reports a survey of college students using
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the VFI and an analysis of the influence of social media among the sample.
Consequently, the study considers the ability of social media to be used as an engagement
and retention tool among college student volunteers.
Literature Review
Volunteerism is defined in a number of different ways. To put it simply, it is
described as voluntary, committed and ongoing helpfulness (Clary et al., 1998). Other
studies have built upon this idea by considering the substantial amounts of time and
energy used to volunteer, often at considerable personal cost (Snyder, 1993). Overall,
these definitions differ in regards to the extent to the costs and benefits associated with
the volunteer activity. In this study, we use the Gage and Thapa (2011) definition and
consider volunteering to be a contribution to society in one form or another without
monetary compensation. This is in contrast to spontaneous helping which typically
involves a brief, unexpected opportunity to help a stranger with no contact between the
helper and recipient neither before nor after the event (Omoto & Snyder, 1995).
Research has studied the motivations for volunteering, the factors influencing
motivation to volunteer and what organizations can do to retain and make the best use of
volunteers. Three models guided the current study – the role identity model (Callero,
Howard, & Piliavin, 1987), the prosocial personality (Penner, Fritzsche, Craiger, &
Freirfeld, 1995) and the functional approach (Clary, 1995). All of these models are
similar in determining commitment to service, but differ in what influences that
commitment.
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Role Identity Model
The role identity model has been used in countless studies and has found
volunteer identity to be a strong predictor of commitment to service with an organization
(Marta & Pozzi, 2008; Penner & Finkelstein, 1998). A strong volunteer or service
“identity” causes individuals to engage in volunteer activities (Marta & Pozzi, 2008;
Penner & Finkelstein, 1998). As the length of service increases, so does commitment to
the organization. This progression causes the role of volunteer to become a part of the
individual’s identity. The volunteer identity ultimately becomes the motivation for
volunteer behavior.
Prosocial Personality
A prosocial personality is defined as the predisposition to think about the welfare
and rights of other people, to feel concern and empathy for them, and to act in a way that
benefits them (Penner et al., 1995). Studies suggest this predisposition to help consists of
two dimensions – Other-oriented Empathy and Helpfulness (Marta, Guglielmetti, &
Pozzi, 2006; Penner & Finkelstein, 1998; Penner, 2004). Other-oriented Empathy is
characterized by feelings of responsibility and concern for the welfare of others, whereas
Helpfulness strictly involves frequent participation in helpful actions without selforiented actions to others’ distress. These two factors combined with opportunities to
help others increase the likelihood of volunteer behaviors.
Motivational Functions Approach
Prior research has found an understanding of the underlying motivations of
volunteering to be useful when appealing to potential volunteers (Griffith, 2012).
Determining the motivations behind the decision to volunteer, preferences for volunteer
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tasks and continuing involvement as a volunteer also prevents the attrition of volunteers
(Omoto & Snyder, 1993). Thus, the needs of volunteers should be nurtured by the
organization, volunteer tasks should be assigned according to the individual’s
motivations and be reassessed periodically, and most importantly, volunteer recruitment
strategies should be targeted towards specific motivations of particular people in order to
reduce attrition (Omoto & Snyder, 1993). The focus of this research is the latter.
Much research has been done concerning the initial decision to volunteer. Penner
(2004) identifies four variables in the initial decision to volunteer - demographics,
personal attributes, social pressure and volunteer activators. Penner suggests social
influences and personal motives are dependent factors in the decision to volunteer. Other
studies have reinforced this notion citing the social function of the Volunteer Functions
Inventory as consistently relevant to college students (Francis, 2009; Gage & Thapa,
2011).
Clary et al. made a significant contribution to the literature using the motivational
functions approach to determine the motivations behind volunteer behaviors. The
research identified six functions served by volunteerism – values, understanding, social,
career, protective, and enhancement. The values function relates to an expression of
humanitarian concern for others. Understanding suggests volunteering encourages new
experiences and the opportunity to practice skills and abilities. The social function
proposes volunteering allows for spending time with friends or engage in an activity
viewed favorably by people important to the volunteer. The career function establishes
that career-related benefits can be obtained from volunteering. Protective suggests
volunteering may serve to deflect negative features of the self, reduce guilt over being
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more fortunate than others or to address one’s personal problems. Lastly, the
enhancement function of volunteering suggests volunteering encourages personal growth
and development.
Research on volunteerism uses various models to measure commitment and
length of service to the organization. Marta, Guglielmetti and Pozzi (2006) suggest an
understanding of motivations leads to better means of supporting volunteer needs, thus
increasing retention. To begin with, organizations can more efficiently recruit volunteers
if they are knowledgeable of volunteer motivations. With that knowledge, tasks
consistent with the volunteer’s motivations can be assigned in order to better support both
the organization and the volunteer. Motivations often change over time, so it is
recommended organizations periodically reassess the motivations of their volunteers and
adjust activities accordingly. Potential volunteers must be aware of opportunities to
achieve personal goals and realize their motivations through participation in volunteer
programs in order to overcome constraints (Gage & Thapa, 2011).
Young adult volunteers are vital to the current and future operations of nonprofit
organizations (Francis, 2011). College students, especially those with the highest GPAs,
are likely to volunteer if they believe the benefits outweigh the costs involved (Shields,
2009). In fact, students who are consistently involved in high school are likely to
continue participation in college (Jones & Hill, 2003). Marks and Jones (2004) suggest
college may open the door to involvement in service for many students. College students
are motivated by employment-related benefits, such as a desire to start a career. This
motivation combined with humanitarian or social motivations encourage volunteer
behaviors (Shields, 2009). Organizations interested in maintaining young people’s
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involvement in volunteerism need to understand the changing motivational pattern of
volunteers because the organization has a great responsibility to encourage young people
to think about and work toward the ideal of a ‘‘common good’’ (Marta & Pozzi, 2008).
Social networking sites encourage and display the development of identities and
relationships among young adults for a public audience (Manago, Taylor, & Greenfield,
2012). Public consumption is a major factor in the use of social media as today’s young
adults seek opportunities to express themselves in a way that allows others to discover
who they are and what they are about (Engel, Bell, Meier, Martin, & Rumpel, 2011).
Social media is frequently used to exchange ideas, share information and build
relationships (Blais, Craig, Pepler, & Connolly, 2008). College students feel positive
about being part of a social network and derive a great deal of enjoyment from the use of
social networking (Curran & Lennon, 2011).
There have been various attempts to measure volunteering and its influences. In
keeping with the Clary et al. model, we adopted their Volunteer Function Inventory (VFI)
as one of many measures used to assess why people volunteer. Much research exists
analyzing its six elements – values, social, career, understanding, enhancement, and
protective – and their roles in volunteer motivations (Burns, Reid, Toncar, Anderson, &
Wells, 2008; Francis, 2011; Vocino & Polonsky, 2009). Organizations can use the VFI to
assess the motivations of potential volunteers, or groups of potential volunteers, and then
use this information to strategically promote their organizations in ways that speak to the
identified concerns of the volunteers they seek to recruit (Clary et al., 1998). The current
study assesses the applicability of motivation-based engagement and retention efforts
towards college student volunteers specifically.
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Methodology
Participants
Participants were 140 female and 45 male students at a small, southeastern liberal
arts university from a variety of undergraduate courses. Students were asked to report
their experience as volunteers; 130 students reported experience since they started
attending college, and 168 reported volunteer experiences in high school.
Procedure
We administered paper copies to eight undergraduate classes. We first asked
about participants’ experiences as volunteers in college, asking those with experience to
indicate whether they did so as an individual or part of a group, the number and types of
organizations for which they performed volunteer activities, methods of contribution and
length of service.
The students were then presented with items from the Volunteer Functions
Inventory (VFI). The VFI was developed based on previous research on volunteerism
resulting in the use of 30 items with 5 items assessing each of the six functions (Clary et
al., 1998). Items were derived from the six proposed functions served by involvement in
volunteer work (values, understanding, career, social, protective, and enhancement).
Students indicated the extent to which they agree or disagreed with each statement on a
scale of 1 to 5.
Next, we asked about participant’s demographics, this included major area of
study, gender, year in college, employment status, and campus activities. We asked
about participants’ social media habits – in particular, the types of social media used, the
frequency of use and the frequency of those actions.
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Results
Females comprised 75% of all respondents, compared to 25% of men. The
respondents were largely sophomores (60%), whereas freshmen were the least
represented (32%). The analysis revealed no significant differences between gender,
employment status, and major area of study. When analyzing year in school, juniors
were the most represented (36%) among those who volunteered in college, compared to
freshmen who were the least (10%). The sample was divided into three groups based on
the number of organizations and the number of hours per month the respondents
volunteered within the past 12 months.
Three groups were formed from the data analysis: Group 1 (Did Not Volunteer at
All), Group 2 (Moderate Level of Volunteering) and Group 3 (High Level of
Volunteering). Group 3 respondents were also high-level volunteers in high school;
surprisingly, each group’s score for volunteering in college corresponded with their score
for volunteering in high school. With respect to the use of social media (i.e., frequency
and extent of use), no difference emerged between the three groups in the following
forms of social media: blogging, Facebook, and Instagram. Respondents from groups 2
and 3 were the most frequent users of Twitter and LinkedIn.
Discussion
In this study, the majority (91%) of college students volunteered during high
school and 70% during college. These numbers suggest volunteering in high school is
extremely influential in a student’s likelihood to continue volunteering. Of those college
volunteers, those who volunteered most frequently also contributed more money, skills,
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resources, and held more leadership positions in the organization than those students who
volunteered less.
Also, social media is prevalent in the lives of college students. The most
frequently used forms of social media were Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Further,
students who volunteered the most were the most frequent users of Facebook and more
likely to like pages, photos, and statuses of their favorite companies. Additionally, these
students were the most likely to retweet their favorite companies on Twitter. Our study
also found that those students who volunteer most frequently also support their favorite
nonprofit organizations on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram in addition to the
organization’s blog and website.
The study found six motivational functions served by volunteering among college
students. The protective and social motivations are particularly important in a student’s
likelihood to volunteer. We found those students with whom these two motivations
particularly resonated, were volunteering during college. Those students who did not feel
volunteering served either function, also did not volunteer in college.
Future Research
Further research on motivations and the influence of social media on college students
is needed among other student populations to verify these results. Additional research
should compare motivations of current student volunteers with the types of organizations
they perform volunteer activities for, as well as nonstudents in the same age range. If
students volunteer for organizations that fulfill their individual motivations, they will
have a more engaging experience while helping the organization to fulfill their mission.
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Abstract
The LGBT community continues to suffer from high rates of substance abuse (Skinner, 1994).
However, previous research identifies gaps in existing knowledge of how men and women,
specifically gay and lesbian young adults, understand their own substance use (Marshall,
Friedman, Stall, & Thompson, 2009). This study utilizes an online survey website to query
anonymously a sample of 18-29 year-old gay and lesbian adults. Participants were recruited by
way of snowball sample, word of mouth, email, and verbal announcements to university student
organizations. Eligible respondents were asked to complete a self-report questionnaire consisting
of basic demographic questions and approximately twelve in-depth questions regarding their
background, social conditions, substance use experiences, and views on their use. These
responses were coded using NVivo software. The questionnaire data were analyzed for emergent
commonalities and variances. The findings consist of core themes from the data regarding how
gay and lesbian young adults understand their histories of substance use. This knowledge is
crucial to addressing substance abuse in the LGBT community.

Introduction
Much of the previous research done on substance use in the gay and lesbian
community examines which substances are primarily abused (Skinner, 1994). Other
studies seek to identity the long-term effects of a specific drug, like cocaine, (Halkitis,
Mukherjee, & Palamar, 2008), or the link between drug use and high-risk sexual behavior
(Bolding, Hart, Sherr, & Elford, 2006). Other work examines various factors that can
increase the risk for substance use, such as anxiety, gay-related stress, negative “coming
out” experience, and childhood sexual abuse (Rosario, Schrimshaw, & Hunter, 2006).
Only one prior study (Nakamura, Semple, Strathdee, & Patterson, 2009) seeks to discover
the reasons why people choose to use and abuse drugs and alcohol; but the study focuses
solely on HIV-positive men.
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Previous research, in addition to being fairly silent about individuals’
understanding of their use and abuse of drugs and alcohol, also overlooks particular
subgroups of the population. Much of the research done on the gay and lesbian
community focuses on gay men and gives no attention to gay women. Also, the mean age
of participants in many of the studies is approximately 35 years.
The present study seeks to demonstrate how the participants view their own and
others’ use of drugs and alcohol. Specifically, how do self-identifying gay and lesbian
men and women understand their own substance use? Our target age group (18-29 year
olds) and our inclusion of both men and women set this research apart from previous
studies.
Prior Research
Substance use and abuse has been a major issue in the gay and lesbian community
for decades. Studies show that sexual minorities are at a significantly increased risk for
substance use behaviors (Talley, Sher, & Littlefield, 2010). Previous research conducted
in this area focuses on topics such as what drugs are used, what drugs are more popular,
and where drugs are being used (Skinner, 1994).
Previous research also identifies high-risk sexual behavior as a risk factor for
substance abuse. Specifically, research conducted by Nakamura, Semple, Strathdee, and
Patterson identified two reasons for HIV positive men to use methamphetamines (2009).
Those reasons were sexual enhancement and self-medication both due to their HIV status.
However, this study focused on the use of one specific drug and not drug use as a whole.
Past studies tend to be concentrated on particular demographic groups while
overlooking others. First, they were mostly conducted in large cities with large
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populations. For example, Bolding, Hart, Sherr, and Elford studied crystal
methamphetamine users in London (2006). Previous studies also consisted of subjects
with the average age in the mid-thirties (see Rosario, Schrimshaw, & Hunter [2006] for
an exception). The average age of the sample in McKirnan and Peterson’s (1988) study,
for instance, was 37 years of age. Another area of underrepresentation is ethnic
background. The aforementioned study conducted in London consisted of a sample that
was predominantly Caucasian. Finally, a study conducted by Rosario, Schrimshaw, and
Hunter (2006) is one of the only studies to mention reasoning behind substance use. Their
study noted several factors relating to substance abuse: the coming-out process, anxiety,
gay-related stress, and childhood sexual abuse. However, these factors are only
mentioned and not gathered from actual qualitative data.
The present study addresses a number of gaps in the literature. First, it focuses
primarily on people living in the southern United States and provides information on
rural experiences. It includes not only young gay men, but also young lesbian women.
Also, it seeks to understand how respondents view and explain their substance use
histories. In order to help members of the gay and lesbian community who are struggling
with substance abuse, we must first understand why they are using. How do the members
themselves understand their own substance use and abuse?
Methods
The sample of participants used in this study consisted of 18- to 29-year old gay
and lesbian men and women. The results collected for this study were collected
anonymously via SurveyMonkey.com in order to protect the identity of each participant.
IP addresses were not recorded when collecting each response. This procedure for data
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collection was chosen to give participants an increased feeling of safety and anonymity.
Due to the sensitive and somewhat controversial nature of the material, collection of the
data in this fashion was crucial. Having participants self-report their questionnaires online
increased the likelihood of divulging sensitive and personal facts with candor and
sincerity.
In order to be eligible for the study, individuals had to self-identify as gay or
lesbian. Participants were recruited by way of snowball sample, word of mouth, email,
and verbal announcements to university student organizations. Student organization
leaders were contacted and asked to distribute the questionnaire link to group members.
Other groups were contacted via Facebook where the link was also posted. A YouTube
video was also created to introduce the researcher and included a brief of the research for
possible participants to view. Informed Consent was acquired electronically before the
questionnaire could be completed.
Participants were asked to complete a self-report questionnaire. This
questionnaire consisted of five demographic questions along with prompting questions
for the participants to answer. This descriptive information can be found as Appendix B.
Participants were asked questions about their childhood upbringing, their support group/s,
coming out experiences, substance use, circumstances surrounding use, and opinion
about relation of use and orientation (see Appendix B). The final analytic sample
consisted of 21 women, 20 men, and 1 person who identified his/her gender as “other.”
The current residence of participants was as follows: Alabama (n = 33), Illinois (n = 2),
Louisiana (n = 1), South Carolina (n = 2), Texas (n = 1), and Virginia (n = 2).
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Findings
Several common themes related to respondents’ understanding of substance use
emerged from the data. Specifically, we found commonalities related to accessibility,
social stigma, gay related stress, typical explanations for use, and the way usual use is
defined.
Accessibility
First, a number of respondents noted that if they had the chance to use substances
when they were going through the coming out process they would have taken those
opportunities. For example, one participant [19-year-old male] explained:
If I had access to substances when I was going through my coming
out experience I think I definitely would have used drugs and
alcohol in the process but that wasn’t the case.
Another respondent [18-year-old female] commented, “The only thing that could
possibly have increased my drug use was [increased] access.” One participant insinuates
that had more offers taken place her substance use would have increased. She stated, “I
probably would have tried (more) alcohol and/or substances if they'd been offered to me
in high school, but they never were and I never sought them out” [21-year-old female]. A
participant who enjoys smoking marijuana mentions a desire to use but nowhere to
acquire the drug, “I would probably smoke more if I did (know where to get it), because
it makes me feel a lot better about everything” [20-year-old female]. Accessibility due to
a new relationship is also mentioned by a 20-year-old male:
At twenty I entered my first relationship, and because my boyfriend
smoked (marijuana) regularly (near daily) I began smoking more
often, but still never more often than once a week or so.
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Discovering a coworker uses a particular substance is also shown to provide access, “I
always said I'd never do it but I broke down when I became friends with a coworker that
smoked (marijuana)” [22-year-old female]. Access increased substance use for one
respondent, “They [my circumstances] were a bit unusual simply because I was able to
obtain ecstasy, pot, alcohol, etc. way before most of my friends had any clue what it was”
[21-year-old male].
Family is mentioned as providing access in one case, “I started alcohol and weed
with my brother and a friend at 14” [23-year-old male]. Another participant mentions a
similar situation, “My other experiences were centered around a different cousin whose
family is heavily involved with drugs. I tried alcohol with him, smoking cigars, and weed”
[21-year-old male]. The participant goes on to suggest a desire for current use if access
were available, “I have never tried it (marijuana) after that time although I am open to
trying it again in the right company and right situation.”
Social Stigma and Gay Related Stress
Some respondents identify Gay-related social stigma as a reason for using. An 18year-old female explains, “Though occasionally stress does cause overindulgence, I see
that on occasion as acceptable.” Others relate that romantic relationships played a role.
One participant explained, “The second time (I drank) was after I was rejected by the guy
I liked” [21-year-old identifying as ‘other’]. A 21-year-old male says,
There have been times, when life was getting me down, or when I
wanted to let go of my self control due to potential romantic
experiences that I would try weed or drink more.
Societal and social factors are also mentioned. A 21-year-old identifying as ‘other’
gender writes, “The first time (I got drunk) was right after I was outed [sic] the first time,
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and I wanted to forget everything.” Another respondent identified loneliness due to lack
of a romantic partner, “I was exceeding lonely and thought I would never find someone
to love me” [19-year-old male].
Some people relate their substance use directly to being homosexual, “Both times
I have gotten drunk it was because of social pressures of being gay” [21-year-old
identifying as ‘other’]. The participant goes on to say, “Both times alcohol was used to
forget the pain associated with LGBT issues.” One participant goes even further, “One
could argue that my mental disorders spawned because of abuse which happened to be
centered around being LGBT and that I treat said disorders with substances” [21-year-old
female]. A 20-year-old female notes that her use was increased as a result of being in the
presence of other gays and lesbians:
One of the parties that I went to and drank quite a bit at was actually
a LGBT party. I do feel that I drank more in that environment than I
have in other ones.
The same participant goes on to mention, “…it is true that I have used more alcohol in
the presence of LGBT people.”
While some people do not identify being gay as a reason for using, they do note
LGBT-related circumstances as reasons for using substances. One participant reports, “I
will say that I can see a correlation between my substance abuse and my relationship with
my family” [20-year-old female]. This participant had previously stated that while she
was growing up her parents were extreme authoritarian Christians. Due to the family’s
religious beliefs this led to a negative view on any sexuality other than being heterosexual.
Some participants cite mental disorders or depression as a reason for using
substances. One respondent notes that mental disorders are the primary reason for her
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substance use, “I prefer being in an altered state of mind because my mental disorders
tend to be more crippling when I'm sober” [21-year-old female]. Another respondent
mentions depression and anxiety as primary source for using, “I became a very regular
drinker my sophomore year of college. I was very depressed and was plagued with
anxiety attacks almost daily so I used tequila to crush those problems” [23-year-old
female]. Another participant identifies depression related to being gay as a main factor,
“The depression and anxiety were caused by multiple things, growing up a lesbian in
southern Alabama contributed to that greatly” [18-year-old female]. Simple reasons are
also given, “Starting out in college I drank because I was sad” [19-year-old male].
‘Typical’ Explanations
In terms of societal pressures and social connections many gays and lesbians
appear to identify problems, similar to those of their heterosexual counterparts, as reasons
for using substances. Many groups of people have issues with romantic relationship
related problems. These problems may include arguments with a romantic partner or the
end of a relationship. Due to trouble within a relationship, a 21-year-old male describes,
“I got into an argument with my boyfriend earlier that night and so I got drunk to get
back at him.” Another respondent notes that the end of a relationship -use, “As for the
alcohol consumption, a bad break-up sparked the more frequent use of alcohol” [23-yearold male].
Conversely, other participants, who come from supportive backgrounds, cite ‘fun’
as a reason for using, “No, I had such strong support systems that I didn't use it as an
escape from my need to fit into society. I use because it's fun” [28-year-old female]. A
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21-year-old male reports that he believes being gay can have a connection to substance
use for others:
While I can see how there can be a connection like that for a lot of
people. I don't really feel like that has been the case for me. If I've
taken drugs or alcohol to make me feel better, it's because things
suck in general, not because I'm gay.
This participant also reports religion as an influence: “I can say that I see a correlation
between my substance abuse and my lack of religion.” Job related stress is also
mentioned as a contributing factor, “I really drink excessively, but others have expressed
concern because a stressful job has caused me to drink more often than I have been” [21year-old male].
Many participants describe their curiosity in relation to the use of substances. A
participant mentions that curiosity via peer pressure sparked the interest in substance use,
“It was the usual 'everyone was doing it' type of situation. I had always been curious, and
I didn't want to seem like the buzz kill so I went for it” [23-year-old female]. One
participant was curious about how smoking marijuana would feel. He stated, “Also
wanted to see how weed made me feel and I like it” [26-year-old male]. The absence and
curiosity of substance use is also mentioned as a factor for first using, “I honestly got
tired of being the ‘negative nancy’ about drinking and got curious and eventually tried it”
[19-year-old male].
One participant states that strictly curiosity is the primary factor for his substance
use, “For me alcohol/marijuana started out just as pure curiously [sic] about how it would
affect the way I experience life” [19-year-old male]. The same is mirrored by another
respondent, “Smoking marijuana was mostly out of curiosity” [23-year-old male].
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Usual and Unusual Definitions
Participants seem to have a variety of different ways of defining usual and unusual
substance use. One respondent states, “I drink and use drugs less than my peers. Often,
my peers smoke weed on a daily or weekly basis” [26-year-old male]. Single use of a
drug prompts one participant to state, “I believe that my one time use of weed is unusual”
[21-year-old male]. Another respondent states that substance use is unusual because his is
less than that of peers, “The only way that my drug use has been unusual by comparison
is that it hasn't been nearly as heavy as my peers” [24-year-old male]. The same
comparison from a different respondent, “I believe I actually drink far less than many of
my peers. It's very typical of my age group to get drunk every weekend, but I rarely drink
at all” [20-year-old female]. Another respondent also mirrors this comparison, “I believe
I actually drink far less than many of my peers. It's very typical of my age group to get
drunk every weekend, but I rarely drink at all” [2- year -ld male]. One participant feels
that the age at which using alcohol began makes use unusual, “I would think my
experiences are unusual because I didn't start drinking until college” [23-year-old female].
One respondent mentions frequency of use as a factor, “My use of weed is not unusual
compared to my peers, but my drinking is” [21-year-old male]. This respondent mentions
that he currently works in an extremely stressful environment and that his drinking has
become excessive. He also notes that as a result, his peers have become concerned. This
is what leads to his conclusion that his use is unusual.
Participants also illustrate their feelings on unusual use. One respondent states
that her use is usual due to views on peers’ use: “All of my friends smoke weed. It's no
big deal, everybody does it” [18-year-old female]. Another respondent says, “I feel my
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use is usual. I know people who drink way more/less than me and are able to function
fine” [22-year-old female]. This statement insinuates that as long as people are able to
function after using substances the use must be usual, or ‘normal’. A participant also
mentions frequency as a deciding factor, “I would say my use is not unusual. My peers
either use one or both. I would call myself a daily user of marijuana and most of my peers
do the same” [28-year-old female].
Several respondents made claims about their general views on substance use and
how it can be viewed as usual or unusual. One participant says, “Usual drug use is
recreational, has no long-term consequences, and does not interfere with daily life or
quality of life. Unusual drug use is the opposite of the aforementioned conditions” [24year-old male]. Another respondent mentions frequency of use as criteria, “I would say it
becomes negative behavior when you drink during the day or more than twice a week”
[21-year-old male]. A belief on use based on previous life experience is also mentioned,
“…as someone who has been around drugs and alcohol for my entire life, drug usage
(even heavy) isn't unusual, especially when used as coping mechanisms” [21-year-old
female].	
  One respondent uses extremes to define use, “Unusual would be addiction or
nothing at all in my opinion” [23-year-old male].	
  	
  
Discussion and Conclusion
Many of the participants’ responses on substance use and abuse were not
surprising. However, there are some conflicting points of interest. Many respondents
were raised in middle class families with some to moderate religious affiliations. Some
participants have somewhat conflicting and contradictory views on the roots of their
substance use. Several participants state that they believe their substance use, whether
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abuse or not, is completely unrelated to being homosexual. However, these same
participants also confessed to using substances for a variety of gay-related circumstances.
Some of these circumstances included relationship problems, new relationships, coming
out of the closet, family relationships, and religion. Religion is mentioned several times
as a reason for lack of self-efficacy. In some cases, this lack of self worth is cited as the
reason for some substance use. Family ties are also mentioned by many participants as
reasons for using. Interestingly, participants who reported coming from strong
emotionally- supportive backgrounds with family, tended to report that their substance
use was minimal, if present at all. Many times, respondents who say they believe their
own substance use is unrelated to sexuality mention that they recognize that they can
understand the opposite may be true for some people. Interestingly, most who say they
believe their use is unrelated to being gay were not using when they came out of the
closet. It seems that even though many respondents cite common gay related issues such
as relationship problems, loneliness, and depression as catalysts for some substance use,
they do not believe the substance use is in any way related if they were not using when
coming out.
Several different reasons are given as explanations for first coming to use
substances. Fascinatingly, peer pressure is not the most common factor. Many of the
respondents note that their curiosity is what gives way to their experiences with using
substances. In some cases, this is due to curiosity in relation to peer groups. In other cases,
it is in relation to family members’ previous life experiences. Depression and anxiety are
also commonly mentioned. The aforementioned depression stems from a variety of
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different reasons. Some of the participants used substances as a means of treatment for
their depression.
Many people who relate their substance use to their sexuality give a variety of
reasons. The most common reasons are related to societal views on being homosexual.
The negative views on sexuality originate from several places. The most common,
however, are via family and religion. Some of the families are not accepting of the sexual
orientation of the participants. For some participants, this leads to substance use. Religion
also has posed a problem for some of the participants. Whether it come family or friends,
some respondents have experienced negative occurrences as a result of religious beliefs
on being a homosexual. In some cases, this also leads to substance use.
Participants seem to have similar views on what usual substance use is. For many,
the frequency of peers’ use is a deciding factor. Many respondents base their view on
how their use is compared to that of their peers. If a group of peers uses more than the
participant, the belief is that the use is unusual. If the participant uses more than the group
of peers the belief is also unusual. It appears that usual use is relative and only present
when using the same amount or the same number of times as that of their peers. Also,
participants sometimes mention that their use is unusual if they have access to or use
“hard” drugs. Many of the participants seem to believe that the use of alcohol and
marijuana are somewhat normal. The most common frequency of time listed as usual
seems to be approximately once to twice a week of using these two substances.
Information about access is also prevalent. For several, access plays a vital role in
the use experience. For some, use was increased due to great access. For other, use was
very little due to little to no access to substances. Some participants mention that they
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have or have had a desire to use substances but were unable to because of a lack in
‘connections’. Many times this is in reference to when the participant was under the age
of 18.
Many of the problems that are faced by the gay and lesbian community seem to
be similar to that of their heterosexual counterparts. Romantic relationships appear to be a
factor for some participants. Relationships are mentioned by several respondents as
reasons for using substances. Specifically, arguments within a relationship, dissolution of
relationships, new relationships, and behavior of romantic partner are all mentioned as
reasons for using a substance. Other participants cite general stress as reasons for using.
Stress related to life in general, work, family, school, and college are all mentioned.
It appears that many of the problems that members of the LGBT community face,
in relation to substance use, are similar to those of the heterosexual community. For
example, a young adult who has just revealed his homosexuality to his parents may cite
anxiety as a reason for using substances. However, a heterosexual individual very likely
may cite the ending of a romantic relationship or stress from a large class load in college
as a reason for using substances. The problems the participants face in relation to their
substance use is not surprising in terms of societal views.
Implications
These findings can be used by a plethora of people. Clinicians can use these
findings to better serve their clients and can apply these findings to their current
knowledge of the gay and lesbian community. Specifically, the findings can be used to
better treat members of the gay community suffering from addiction. In some cases,
substance users seeking abuse treatment should be placed in specialized treatment centers
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focusing on gay and lesbian clients. This research can be used to help clinicians running
these treatment centers provide the best care possible. In other cases, these findings can
be used by ‘normal’ treatment centers to help better serve gay and lesbian clients. The
data can be used by friends and family of gay and lesbian individuals to better support
their loved ones. Teachers can use these findings to better educate themselves about the
gay and lesbian community. Teachers can also use this data to better their students’
knowledge of substance use and the gay and lesbian community.
Limitations of the Study
There are a few limitations involved with the current study. The findings from this
study are not representative of the LGBT population as a whole. The sample does not
include bisexual, transgendered, or questioning individuals. The sample is predominantly
Caucasian and largely Christian. However, there are several strengths that come along
with this study. The sample includes a fairly equal ratio of both males and females. The
findings still provide a perspective of LGBT community members and acknowledge the
importance of their interpretations and experiences. The sample includes a wide variety
of participants from an underrepresented group of the gay community. The sample
consists of participants with a mean age of 21.9, which is rarely seen in these types of
studies. Importantly, the research can be expanded upon in the future.
Areas for Future Research
One of the reasons this research is so exciting is that it can be expanded upon in a
variety of different ways. First, the study’s scope could be expanded by acquiring a larger
sample and by accessing participants from a larger geographic range. (Participants from
all fifty states would be ideal.) Expanding the sample to reflect the U.S. racial and ethnic
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distribution would make the findings representative of those groups. Also, the sample
from only gay and lesbian individuals to include all members of the LGBT community
might provide insights into diverse experiences within the LGBT population. A future
study might also include an equal number of heterosexual respondents. Those results
would then be compared to the responses of the homosexual participants.
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Appendix A: Description Demographic Information for Respondents
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Appendix B: Questionnaire
1. Please tell us your age.
2. Please tell us your gender.
3. Please tell us your race/ethnicity.
4. Please tell us your religious affiliation.
5. What state do you currently reside in?
6. Please describe your family background. For example, tell us if you have siblings, how many
people were in your family, the household socioeconomic status, and if you were raised in a
religious environment. Please give us as much detail as possible to help us understand your
early family environment. Feel free to include specific memories or stories.
7. Besides your family, have you had other major sources of social support such as friends,
friends' parents, groups or hobbies? Please describe these people or interests and tell us how
they have been meaningful to your life.
8. We’re also interested in your peer groups and social networks. By “peer group and social
networks” we mean the people who you interact with on a daily basis. First, describe your past
peer groups and social networks (for example, during high school).
9. Now, please describe your current peer groups and social networks. Be sure to explain how
these groups and networks have changed over the years, if at all.
10. Have you had a coming out (or “pushing out”) experience? If so, please describe the
circumstances and, especially, your experiences and feelings.
11. In general terms, please describe your experience/s using drugs and alcohol. We are interested
in how you started using drugs/alcohol AND in your subsequent experiences.
12. In your opinion, and based on your experiences, has your use of drugs and alcohol been
unusual compared to your peers? How or how not? Please explain as much as possible about
your views of “usual” and “unusual” use.
13. Were there any special circumstances that you feel may have led to your first experience/s
with using (or not using) substances? If so, please describe.
14. Was there ever a point in your life that seemed like a 'fork in the road' when you almost, or
might have, taken another path in terms of substance use? Please elaborate as much as possible.
15. Do you think being gay/lesbian in this society has any connection to your history of using (or
not using) drugs and alcohol? How so or how not? (I know at this point you are probably
exhausted from answering questions. This is probably the most important question to our study.
Please, please be as informative as possible when answering. I promise you're almost done!)
16. If you could go back in time and give your younger self any advice, what would that advice
be?
17. Is there anything you’d like to mention or that you think is important for us to know for this
study?
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Student Burnout: The Pressures of Familial Obligation and
Maladaptive Coping Mechanisms
Cherisse Pittman
Jason Newell, PhD
Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of familial obligation on burnout and also
to investigate how burnout and familial obligation influence attitudes toward illicit prescription
drug use. Familial obligation is defined as pressure by family members to attend college, obtain a
higher education, pressure to get good grades, and stress by talking to family members about
academic futures. One hundred fifty-four students from a small liberal arts university completed
the following items: the Socio-Demographic form, the Maslach Burnout Inventory-Human
Services Survey, Familial Obligation Scale, the Perceived Stress Scale, and the Drug Attitude
Inventory (DAI 10). Results revealed that students who feel more pressure to do well in college
and more pressure to attend college have an increased risk for burnout and also have more lenient
attitudes toward the illicit use of prescription medication.

Introduction and Review of the Literature
Research has been conducted on burnout in college students; the correlation between
illicit prescription drugs such as Adderall and familial obligation has not been researched
extensively. There is a substantial gap in the literature about whether these medications
are actually helping students improve their grades or if students just feel a "confidence
boost" from them. Burnout, defined as an emotional syndrome in response to chronic
interpersonal stressors on the job has been the subject of extensive research (Maslach,
Schaufeli, & Leiter, 2001,p. 398). The literature suggests that students may also be
subject to burnout. One study of 340 undergraduate university students found an increase
in academic exhaustion as the fall semester progressed, and cynicism toward school
activities increased during both the fall and spring semesters (Gailbraith & Merrill, 2012).
Burnout sometimes plays an important role in students' lives (Cushman & West, 2006).
Burnout, a widely studied syndrome, has been described as comprised of three distinct
domains: emotional exhaustion, decreased sense of professional efficacy, and cynicism
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(Barnett, Brennan, & Gareis, 1999). Burnout can take a toll on one's mind, body, and
overall well-being.
In a knowledge-based economy, education is of the utmost importance, as
postsecondary education is a demand by most employers (Alarcon, Edwards, & Menke,
2011). While, education is the most prevalent way of gaining a higher social ranking and
improving one's earning potential, it is also frequently considered a priority and a familial
obligation for many students. While burnout, engagement, and motivation have been
researched in college students, there has been limited research on how familial pressures
influence burnout. The literature reveals a gap in research on familial obligation. A
search of literature showed that the majority of research on familial obligation has been
conducted on Asian families. “Stress is a global term that refers to how stimuli
negatively or positively affect an individual. Stress often leads to burnout, which can
seriously jeopardize a student's college experience” (Cushman & West, 2006, p. 24).
Familial pressures could be potential stressors and could limit the learning process and
stifle academic growth. For this reason, it is important to focus on stress levels and the
various stressors that students may experience when researching burnout.
In addition to burnout, the illicit use of prescription drugs have become a concern in
the higher education community and is quickly becoming one of the pitfalls of the
pressures of the undergraduate. One study shows a steady increase of students taking
prescription drugs. According to Hall, Irwin, Bowman, Frankenberger, and Jewett (2005),
17% of 179 surveyed men and 11% of 202 women reported illicit use of prescribed
stimulant medication. Forty-four percent of surveyed students stated that they knew
students who used stimulant medication illicitly for both academic and recreational
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reasons” (p.167). Research has shown that illicit drug use among college students
continues to be a significant problem (NSDUH, 2005). Prescription medications are
dangerous when not utilized for their intended purpose and some can become highly
addictive. For example, the misuse of Adderall has been indicated as one factor in
medical student Richard Fee's recent suicide (Schwarz, 2013). Parental knowledge of
Adderall usage seems to be limited. According to Carroll (2011), when a subject was
questioned about how his parents felt about his use of prescription drugs to boost his
grades the subject responded, "it's like a ‘don't ask, don't tell’ kind of thing. They don't
wanna know. They're paying for that report card” (p. 2). Adderall also seems to be used
as an appetite suppressant, which could also be seen as a coping mechanism for societal
and peer pressures. The literature suggests that college students who have illicitly taken
prescription drugs believe that their study skills and grades are enhanced. In a study
conducted on 150 undergraduates, Low and Gendaszek (2002) found that "common
motivations for abusers were: to improve intellectual performance (23.3%); to be more
efficient on academic assignments (22.0%) and to use in combination with alcohol
(19.3%)” (p. 285) showing that students are more likely to cite academic purposes for
misusing prescription drugs than recreational purposes. When academics demand more
time and produce a high level of stress, students who have already been introduced to
drugs such as Adderall deem this an appropriate coping mechanism. Men report more
illicit drug use than women (Low & Gendaszek, 2010). First time use was also higher
among college students with lower grade point averages.
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Methodology
Research Aim
The purpose of this study is to determine whether feelings of familial obligation
among college students will be positively correlated with student burnout. This study
will also include research on the associations between maladaptive coping mechanisms
and student burnout, specifically the use of prescription medications compared to other
drugs.
Research Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1: H (1) Student burnout will be positively correlated with familial obligation
to attend college and obtain a higher education.
Hypothesis 2: H (2) Student burnout will be positively correlated with maladaptive
coping mechanisms based on attitudes regarding the use of prescription medication.
Hypothesis 3: H (3) Familial obligation will be positively correlated with maladaptive
coping mechanisms based on attitudes regarding the use of prescription medication.
Design
A quantitative paradigm was used for this research project with three surveys
being used to measure the variables. This was a cross-sectional survey design using a
convenience sample of students from the undergraduate population at a small liberal arts
university in the south.
Sample	
  
Participants were students attending a small liberal arts university in the south in
the United States enrolled in various courses during the 3-week May term semester. One
hundred fifty-four participants with a mean age of 23.48 (SD= 5.889, range: 18-49)
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volunteered for the study. Students were sampled from various majors including
Education 32 (20.8%), Mass Communications 15 (9.7%), Psychology 14 (9.1%), and
Social Work 12 (7.8%). Other majors included: English/Language Arts, Sociology,
Biology, Political Science, Kinesiology, History, Art, Theatre, Business, Finance,
Foreign Language, Family and Consumer Science, Accounting, and Math. In terms of
marital status, 115 participants (74.7%) were single, 22 participants (14.3%) were
married and others identified themselves as widowed, divorced, engaged or simply
refused to answer this question. Eighty of the student participants were Seniors (51.9%),
27 students (17.5%) were Juniors and the rest of the students were either freshmen,
sophomore or graduate students. In terms of race, 107 (69.5%) participants identified
themselves as Caucasian, 23 (14.9%) as African American, the rest of the participants
(15.6%) identified as Hispanic, American Indian/Alaskan Native, mixed race, or refused
to answer. There were 98 (63.6%) female participants and 51 (33.1%) male participants
and 5 (3.2%) participants refused to answer (see Appendix A for demographic tables).
Instrumentation
A quantitative paradigm was used for this research project. The dependent
variables (burnout, coping, substance use, familial obligation) were measured by four
different instruments. The Maslach Burnout Inventory Human Services Survey (MBIHSS) measured burnout (see Appendix A). The MBI contains three independent scale
domains: (1) emotional exhaustion (i.e., the draining of emotional resources); (2)
depersonalization (i.e. negative or cynical attitudes toward one's recipients); and (3)
personal accomplishment (the tendency to evaluate oneself positively, particularly with
regard to one's work with recipients) (Schaufeli, Bakker, Hoogduin, Schaap, & Kladler,
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2001). One study, when testing the MBI and another measure of burnout, showed "the
validity of the three-factor structure of the MBI and the Burnout Measure (BM) is
confirmed" and that "two MBI-scales are able to discriminate between burnout and nonburned out employees" (Schaufeli et al., 2001, pg. 565). The study demonstrated that the
MBI can be used for individual evaluation purposes. The emotional exhaustion and
depersonalization scales are able to discriminate between burnout and non-burned out
individuals (Schaufeli et al., 2001). Students were given instructions to think of the
survey in terms of their education being their “work”. The Familial Obligation Scale,
created specifically for this study, is a self-report Likert-type questionnaire that measured
pressure by family to attend college prior to college and pressures to succeed in college
within the last month. Next, the Perceived Stress Scale measured stress within the last
month. The 10-item Perceived Stress Scale (PSS-10) is a popular Likert-type rating scale
developed to quantify the psychological construct “perceived stress” (Cole, 1999, p. 319).
It has been found that “the PSS-10 is a reliable and valid self-report measure of perceived
stress within a nonclinical, multisite sample of U.S. college students” (Roberti,
Harrington, & Storch 2006, pg. 143). Also, a socio-demographic questionnaire was
included to gather data on race, gender, marital status, and classification. Lastly, the Drug
Attitude Inventory (DAI) measured attitudes toward medication. One study shows "the
original DAI was validated in a sample of 150 outpatient adults diagnosed with
schizophrenia and taking typical antipsychotic medications (Hogan et al., 1983)” (as cited
inTownsend, Floersch, & Findling, 2009, p. 1524).
Procedures
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The questionnaires were administered as a packet and completed in classroom
settings. A 20-minute time period was allotted for completion and students were given
instructions before the packets were distributed. Students were informed that they were
able to option out of the survey at any time. The research protocol, as well as a prompt
that was read before distribution of the surveys, was approved by the university's
Institutional Review Board.
Data Analysis and Results
H1: Student burnout will be positively correlated with familial obligation to
attend college and obtain a higher education. To determine if there was a statistically
significant correlation between burnout and familial obligation an Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) was conducted. To determine if there was a statistically significant
correlation between burnout and familial obligation an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
was conducted. The dependent variable was burnout (emotional exhaustion,
depersonalization, and personal accomplishment) while the predictor variables were
“how often students felt pressure from their families to attend college (prior to attending
college)”; “to get good grades (within the last month)”; and “when talking to their
families about their academic future (within the last month)”. The results revealed
statistical significance in two of the variables. The MBI domains emotional exhaustion
and personal accomplishment were statistically significant when analyzed against the
independent variable “familial pressure to obtain a degree” (p< .003 and p < .018).
Results also revealed the variable “how often students felt pressured when talking to their
family about their academic life in the last month” was statistically significant (p< .007);
this same variable also showed significance (p< .029) for personal accomplishment.
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Hypothesis 2: H (2) Student burnout will be positively correlated with
maladaptive coping mechanisms based on attitudes regarding the use of prescription
medication. To determine if there was a correlation between student burnout and
maladaptive coping mechanisms based on attitudes regarding the use of prescription
medication, a one-way ANOVA was conducted. Emotional exhaustion showed statistical
significance in correlation with item 3 on the DAI, "I take medications of my own free
choice", resulting in p< .015. Item 4 on the DAI was also statistically significant (p
< .002) with the dependent variable emotional exhaustion. Item 6 on the DAI "I take
medication only when I am sick" showed statistical significance in all three burnout
domains: emotional exhaustion (p < .004), depersonalization (p < .020), and personal
accomplishment (p < .002). Emotional exhaustion also showed statistical significance
with item 10 on the DAI "By staying on medication, I can prevent getting sick" (p < .005).
Hypothesis 3: H (3) Familial obligation will be positively correlated with
maladaptive coping mechanisms based on attitudes regarding the use of prescription
medication. To determine if there was a statistically significant correlation between
maladaptive coping mechanisms based on attitudes toward prescription medication and
familial obligation a cross-tabulation was conducted. Significance was found in several
variables. Item 6 on the DAI was also correlated with item 2 on the familial obligation
scale "family pressure to get good grades" (p < .002). This variable (item 6 on the DAI)
also showed significance with item 4 "stressed by talking to family about school"
resulting in (p < .004). Item 7 on the DAI "I feel more normal on medication" showed
significance when cross-tabulated with the familial obligation variable item 2 "family
pressure to get good grades", (p < .006).
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Discussion
This research project was designed to explore the influence of familial pressure to
obtain higher education on student burnout. The finding that feelings of pressure by
family would be associated with student burnout was expected. This idea was partially
supported. Findings revealed there was a significant difference in students who never felt
overwhelmed by pressure from their family to obtain a degree and students who felt
overwhelmed very often. Students who felt overwhelmed were more emotionally
exhausted and had a higher sense of reduced personal accomplishment than those
students who did not indicate feeling chronically overwhelmed. Participants who said
they often felt stressed when talking about their academic future with their families were
twice as emotionally exhausted as students who never felt pressured by their parents.
Students who felt stressed often when talking about their academic future with their
families also had greater feelings of reduction in personal accomplishments when
compared to students who never felt stressed when talking to their families. The latter
yielded only a low-moderate reduced sense of personal accomplishment score.
The hypothesis that student burnout was positively correlated with maladaptive
coping mechanisms based on attitudes regarding the use of prescription medication was
partially supported. Students who said they take medication of their own free choice had
a higher emotional exhaustion score (high-moderate) than students who answered that
they did not take medication of their own free choice (low-moderate). Also students who
said medication makes them feel more relaxed indicated high-moderate emotional
exhaustion whereas students who answered medication did not relax them indicated lowmoderate emotional exhaustion. Students who said they do not take medication only
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when they are sick had high emotional exhaustion whereas people who answered that
they only take medication when sick had moderate emotional exhaustion. The students
who answered that they only take medication when sick had lower emotional exhaustion
(low-moderate) than those who did not take medication only when sick (high-moderate).
Students who only take medicine when they are sick also had lower depersonalization
and a lower sense of reduced personal accomplishment (low-moderate) than those who
did not; the latter had higher depersonalization and a higher sense of reduced personal
accomplishment. Also, students who believe that by staying on medication they can
prevent getting sick had a high sense of emotional exhaustion compared to those who did
not indicate this belief (low-moderate emotional exhaustion).
The hypothesis familial obligation will be positively correlated with maladaptive
coping mechanisms based on attitudes regarding the use of prescription medication was
also partially supported. Participants who indicated that they “take drugs when they are
not sick” also indicated they felt more pressure from family to get good grades. Also, for
those students who indicated they “take drugs only when they are sick” there was less
stress associated with talking with parents about school. Participants who indicated that
they "do not feel more normal on medication" indicated that they feel less pressure from
their family members to get good grades.
Limitations
This study has several limitations. The researcher did not have a large sample of
men in the convenience sample of students. Also, there were not a significant number of
freshmen and sophomore student responses in the study. Where race is concerned, the
majority of students who completed the survey packets were Caucasian. Because this
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study was not more inclusive in classification, race, and gender, it may not be possible to
generalize the findings in this study to other universities and other undergraduate students.
Future research is needed to investigate and assess differences in burnout, familial
obligation, and maladaptive coping mechanisms based on attitudes toward illicit
prescription drug use in various races, classifications, and gender.
Conclusion
The importance of good communication within families is crucial. While
encouragement is great and should be a part of any healthy relationship, it can also
become negative. This study has shown that there is a significant difference in the level
of burnout in students who have not been pressured when compared to students who have
been pressured by their families. Pressuring students to obtain higher education can
become a factor in the amount of stress these students feel and can also play a role in how
students perceive their accomplishments.
The results for hypothesis 2 (student burnout will be positively correlated with
maladaptive coping mechanisms based on attitudes regarding medication) indicate that
students who have a more lenient and accepting attitude towards medication have an
increased risk of burnout than students who do not. It does not seem that students who
may be taking medication or perceive that medication is helpful for reasons other than an
illness are actually being helped by the medications, and they have an increased risk for
burnout.
The results for hypothesis 3 were similar to hypothesis 2 in that in both
hypotheses the students with more lenient attitudes toward illicit use of prescription
medications felt more pressure by family members concerning their academic career. We
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can only speculate that because these students feel more pressured by their families they
have more lenient attitudes toward medication because the drugs that they are referencing
are coping mechanisms.
Future Research
For further research, I recommend that an investigation be conducted on the
possibility that students who have more lenient attitudes toward illicit use of prescription
medication because they think of use of prescription drugs as a coping mechanism. I also
recommend that qualitative research be conducted with students who have more lenient
attitudes toward illicit use of prescription medications to investigate which medications
students had in mind when completing the DAI-10, as well as which medications they
view as helpful. Lastly, I recommend that research be conducted on how medications
may play a role in students' burnout rate.
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Appendix A
Table 1
Psychometric Range for the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI)
Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI)
Range

Low

Moderate

High

Emotional Exhaustion

0-63

0-16

17-26

27 -63

Depersonalization

0-28

0-6

7-12

13-28

Personal Accomplishment

0-56

39-56

32-38

0-31
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Figure 1. Maslach’s Conceptual Model of Professional Burnout

Table 2
Race of Participants
Table 2
Race
African American
Caucasian
American Indian or
Alaskan Native
Valid
Hispanic
Other or mixed race
Refused
Total
Missing System
Total

	
  

Frequenc Percent
y
23
14.9
107
69.5

Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
16.0
16.0
74.3
90.3

2

1.3

1.4

91.7

4
2
6
144
10
154

2.6
1.3
3.9
93.5
6.5
100.0

2.8
1.4
4.2
100.0

94.4
95.8
100.0
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Table 3
Gender of Participants
Table 3
Gender
Male
Valid
Female
Total
Missing System
Total

Frequenc Percent
y
51
33.1
98
63.6
149
96.8
5
3.2
154
100.0

Valid
Percent
34.2
65.8
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
34.2
100.0

Table 4
Marital Status of Participants
Table 4
Frequenc Percent
Marital Status
y
Married
22
14.3
Single
115
74.7
Widowe
1
.6
d
Valid
Divorced
3
1.9
Refused
2
1.3
Engaged
1
.6
Total
144
93.5
Missing System
10
6.5
Total
154
100.0

	
  

Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
15.3
15.3
79.9
95.1
.7

95.8

2.1
1.4
.7
100.0

97.9
99.3
100.0
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Table 5
Classification of Participants
Table 5
Classification
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Valid
Senior
Graduate
Student
Total
Missing System
Total

	
  

Frequenc Percent
y
5
3.2
18
11.7
27
17.5
80
51.9

Valid
Percent
3.5
12.8
19.1
56.7

Cumulative
Percent
3.5
16.3
35.5
92.2
100.0

11

7.1

7.8

141
13
154

91.6
8.4
100.0

100.0
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Table 6
Majors of Participants

Table 6
Major
Speech-Language
Pathology
Social Work
Mass Comm
Education
Biology
Political Science
Kinesiology
Psychology
English/Language Arts
Sociology
Valid
History
Art
Theatre
Business
Finance
Foreign Language
Family and Consumer
Science
Accounting
Math
Total
Missing System
Total

	
  

Frequenc
y

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

5

3.2

3.8

3.8

12
15
32
5
7
1
14
9
6
8
6
1
3
1
2

7.8
9.7
20.8
3.2
4.5
.6
9.1
5.8
3.9
5.2
3.9
.6
1.9
.6
1.3

9.0
11.3
24.1
3.8
5.3
.8
10.5
6.8
4.5
6.0
4.5
.8
2.3
.8
1.5

12.8
24.1
48.1
51.9
57.1
57.9
68.4
75.2
79.7
85.7
90.2
91.0
93.2
94.0
95.5

3

1.9

2.3

97.7

2
1
133
21
154

1.3
.6
86.4
13.6
100.0

1.5
.8
100.0

99.2
100.0
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Potential Allelopathic Effects of Invasive Species Ligustrum sinense
Lour. (Chinese Privet) and Triadica sebifera L. Small (Chinese Tallow
Tree) on the
Germination of Raphanus sativum L. (Radish) Seeds
Andrea M. Willard
T. M. Hardig, Ph.D.
Abstract
Invasive alien species that take over native plant communities have the potential to disturb and
eventually extirpate both native flora and fauna. This is a concern to environmental
conservationists and ecologists worldwide. One hypothesis to explain invasive plant success is
the potential ability to secrete allelochemicals, or novel chemical compounds that may inhibit
growth and/or germination of a target species. Non-native, invasive species Ligustrum sinense
Lour. (Chinese Privet) and Triadica sebifera L. (Chinese Tallow Tree) were screened for
allelopathic potential using a laboratory bioassay. Leaf tissues were dried and aqueous extracts
were prepared separately of each species. Radish (Raphanus sativum L.) seeds were set to
germinate in a growth chamber in three separate treatments, two serving as experimental
treatments and the third serving as the control. After the germination period a one tailed t-test
was performed to determine whether a significant difference existed between the mean of seeds
germinated in the treatment group when compared to the control. Both treatments exhibited a
significant difference (p<0.05) between means. However, after 48hrs mold contamination was
observed in both treatment groups. This may have had an unrecognized effect on seed
germination. The experiment did not accommodate for mold contamination, which may have
affected the outcome of the results, therefore, allelopathic potential cannot be ascertained.

Introduction
Invasive alien species can be problematic in native plant communities because
they have the potential to disturb, displace, or even extirpate both native flora and fauna,
thus, affecting ecological biodiversity (Mooney et al. 2005). One mechanism that may
contribute to an invasive alien’s success is the alien’s ability to secrete volatile organic
compounds, which may negatively affect neighboring plants (Zhang et al. 2012). This
concept is known as allelopathy. Allelopathic chemicals generally fall under the broader
category of plant secondary metabolites and belong to biochemical groups such as
terpenoids, phenols, long chain fatty acids, organic cyanides, and alkaloids (Zhang et al.
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2012). These metabolites are extremely diverse in form and function, number in the
thousands, and are often species-specific (Callaway and Ridenour 2004).
Allelochemicals release from plants leaves and roots via cell leakage and/or
senescence (Pisula and Mieners 2010; Zhang et al. 2012). Allelopathic agents are
hypothesized to play a significant role in plant-plant completion due to their ability to
inhibit neighboring plant seedling germination and/or growth (Butcko and Jensen 2002;
Pisula and Mieners 2010; Corbett and Morrison 2012). In this interaction the plants that
release allelochemicals are referred to as the Donor Species and the plants that are
affected are known as the Target Species (Butcko and Jensen 2002). Recently,
allelopathy has been associated with the success of invasive species in native plant
communities due to the “novel weapons” hypothesis proposed by Callaway and Ridenour
(2004). The hypothesis proposes that native plant communities are susceptible to
invasion because they have not had a chance to adapt to invader biochemicals that have
altered the native soil biota (Callaway and Ridenour 2004; Corbett and Morrison 2012).
The University of Montevallo’s Ebenezer Swamp Ecological Preserve (ESEP),
located in western Shelby County, Alabama, USA, is an upland hardwood swamp and is
home to a diverse number of native species of plants, animals, fungi, and microorganisms.
It is also home to a number of invasive alien plant species including Chinese privet,
Ligustrum sinense, and the Chinese tallow tree, Triadica sebifera.
Chinese privet is a significant invader in the southeast US. The USDA (2012)
states, “the greatest threat posed by this species is a large-scale ecosystem modification
due to its ability to successfully compete with and displace native vegetation.” Butcko
and Jensen (2002) tested privet for allelopathic potential and found that it significantly
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reduced target species germination when compared to the control group (P<0.05). The
Chinese tallow tree also causes large-scale ecosystem modifications and is reported by
the USDA (2012) to have allelopathic capabilities in that “the leaves contain substances
that alter the soil chemistry and negatively impact native vegetation.”
The allelopathic potential of invasive plants can be tested by using a bioassay, in
which target species seeds are germinated in invasive plant extract. For example, Pisula
and Meiners (2010) performed a bioassay using radish seeds and found that nine nonnative plants out of twelve reduced the target seed germination. The aim of this study is
to test the two previously mentioned invasive plant species in ESEP for allelopathic
potential by utilizing the bioassay methods of Pisula and Mieners (2010).
Materials and Methods
Laboratory Bioassay
Invasive species L. sinense and T. sebifera were tested for allelopathic potential
with a laboratory bioassay by following the methods of Pisula and Meiners (2010).
Whole plant specimens of L. sinense and leave of T. sebifera were collected from the
University of Montevallo’s ESEP during the spring of 2013. Leaf tissue was used in the
experiment because it can disperse a greater distance than materials from roots and often
contains allelochemicals (Pisula and Mieners 2010).
Allelotoxin Extract Solution
To create a plant tissue extract, plant specimens were dried in an oven at 40ºC for
4 days. Specimens were separately ground into powder by hand using a mortar and
pestle. Extracts were made from 12.5 g of ground dried leaf tissue in 500 ml of deionized
water. This ratio of biomass to water was chosen because it adequately affects seed
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germination but does not completely inhibit it (Butcko and Jensen 2002). This was done
separately for each species yielding 2 separate solutions.
Experimental Design
To test the allelopathic potential of the invasive plants, radish seeds were set to
germinate in three separate conditions. The experiment consisted of three treatments, two
different experimental treatments and one control treatment. Dishes were layered with
Whatman filter paper, to absorb the extracts, and then 20 radish seeds were haphazardly
placed on the filter paper, per dish. Experimental Group One (EXG1) was treated with 4
ml of aqueous extract of
T. sebifera and Experimental Group Two (EXG2) was treated with 4 ml aqueous extract
of
L. sinense. The Control Group was treated with 4 ml of deionized water. Each treatment
was replicated ten times.
Germination conditions, data collection, and data analysis
All plates were systematically arranged in a growth cabinet to ensure a maximally
heterogeneous distribution and incubated at 25ºC for a 12/12-hour light and dark cycle.
After a 72hr germination period the number of seeds germinated per seed plate was
recorded. The mean numbers of germinations for the treatment groups were compared to
the control group using a one tailed t-test.
Results
Number of seeds that germinated were recorded in each group after 72hrs of
germination and are as follows: Control treatment with a mean of 19.7 (98.5%) and a
standard deviation of 0.48304, EXG1 with a mean of 15 (75%) and a standard deviation
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4.18899 and EXG2 with a mean of 17.6 (88%) and a standard deviation of 0.84327
(Table 1, Fig. 1). The mean number of germinations observed in both treatments were
significantly less than those observed in the control (P<0.05) (Table 1).
Discussion
After 48hrs, mold spores contaminated treatment dishes and were found
infiltrating treatment group radish seed coats (Fig. 2). However, during the first 24hrs,
before visible detection of mold contamination, delayed germination was observed in the
experimental treatments (Fig. 3), but was much more prominent 72hrs after
contamination (Fig 4 and 5). Since this experiment did not account for fungal growth,
allelopathic potential cannot be distinguished from potential fungal effects.
In order to accurately test for
allelopathic potential, surface sterilization methods should be carried out in order to
accommodate for the presence of mold contamination. This could call for the use of a
bleach solution sterilization method or methods for isolating the microfungi before
screening for allelochemicals (Schulz et al. 1993). While most studies use room
temperature (25°C) to incubate seeds (Pisula and Mieners 2010; Buckto and Jensen 2002)
Corbett and Morrison (2012) mention the use of lower temperatures (20°C) in the
incubation process to insure germination, but avoid fungal growth.
Also, while this study and many others focus on the release
of allelochemicals from a specific tissue, recent experiments stress the role that
microorganism and microflora play in the allelochemicals ability to reduce target seed
germination (Corbett and Morrison 2012). The procedure that Corbett and Morrison
(2012) use for sterilizing soil not only allows for the ability to observe direct effects of
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allelochemicals on seed germination, but it may also have the potential to avoid mold
contamination as well.

Finally,

the reason that invasive, alien species were chosen to be tested for potential allelopathic
effects was with the broader goal of ecological conservation in mind. While allelopathic
studies of invasive plants may indicate whether or not plants contain allelochemicals,
they lack an ecological context, in which they do not describe the role that invaders play
in their ecological modifications of environments. In order to aid in conservation efforts,
instead of using Radish seeds for their ability to germinate quickly, further studies should
incorporate the use of native plant seedlings to accurately depict whether or not an
invaders’ allelochemicals are negatively affecting the surrounding native vegetation.
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Tables and Figures
TABLE 1. Number of seeds germinated in each treatment after a 72hr period, with t-test
results.
*= p<0.05
6/12	
  72hrs
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
D10

T.	
  sebifera
17
18
15
19
16
6
16
18
16
9

L.	
  sinense
18
18
18
17
16
17
19
18
18
17

Control
20
19
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
19

MEAN
STDEV

15*
4.18993503

17.6*
0.843274043

19.7
0.483045892
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FIGURE 1. Percent germination after 72hrs for EXG1 and EXG2 treatments and Control
with 95% confidence intervals are as follows:: Control (left bar 98%), EXG1 (middle bar
75%) and EXG2 (right bar 88%).
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FIGURE 2. (Left) mold spore contamination found in EXG1 and EXG2 treatment dishes
after 48hrs; (right) mold spores encasing Radish seed coat.
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FIGURE 3. Delayed germination of experimental treatments in the first 24hrs: EXG2
(left) exhibits a delayed germination when compared to the CONTROL (right).

FIGURE 4. Germination inhibition after 72hrs: EXG2 (left) exhibits inhibited
germination when compared to Control group (right)
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FIGURE 5. Dissecting microscope images of seeds after 72 hour germination period:
Control (left) and EXG1 (right).
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The Significance of PKGIB in cGMP Induced Death of Breast Cancer
Cells
Perrin F. Windham
Heather N. Tinsley, Ph.D.
Abstract
The cGMP signaling pathway has been shown to be effective in the induction of breast cancer
cell death. The mechanism through which cGMP causes cell death remains unknown. However,
activation of cGMP-dependent protein kinase (PKG) is thought to play an important role. The
following experiments will study the importance of PKG for the anticancer activity of cGMP
signaling in breast cancer cells. PKGI-specific siRNA will be used to knockdown the expression
of the protein. We have confirmed that three days of treatment with siRNA in MDA-MB-231
breast cancer cells causes a significant decrease in the amount of PKGIβ, the most highly
expressed form of this protein in these cells, as determined by a Western blot. Cells expressing
PKGIβ and with knockdown of PKGIβ will be treated with sulindac sulfide, MY5445, and NOR3, compounds known to activate cGMP signaling in breast cancer cells. We will then measure
the effects of knockdown on sensitivity of the cells to the anticancer activity of cGMP signaling
activation. These studies will determine if PKG is necessary for mediating the death of breast
cancer cells in response to cGMP signaling. Understanding how the cGMP/PKG signaling
pathway results in breast cancer cell death could play a pivotal role in future drug discovery
efforts by identifying novel drug targets.

Introduction
Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer and the second leading
cause of cancer related death in women in the United States [1]. Research has shown that
one of the strongest risk factors for breast cancer is family history [2]. Cancer is caused
by an accumulation of genetic mutations and alterations that allow it to grow, such as
evasion of programmed cell death, self-sufficiency in growth signals, and insensitivity to
growth-inhibitory signals [1, 3]. Early detection and chemoprevention are widely
accepted as the most promising methods through which the impact of breast cancer in
terms of death and quality of life will be reduced [1]. Identifying proteins that play an
important role in breast cancer development and progression is paramount in the quest for
improving detection and preventing the development of breast cancer.
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Recent studies have shown that the cGMP/PKG pathway is effective to induce
apoptosis of cancer cells. Specifically, the activation of cGMP leads to the activation of
PKG, which induces cancer cell death [4]. cGMP signaling has also been found to have
negative effects on cell growth and survival depending on the type of cell and type of
tissue [5]. There have also been findings that give direct evidence that PKG is adequate
to induce cell death and prevent migration of cancer cells [6]. However, the exact
mechanism through which cGMP and PKG cause cell death remains unknown [4].
There have also been several studies that have shown that non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) have an effect on certain pathways and enzymes that are
prevalent in cancer cells. NSAIDs have been shown to be effective in inducing apoptosis
and inhibiting growth of cancer cells [1, 7]. Drugs such as sulindac sulfide (SS), while
helpful in the treatment and prevention of cancer, cause toxicity due to the effects caused
by the inhibition of the enzyme cyclooxygenase (COX). This toxicity can ultimately lead
to fatal side effects, such as gastrointestinal ulcers, renal toxicity, and increased risk of
stroke and heart attack [7]. These side effects have prevented NSAIDs from being used
widely for cancer chemoprevention.
The useful nature of NSAIDs stems from its ability to activate the cyclic
guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) pathway, which has been shown to be less active in
breast cancer cells, along with its inhibition of phosphodiesterase 5 (PDE5) which is
over-expressed in breast cancer cells[7]. It has been shown by recent studies that
inhibition of PDE5 by SS combined with activation of cGMP signaling results in
apoptosis of breast tumor cells [1]. There have also been studies concerning nitric oxide
(NO) that show its association with cGMP [8, 9]. While these studies are relevant to the
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study of breast cancer, NO can have effects on cancer that are cGMP-dependent or
cGMP-independent and at this time, only compounds associated with cGMP are being
investigated. [9]. Not only are PDE and NO components of the signaling pathway known
to regulate cell survival and cell death in cancer, but also protein kinase G (PKG) plays a
major role in this signaling pathway and the mechanism must still be discovered [9].
The current study will deal with this problem and work specifically with PKGIβ,
which has recently been shown to be the predominant form of PKG that is expressed in
breast cancer cells, to observe its effects on cell growth. To distinguish these effects,
small interfering RNA (siRNA) will be used to decrease PKG expression in breast cancer
cells. siRNA operates by obtaining an siRNA that is complementary for the mRNA of
the protein being studied, in this situation, PKG. The siRNA binds to the mRNA and
“silences” the mRNA so that the ribosome cannot translate it into protein. A
“knockdown” results, so that the cells have less protein than cells without siRNA [10].
This can be confirmed using techniques of reverse transcription polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) and Western blotting. After these processes, if knockdown has been
successful, the cells with greatest knockdown will be treated with compounds that are
expected to activate cGMP. This study will determine the importance of PKGIβ for
mediating the anticancer activity of cGMP signaling in these cells. Understanding how
this signaling pathway results in breast cancer cell death could play a pivotal role in
future drug discovery efforts by identifying novel drug targets and helping to eliminate
potential sources of toxicity.
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Methods and Materials
Cells and Cell Culture: The MDA-MB-231 and SKBr-3 human breast cancer cell lines
were obtained from ATCC and grown in RPMI 1640 media containing antifungal,
antibiotic, glutamine, and 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Normal human mammary
epithelial cells (HMEC) were obtained from Lonza and grown in MEGM media
according to manufacturer’s protocol. All cells were grown under standard conditions at
37oC, with 5% CO2 in a humidified atmosphere. Prior to use in any experiment, the cells
were counted using a hemacytometer and viability was determined using trypan blue
exclusion. Only cultures displaying >95% viability were used for experiments.
RT-PCR: RNA was isolated from MDA-MB-231 cells using Axygen Total RNA
Miniprep kit according to manufacturer’s specifications. RT-PCR procedure utilized
Qiagen OneStep RT-PCR kit according to manufacturer’s specifications. Bands were
visualized on a 1% agarose gel labeled with ethidium bromide and run for about 30
minutes.
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Primers used in solutions for RT-PCR:
Table 1
Name
β-actin
forward
β-actin
reverse
PKGIα
forward
PKGIα
reverse
PKGIβ
forward
PKGIβ
reverse
PKGII
forward
PKGII
reverse

Sequence
GGACTTCGAGCAAGAGATGG
AGCACTGTGTTGGCGTACAG
CGAGTACTTAGCGCCCATTC
CTTCTCTGACAGCCGCTTCT
CACCTTGCGGGATTTACAGT
ATCACCGAGCGGTACTTGTC
GCCATTGCTGAACTCACAGA
GGAAAATTCAGGGGGTTTGT

Western Blotting: All antibodies were obtained from Cell Signaling Technologies.
Protein was isolated using a 1% SDS lysis buffer (1%SDS, 10mM Tris pH 7.5, protease
inhibitor cocktail). The concentration of protein was calculated using BCA assay from
Pierce following manufacturer’s specifications. 15-30µg of obtained protein was loaded
per well in a 12% acrylamide gel. Proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membrane
and the membrane was blocked using 5% nonfat milk in TBS containing 1% Tween-20
(TBST) for 1 hour at room temperature. Primary antibodies were diluted 1:1000 in
TBST containing 1% nonfat dry milk, except GAPDH antibody, which was diluted
1:5000 in TBST containing 1% nonfat dry milk, and phospho-VASPSer239 which was
diluted 1:1000 in TBST containing 1% BSA. The membrane was incubated in primary
antibody overnight at 4oC. Secondary anti-rabbit antibody was diluted 1:5000 in TBST
containing 1% nonfat milk. Membrane was incubated in secondary antibody at room
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temperature for 1 hour. Protein bands were visualized using Millipore Immobilin ECL
reagent.
siRNA: All siRNA and transfection reagents were purchased from Santa Cruz
Biotechnology. 120,000 cells were plated per well of a 6-well plate. After 48 hours of
growth, at approximately 70% confluency, the cells were treated with 40pmol siRNA
according to the manufacturer’s specifications for 24 hours. After 24 hours, the
transfection media was replaced with normal growth media and cells were assayed after
an additional 24, 48, or 72 hours. For all transfection experiments, a second set of cells
were treated with transfection reagent minus siRNA as a negative control.
Growth Assays: Sulindac sulfide and NOR-3 were purchased from Enzo Life Sciences.
Both drugs were reconstituted in DMSO. For evaluation of cell growth, cells were plated
and transfected as described above. 48 hours after transfection media was replaced with
normal growth media, cells were treated with the specified compound or vehicle (0.2%
DMSO) diluted in normal growth media. 72 hours after drug treatment, cells were
collected and counted by hemacytometry. Viability of each sample was determined using
trypan blue exclusion.
Results
Expression of PKG isoforms in human breast cells MDA-MB-231
Expression of PKG isoforms in human breast cells, both normal and cancerous,
was determined by RT-PCR using isoform specific primers. All cells predominantly
express PKGIβ, with the highest expression in MDA-MB-231 and normal (HMEC)
breast cells as shown in Figure 1A and quantified in Figure 1B. The Western blot for
PKGI confirms these findings, showing that both MDA-MB-231 and SKBr-3 cells
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express PKGI, but the level of expression is higher in MDA-MB-231 cells as shown in
Figure 1C.
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siRNA knockdown of PKGI in human breast cancer cells
To determine the efficiency of siRNA knockdown of PKGI in MDA-MB-231
cells, protein and RNA were isolated from the cells after 24, 48, and 72 hours of
treatment with PKGI specific siRNA.
RT-PCR using PKGIβ-specific primers showed that there was not much break
down of mRNA but there was some degradation on day 3 of treatment with siRNA as
shown in Figures 2A and 2B.
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As shown in Figures 2C and 2D, there were significant decreases in the amount of
PKGI in MDA-MB-231 cells treated with siRNA when compared with the untreated
controls. Protein expression decreases as the siRNA was prolonged, with 3 days of
treatment resulting in levels of protein that were below the level of detection for the
Western blot.
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Importance of PKGI for the growth-inhibitory activity of SS and NOR-3
To determine if PKGI is necessary for the anti-cancer activity of the cGMP
signaling pathway, sensitivity of the MDA-MB-231 cell line to two different drugs, SS
and NOR-3, in the presence of PKGI siRNA was measured.
To determine the effects of treatment on growth and survival of the cells, cells
were counted by hemacytometry. As shown in Figure 3A, there was no significant
difference between untreated and PKGI siRNA treated cells for the vehicle.	
  	
  However,	
  
there was a difference between untreated and PKGI siRNA treated cells that were also
treated with 100µM sulindac sulfide and a significant difference between untreated and
PKGI siRNA treated cells that were also treated with 75µM NOR-3. As predicted,
decreasing the expression of PKGI caused the cells to be less sensitive to the effects of
SS and NOR-3 with a large reduction in the untreated cell number as opposed to the
PKGI siRNA treated cells. As predicted because of the differences from the growth
assay data, PKGI siRNA treatment decreased the amount of caspase activation that was
caused by both SS and NOR-3 treatments as shown in Figures 3B and 3C.
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Discussion
As discussed previously, it is known that cGMP signaling is effective to induce
apoptosis of cancer cells and has also been shown to have negative effects on cancer cell
growth and survival [4, 5]. It has also been shown that PDE5 is over-expressed in breast
cancer cells and that activation of cGMP signaling due to inhibition of PDE5 results in
apoptosis in tumor cells [1, 7]. However, the exact mechanism responsible, while
assumed to involve PKG has yet to be experimentally determined. Through the use of
PKGI siRNA and two drugs that act as cGMP signaling activators with known in vitro
anti-cancer activity (SS, a drug that inhibits PDE5, and NOR-3, which activates GC), the
studies presented her demonstrate that PKGIβ is at least partially necessary for the
proapoptotic effects of cGMP signaling.
From the data gained from the Western blot of the siRNA PKGIβ knockdown of
MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells it was shown that two to three days of treatment with
PKGI-specific siRNA was sufficient to effectively decrease the expression of PKGIβ in
these cells. With this data, cancer cells were treated with siRNA for two days in order to
knockdown the expression of PKGIβ prior to treatment with SS and NOR-3.
These treatment studies provided some interesting results. First, it was observed
that there was no significant difference between control cells and cells treated with only
PKGI siRNA. This shows that PKGI is not necessary for these breast cancer cells to
grow and survive. 	
  Second, there appeared to be large differences between untreated and
PKGI siRNA treated cells with SS treatment and also with NOR-3. With a decrease of
the expression of PKGI, the cells were less sensitive to the effects of NOR-3 and SS,
which suggests that PKGI is necessary for a least a portion of the growth inhibitory
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activity of these drugs. However, an alternative mechanism must also be involved since
even with substantial PKGI knockdown, cells growth was still inhibited by the compound.
One issue that could be happening is that the growth inhibitory mechanisms for
SS and NOR-3 could be different. NOR-3 activates soluble guanylyl cyclase, which is
present in the cytoplasm of cells. SS inhibits PDE5, which is present in the cytoplasm but
also in very high levels on the nuclear envelope. With the protein targets of the drugs
being in separate locations within the cell, even though they both activate cGMP
signaling, they may utilize different cGMP pathways depending on which effector
proteins are located near them. Additionally, SS is known as a fairly promiscuous drug,
having multiple targets. In fact, the primary target of SS is cyclooxygenase, a family of
enzymes completely unrelated to cGMP signaling. It is possible that a cGMPindependent target may be compensating for any loss of activity that was afforded by
PKGI knockdown. This is supported by previous studies, which showed that SS can
inhibit apoptosis while inducing cell cycle arrest, whereas cGMP specific drugs like
MY5445 (a PDE inhibitor) were only able to inhibit apoptosis.
The growth data for SS and NOR-3 were conclusive with the hypothesis, but to be
more accurate, a Western blot for cleaved caspase 3 was completed. The Western blot
analysis for cleaved caspase 3 was strongly indicative of PKGI being vitally important
for the induction of apoptosis caused by SS and NOR-3. Caspase is indicative of
induction of apoptosis and there was much more cleaved caspase present in the control
cells that still expressed PKGI. Therefore, those cells treated with siRNA and SS or
NOR-3 were less sensitive to these drugs and apoptosis was not induced as intensely as in
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those cells that expressed PKGI. Because of these results it can be concluded that PKGI
is very important for the cGMP induced apoptosis of breast cancer cells.
Together, these findings demonstrate that while there still are some unknown
parts of the mechanisms that may be affecting the cGMP pathway, PKG is very important
for the cGMP induced apoptosis of breast cancer cells. While the growth assays were
conclusive, more reliable results were obtained by Western blots done for cleaved
caspase 3. The Western blots done for caspase are also conclusive with the hypothesis
that PKGI is necessary for cGMP induced cell death to occur. It has been determined
that PKGI plays a pivotal role in the cGMP pathway, even though there may be other
mechanisms yet to be determined. Further studies should be done to investigate what
other mechanisms play a part in the cGMP induced apoptosis of breast cancer cells.
However, the findings of this study will be helpful in future drug discovery in that a
novel drug target has been identified.
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Additional Abstracts

And Then You Act: Understanding Viewpoints Work on Creating a
Role
Frank Deming
Tammy Killian, MFA
Abstract
In the theatre there are many techniques that actors can use to create a character they are
portraying in a play. These techniques take certain aspects of time and space and use them to
create a visceral response from the actor so the actor can create an honest character response.
Among these techniques is the Viewpoints method. This method uses the following elements to
engage the role the actor is portraying: Tempo, Duration, Repetition, both internal and external,
Kinesthetic Response, Shape, Gesture, Architecture, Spatial Relationship, and Topography.
(Viewpoints, 20-23) The current research demonstrates the use of the Viewpoints method to
connect the actor with the role in a play. It engages all the aspects of the method in many detailed
exercises, while maintaining the truth needed for a genuine audience response. It also allows an
actor with the most basic training to use the method as an engaging model, which allows a better
understanding of the method as a whole. This method is not commonly used in a theatrical setting
where the actors do not have extensive professional training. This research can be a guide for an
untrained actor to use as a springboard into understanding the inner workings of the character and
better understand the meaning conveyed by the script. The Viewpoints is complicated to
understand, but when broken down into its crucial parts any actor or theatre practitioner can use
the method for his/her own benefit.
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